
ABSTRACT 

MCKELVY, JOSEPHINE NGO. Time of My Life: Managing Experiences of Time When Lives 

Get Stuck. (Under the Direction of Dr. Michael Schwalbe). 

 

Life-course sociologists examine how people exercise agency over their lives in various 

sociohistorical contexts. Yet many studies overlook how the life course itself is a constructed, 

subjective experience (Holstein & Gubrium 2007; Macmillan 2007; McAdams 2005) and 

relegate cultural understandings to environmental factors (Sewell 1999; Hays 1994; Hochschild 

1979). How people interpret their experiences of time matter for their self-evaluations, which can 

motivate personal and cultural change. This research explores one dimension of the subjective 

life course: how people overcome feelings of stagnation in their lives. 

Interviews with 24 participants whose lives did not go as expected revealed that many felt 

stuck or left behind by peers in their intimate relationships and careers. They used what I call 

“narrative time work,” or a set of strategies to manage the tempo of their lives. This involved 

reinterpreting perceptions of time and altering feelings about one’s progress through life. In this 

way, narrative time work combined time work and emotion work to construct the subjective life 

course.  

Paradoxically, some participants yielded control to feel in control, harnessed uncertainty 

to spur life changes, or sought belonging among strangers. These strategies restored feelings of 

self-efficacy in less conventional lives. But these approaches could also exacerbate feelings of 

isolation or competition within a dominant “culture of time.” In this context, people felt 

compelled to continuously achieve, avoiding disruptive events, to feel satisfied with the pacing 

of their lives. The concepts of narrative time work and cultures of time enable us to investigate 

these otherwise invisible aspects of the subjective life course. Scholars can thereby pursue new 

insights into how people navigate modern life, especially when lives do not go according to plan.  
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CHAPTER 1: EXPERIENCES OF TIME IN MODERNITY 

The structure and meaning of time changed as I began working from home amid the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Logging in extra hours on the weekends to move forward on the 

dissertation became an extension of the work week, so there was no TGIF if Friday was just the 

new Thursday. With few events to move toward, I struggled to move through time. The weeks, 

though, came and went, with or without me. I was getting stuck in time. 

Many people who participated in this study described a similar experience of time, but 

across whole swaths of their lives. They talked about careers that were not challenging, lonely 

love lives, or losing sight of their purpose in life. In these situations, there was little shape to time 

that could instill feelings of progress or relieve feelings of stagnation. Moreover, it did not feel 

good for participants to stay in place, even though stagnation could be a common experience.  

These uncertainties and anxieties affected how people felt about themselves and their 

social status—in their standing in social networks but also among peers and the sense of self-

worth derived from their accomplishments. I wanted to understand how people reconciled 

feelings of inadequacy in meeting expectations for their lives—both their own and those of 

others. What happens when one looks back on life or into the future and cannot see a reason for 

being? How do people make sense of where they are in their biographies and their social worlds?  

In the rest of this chapter, I will elaborate on the theoretical frameworks I used to explore 

these questions. Second, I describe the research methods I used in collecting and analyzing data 

to explore how people construe stagnation. Finally, I end this chapter with a summary of the 

findings that make up each chapter and their implications for our understanding of time, 

emotions, and culture in modern life. These accounts of stagnation reveal individual practices, as 

well as shared understandings, in dealing with perceptions of time. 
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ORIENTING FRAMEWORKS 

I draw on the life-course perspective and narrative analysis as frameworks for 

interpreting my findings. The life-course perspective highlights the importance of studying both 

subjective experiences of passage through time and the cultural understandings that shape those 

experiences. This perspective invokes sociohistorical context, social networks, agency, and time 

in seeking to understand how lives unfold. But how people perceive, define, and feel about this 

process are matters often taken for granted. Here, I examine how people experience and 

construct the stories of their lives. Below, I describe how I approached my study of one aspect of 

the subjective life course: feelings of stagnation. I also introduce my concepts of narrative time 

work and cultures of time.  

Stagnation and Destandardized Life Courses 

In examining the self in society, life-course research has emphasized historic trends or 

cross-national demographic shifts (e.g., entry into the workforce, marriage, or parenthood) 

(Macmillan 2007; Mayer 2009; Furlong, Woodman & Wyn 2011). But few studies have 

examined how people construct the life course itself (Holstein & Gubrium 2007; Macmillan 

2007; McAdams 2005). An interpretive understanding of the subjective life course offers insight 

on how people’s experiences of time in their biographies matter for their emotions and self-

conceptions, which motivate behavior (Thoits 1989; Rosenberg 1990; Gecas & Schwalbe 1983). 

This research explores one of those experiences of the life course: what happens when lives get 

stuck? 

Life-course scholars have debated whether people’s lives have also become 

“destandardized” as a result of social changes brought on by industrialization, globalization, and 

modernity. Precarity in work and family commitments have also fueled a culture of personal 
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responsibility and individualized risk (Pugh 2015). Destandardized or individualized life courses 

involve increasing heterogeneity in the timing and sequence of the major milestones that shape 

people’s lives (Macmillan 2005). That is, there are fewer set paths for people to follow if 

individuals are free to take whatever paths they choose (Eyerman 1992).  

Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002) characterize this experience of modernity and 

destandardized life courses as “do-it-yourself biographies” in a “find-out-for-yourself society.” 

Others think this overstates the situation (Brückner & Mayer 2005; Macmillan 2005; Kohli 

2007). Rather than a complete destandardization with no universal markers, scholars have found 

that people are reaching such signposts at different times rather than abandoning them altogether 

(Heinz, Huinink & Weyman 2006). Young people may take longer to establish themselves in 

careers (and in the process, delay establishing independent households), but these milestones 

remain meaningful in marking autonomy and self-sufficiency (Furstenberg 2010). 

The transition to adulthood is one life stage in which looser expectations are well 

documented. In focus group interviews with college students and recent grads, Andrew et al. 

(2007) found that young people still see certain events as “conduits to adulthood.” Demographic 

markers like employment, parenthood, and marriage were not seen as necessary to becoming an 

adult, but such milestones and activities were, nonetheless, defined as signs of making progress 

in life. 

Rather than too few universal markers, some scholars have argued that people have been 

inundated with benchmarks for a successful life. This proliferation of milestones has supposedly 

led to many people feeling that their lives are fragmented, or pulled in multiple directions 

(Gergen 1991; McAdams 1996; Furlong, Woodman & Wyn 2011). In either case, scholars have 

speculated about the increasingly individualized risk and uncertainty of modern life. People 
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today might enjoy the freedom to carve their own paths through life, but they also do so with less 

cultural guidance and more responsibility for failure (Giddens 1991; Silva 2013) in spite of 

precarious institutions. In other words, there are many paths to success, but with that comes 

many ways to fall from grace, resulting in self-blame, especially amidst neoliberal ideologies of 

choice and self-reliance (Pugh 2015; Brenton & Elliott 2014). 

In her interviews with black and white working-class young adults, for example, Jennifer 

Silva (2012; 2013) found that, without security and certainty in the job market, young people 

told coming-of-age stories that focused on self-transformation in overcoming adversity when 

stable employment and relationships were beyond their reach. Likewise, Hartmann and Swartz 

(2007) found that young people rested on their confidence in authoring their biographies, rather 

than any action or attribute that could carry them through challenges in less prosperous times and 

social contexts. In the face of uncertainty, young people felt they had nothing to rely on but 

themselves—selves that are also increasingly commodified as brands to be curated and sold to 

employers in a precarious labor market (Whitmer 2019; Hochschild 2012).  

In these studies, participants re-envisioned adulthood as a bundle of responsibilities tied 

to social roles and relationships. Young people, in effect, strived for but were not certain if they 

ever arrived at adulthood. Rather than a permanent status, adulthood—and by extension, the rest 

of one’s life—became an ongoing progression of personal growth and possibility (Hartmann & 

Swartz 2007). Adulthood is only one stage of life, but it is significant because it is central to 

selfhood in post-industrial societies (Lee 2001). Many life paths are possible, but a wrong 

choice, compounded by bad luck, can lead to disaster (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim 2002). As I have 

found, crises and instability also occur elsewhere in the life course. 
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What happens when these pursuits of continuous growth stall? I explore how people 

navigate this modern experience of risk and uncertainty in the life course by examining how they 

come to experience and overcome feelings of stagnation—that is, non-movement or regression in 

their lives—as one subjective dimension of the life course. Investigating the life course as a 

subjective experience adds to our understanding of people’s feelings about themselves, their 

quality of life, and their individual actions, as well as how history, culture, and social 

organization shape these experiences. This approach is a way to understand the life course as 

more than just a series of events over time. 

Narratives, Cultures, and Time 

People tell stories about their lives to represent, explain, interpret, and organize their 

expectations, motivations, successes, and failures (Richardson 1990; Riessman 1993; Atkinson 

2002; Beck 2015). These stories create identities and give meaning to experience (Polkinghorne 

1988). Moreover, one’s past, present, and future selves matter for a coherent narrative identity 

(James 1892, McAdams 2005; McLean, Pasupathi & Pals 2007). The analysis of life narratives 

typically pursues one of two goals: (1) to uncover what people do to construct meaning; or (2) to 

use those meanings to better understand how people experience their lives. I adopt the latter 

approach in this study.  

Namely, I examine the content of participants’ accounts about their lives to understand 

how they experience their passage through time (McAdams 2005; Adam 1990). Rather than 

analyze storytelling conventions, I focus on participants’ perceptions, thoughts, and feelings to 

examine one subjective experience of the life course: feelings of stagnation. I investigate the 

meanings people attached to the experience of getting stuck in life, how these experiences are 

patterned, and the strategies people use to overcome feelings of stagnation. These strategies are 
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narrative in the sense that participants connected and arranged biographical accounts to make 

sense of their life course, not just to report a series of biographical events.  

This narrative time work, as I call it, entails the strategies people use to make sense of the 

pacing of their lives and to control their emotional reactions to that tempo. Michael Flaherty 

(2003; 2011) found that doing time work helps people control their day-to-day experiences of 

time. Participants in this study did a similar kind of work to cope with disappointments and 

feelings of stagnation across their lives. This work was necessitated by discord between their 

expectations and widely shared understandings about how time ought to be experienced across 

the life course. Narrative time work thus mediated between real lives and a culture of time within 

which those lives were lived. In the following chapters, I explore this often-hidden connection 

between self and society. 

Social scientists have studied time in various ways over the last several centuries 

(Bergmann 1992). They have considered how cultural conceptions of time are linked to 

cosmological and biological cycles (Sorokin & Merton 1937; Lewis & Weigert 1981; Nowotny 

1992; Munn 1992; Mills 2000); how social structure conditions our experiences and 

understandings of time and ourselves (Zerubavel 1976; Adam 1990); how conventions about 

time and its use can reproduce status inequalities (Reid 2013; Schwartz 1974); how dominant 

time perspectives tend to reaffirm values associated with whiteness, masculinity, and 

heteronormativity (Coser & Coser 1963; Mahadeo 2018; Gee et al. 2019); how social timetables, 

time tracks, and schedules shape thinking about the timing, duration, and sequence of transitions 

in the life course (Elder, Johnson & Crosnoe 2003; Macmillan 2005; Macmillan & Copher 

2005). They have also studied how people alter their subjective perceptions of time—what 
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Flaherty calls “time work”—as a way to control those temporal experiences (Flaherty 2003; 

2011).  

I build on these latter two approaches by drawing on the qualitative side of the life-course 

perspective, which connects biography to society. I explore how people’s understandings of 

societal expectations for progress through life are connected to their place in a cohort and other 

groups, as well as to their own subjective experiences of biographical time. The time-work 

approach helps me make sense of how people manipulate their experience of time, not to get 

through a tedious workday but to create a sense of progress through life. I build on the time work 

perspective by introducing the concept of “narrative time work,” which I use to describe how 

people use stories and manage their emotions to speed up or slow down the pace of their lives. I 

also take a step beyond these approaches by showing how the culture of time under capitalism 

demands compulsory progress, and how this norm can clash with structural realities in ways that 

make it difficult for many people to sustain feelings of self-efficacy and self-worth. 

Rather than treat the life course as a sequence of publicly-observable events experienced 

by individuals or members of a cohort, I explore the subjective life course. More specifically, I 

explore how the construction of a subjective life course—the life course as people experience 

it—is enabled and constrained by a culture of time. I will show how interpretations of cultural 

messages about time enter this process of self-construction. This analysis can help us better 

understand how norms and beliefs about time shape lives in ways that often remain invisible. 

Later, I will discuss how this analysis adds to sociological theories of the life course and its 

connection to the experience of time.  
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METHODS 

I began this research in the spring of 2016 with a general interest in the experiences of 

millennials who felt off-time in meeting cultural expectations for adulthood, such as transitioning 

into careers, marriage, and parenthood. In seeking ways to recruit interviewees, I stumbled 

across a Meetup group meant for “middle-aged professional women who are not married, child-

free (this includes empty-nesters) and who have found themselves alone as most of their friends 

have gotten married, started families and have basically moved on.”1 This description captured 

the asynchronous experience I was interested in among millennials and suggested it might be a 

wider problem: how do people of any age reconcile the lives they are living with the lives that 

others expect of them? Moreover, how do they coordinate their lives with age peers who have 

different priorities? The Meetup creators declined my request to ask the group more about their 

experiences (as did other similar groups I reached out to), but I decided to expand my sampling 

to people of all ages. 

I sought people who had ever felt out of sync with their peers or aspirations. My goal was 

to collect diverse experiences, or different ways of feeling off-time from one’s expectations or 

out of sync with one’s peers. I used social media and my personal connections to identify people 

whom I suspected had some experiences of being off-time with their expectations or out of sync 

with peers. I posted a blurb about the study on my Facebook page and asked others to share it 

(see Appendix A for an image of the social media post). One of my Facebook Friends suggested 

that I share my request on the closed group for alumni of our alma mater: a residential, magnet 

high school that recruited high-achieving students from across the state. She said my research 

problem was a topic of “periodic discussions” on that forum.  

 
1 Denise, Meetup organizer. Original URL last accessed 10 January 2017, 12:22 p.m. No URL is available at this 

time because the Meetup group no longer exists.  
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In addition to the alumni forum, I recruited more participants via Facebook, word of 

mouth, and snowball sampling. I reached a point where adding an extra case provided more 

illustrations, though not more depth, to my analysis of how participants dealt with lives that did 

not go according to their plans (Mason 2010; Small 2009; Weiss 1994). Eventually, I 

interviewed twenty-four women and men, aged twenty to sixty-seven, currently residing across 

ten states in the U.S. and Canada (see Table 1.1 on the next page for a detailed description of 

sample demographics).   
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Table 1.1 Participant Demographics 

Demographic Count  (Percent) 

Nationality (and Race)   

 Native-born (white, non-Hispanic) American 21  (87%) 

 Native-born, 2nd Generation (south Asian) American 2  (8%) 

 Naturalized (south Asian) American 1  (4%) 

Sexual Identity   

 Heterosexual 21  (87%) 

 Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual 3  (13%) 

Gender Identity   

 Woman 19  (79%) 

 Man 5  (21%) 

Current (self-identified) Socioeconomic Class   

 Working Class 2  (8%) 

 Lower Middle-Class 7  (29%) 

 Middle-Class 9  (38%) 

 Upper Middle-Class 6  (25%) 

Highest Level of Education   

 Some college, no degree 2  (8%) 

 2-year degree 1  (4%) 

 4-year degree 6  (25%) 

 Some post baccalaureate coursework, no degree 1  (4%) 

 Post baccalaureate degree 14  (59%) 

Current Partnership Status   

 Never married (no partner, partnered, or engaged) 11 (46%) 

 Married 10 (41%) 

 Separated/Divorced, Widowed, or Remarried 3 (13%) 

Age Category   

 20-39 years 18  (75%) 

 40-69 years 6  (25%) 

Note: n = 24 
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A Shift in Focus 

In the summer and fall of 2017, I started interviewing people whose lives did not go as 

they anticipated, collecting their accounts of aspirations, accomplishments, hopes, doubts, and 

setbacks to understand what happens when people are not able to make their experiences match 

their expectations, particularly when it comes to the normative timing and sequence of major life 

events. These mismatches tended to center around a transition in which participants had to deal 

with an unexpected turn in life—particularly in establishing stable careers or intimate 

relationships.  

Through these early interviews, I began to realize that stagnation in the life course was a 

prominent problem. People spoke of their anxieties dealing with uncertainty and financial 

precarity. They described where they were in life as “treading water,” feeling trapped, or not 

moving forward. New research questions began to emerge from the experiences they shared: 

How did these participants come to experience and overcome feelings of stagnation? What did 

they rely on to tell that their lives were moving as time progressed? How did they generate 

feelings of progress again? I shifted my focus toward answering these questions about the pacing 

of their lives. 

Participants’ social location also mattered in answering these questions. My sample 

skews toward white, heterosexual, educated young women, but the strategies this group used to 

control uncertainty in their futures echoed those of other groups. My sample was also diverse in 

terms of class background and paths of social mobility. These characteristics of the sample 

suggest its utility for gaining insight into how mobility might intersect with feelings of stagnation 

and strategies for dealing with those feelings.  
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One potential limitation of this sample, however, is that the participants I interviewed 

may have overemphasized the value of progress in their orientations to time. All but two 

participants had attained at least a degree from a four-year college, and many were well into their 

transitions into middle-class adulthood (see Table 1.1 and Appendix B for a table of the sample 

demographics). But even those who pursued higher education, en route to upward social 

mobility, did not necessarily achieve the American Dream (see Appendix C for a Sankey 

diagram of social mobility). Rather, anxiety and uncertainty about financial prospects weighed 

heavily in many accounts of their expectations for life. Those with different orientations to 

time—e.g., perspectives that did not stress planning for or striving toward the future—may have 

had different perceptions and feelings about the passage of time across their lives. This is a 

matter to be explored in future research (see Chapter 5). 

In-Depth Interviewing 

Rather than holistic life-history interviews, which can require multiple, hours-long 

contacts with each interviewee, I opted for semi-structured, in-depth interviews that focused on 

those moments when people’s lives fell out of sync with their hopes or goals. This strategy 

allowed me to explore how participants understood themselves when it came to the pacing of 

their lives and how patterns of these experiences impacted their relationships.  

I conducted six interviews in person, thirteen interviews over video calls, and five 

interviews by phone. When participants lived locally, I conducted in-person interviews at a 

location of the participant’s choosing. For those who lived out of town or out of state (i.e., a total 

round trip that would exceed a two-hour interview), I prioritized video calls over phone calls, 

offering multiple video conferencing options (e.g., Skype, FaceTime, Google Hangouts, or 
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Facebook Messenger). I accepted participants’ preferences, which did not always include the 

ability to see one another.  

I digitally recorded the audio from all twenty-four interviews, which ranged in length 

from one to two hours. All interviews were transcribed verbatim. For clarity, I removed fillers, 

false starts, and stutters. To protect privacy, I replaced identifying details (e.g., field of study, 

names of places) with pseudonyms, or omitted them when they were not pertinent to the 

analysis.  

I knew that sharing accounts of being “off-time” involved vulnerability. To encourage 

openness, I described events in my life that had sparked my interest in the topic before asking 

participants about their experiences. If it seemed appropriate, I disclosed the pressure I felt to be 

high achieving in school, juxtaposed to my unplanned teen pregnancy, and feeling out of sync 

with people my age. This strategy served multiple purposes. First, it helped me to establish 

myself as an insider, a fellow “deviant” from more normative biographies. Second, by telling 

about myself, I was also offering an example of the types of stories and depth of detail I sought 

from participants. I hoped that my vignettes concretely illustrated the phenomenon we would 

discuss, but I also emphasized that it was just one of many versions of this experience. After I 

shared my story, I let participants guide the interview by choosing a memorable time they 

wanted to share (see Appendix E for examples the introductory vignettes and the interview 

guide).  

Of course, one potential drawback to leading with my story is that I could have primed 

participants to focus only on the experiences that paralleled mine. While some participants 

compared and contrasted their lives to my vignettes or made brief commentaries about their time 

at our alma mater, the interviews did not stay there. Interviewees, it seemed, were more 
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prompted than primed by my story. Once they began, I also probed for depth and detail, asking 

about other events that stood out to them as setting them on a different track from peers or made 

them feel off-time from their expectations. In the end, my story seemed to matter little, beyond 

establishing trust and rapport.  

Though I had preconceptions that disclosing these accounts could be painful, participants 

were generous in sharing myriad memories and feelings after I laid out the focus of my research. 

I listened actively and reflected back what I heard participants say, a tactic that often prompted 

them to elaborate their answers. I also found that many participants were comfortable with 

countering me if I misinterpreted their experiences.  

Near the end of each interview, I invited participants to add anything that seemed 

important to them but about which I had not asked. I also invited them to suggest what I should 

ask other participants about. These questions helped me uncover issues that I had not previously 

considered. In these ways, I sought to collect participants’ diverse experiences of feeling out of 

sync with peers or off-time with regard to their expectations. Rather than confirming or 

corroborating what I already knew, their accounts led me to an emergent focus on stagnation. 

Data Analysis 

In the interviews, I focused on expectations and turning points that might generate the 

experience of feeling off-time. Sometimes, this led participants to recount life events in 

chronological order, pointing out pivotal moments at which they departed from their 

expectations. I sought to develop an understanding of participants’ perceptions, thoughts, and 

feelings about their lives (Denzin 1989).  

At the start of our interviews, participants would hint at moments of feeling off-time, as 

though they were unsure about how much to reveal, or about how much detail I wanted. As they 
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got more comfortable, they would circle back to those same stories but in more detail. Thus my 

first round of analysis involved organizing participants’ more articulate excerpts from their 

verbatim transcripts into a life-history transcript for each interview (Denzin 1989). I aimed to 

represent participants’ stories faithfully in their words, given the full context of their interviews. 

In this process, I condensed their accounts into a narrative with thematic headings that 

became open codes of what was going on in their interviews. Because some of these codes were 

specific to particular participants and others were indicative of larger patterns, I collated an 

inventory of these thematic headings and their illustrative exemplars as my axial coding, for the 

purpose of organizing the themes (Charmaz 2006). Examples of recurring patterns included: 

feeling ahead or behind similar peers; self-questioning when life departs from their plans; using 

plans to create feelings of control and progress; and using others’ stories to reframe one’s own 

biography. I also sketched flowcharts (see Appendix F for a concept map) to connect these ideas 

and fit major patterns together to organize a larger analytic story (Charmaz 2006).  

In the end, the story that emerged was about how people interpreted the passage of time 

in their biographies. These feelings and perceptions had implications for their sense of self, as 

well as their place in the social world. Rather than just a cognitive phenomenon at a personal 

level, these construals emerged from a cultural valuation of progress and achievement under 

capitalism, as well as from the social timetables of peers who mattered to participants. Even as 

participants strived for more normative timings and sequences of major life events, the 

precariousness of their circumstances and the insecurity they felt about their own progress 

potentially undermined their feelings of worth, as well as their control over time and how they 

felt about its passage. Such interpretations speak to the subjective experience of the life course as 

more complex than is revealed by an objective timeline of life events. 
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OVERVIEW 

In the following chapters, I describe how participants construed stagnation in their lives 

and the strategies they used to manage their feelings about the pacing of their lives—actions that 

I call “narrative time work.” In Chapter 2, I examine feelings of stagnation, which reveal how the 

life course is a subjective experience rather than just a series of life events. I found that 

participants’ coping strategies involved both emotion work and time work. In Chapter 3, I 

explore a paradox of agency in which participants yielded control over their futures to bolster 

their feelings of self-efficacy in the present. This strategy also hinted at a larger culture of time, 

one that made continual progress compulsory.  

In Chapter 4, I describe how participants confided in acquaintances rather than friends to 

rebuild their feelings of self-worth, especially if they struggled with feeling secure or belonging 

in their convoys. Ultimately, sustaining feelings of progress was more a matter of clever use of a 

cultural toolkit than of truly relentless achievement. Finally, in Chapter 5, I discuss how my 

analysis of participants’ strategies of narrative time work within a culture of time and 

compulsory progress contributes to the sociological study of the life course in modern societies.  

This analysis provides a vantage point for examining the life course as a subjective 

experience that people must struggle to render meaningful and coherent. People’s emotional 

wellbeing depends on the success of this struggle. As sociologists, we would do well to 

interrogate this phenomenon rather than take it for granted. Doing so holds the potential for 

developing a deeper understanding of one process through which meaning is made out of social 

experience.  

As I will argue in the final chapter, cultures of time warrant further investigation. 

Participants’ narrative time work was driven by cultural understandings about the life course and 
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progress. Here again, there were consequences for how participants felt about themselves. 

Feelings of stagnation and insecurity were not idiosyncratic but were rooted in capitalist culture 

and social organization. These, too, must be taken into account to understand the human 

condition in modern times. This analysis contributes to a sociological understanding of how the 

life course is subjectively experienced as a result of time work and emotion work in a culture that 

necessitates both. 
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CHAPTER 2: CONSTRUING STAGNATION AND LIFE CHANGES 

In modern societies with destandardized life courses, one’s biography is supposedly what 

one makes of it. Yet an expectation of constant progress tinted participants’ perceptions of time 

across their biographies. In many cases, participants wanted their lives to somehow “move 

forward,” but did not know how to produce this compulsory progress. These feelings worsened 

when there were too few life changes—or, paradoxically, too many changes—to induce a feeling 

of moving toward desired goals. Stagnation, then, felt like failure that required emotion work and 

identity work to overcome.  

In this chapter, I explore how narrative time work, meant to cope with feelings of 

stagnation, had implications for people’s emotional well-being and self-conceptions. My data 

show that participants harnessed life changes to generate feelings of joy and purpose and avoid 

feeling stuck in life. Applying this time work to their narratives of who they were helped 

participants change how they felt about the passage of time over the course of their lives. By 

doing narrative time work, people got themselves unstuck, at least subjectively and emotionally.  

The concept of narrative time work extends Michael Flaherty’s concept of time work, or 

ways that people expand or compress their perception of time in activities (2011). In his 

examination of accounts about perceptions of time, Flaherty (2011) found that people can 

manipulate the experienced duration, timing, sequence, and frequency of activities. I observed an 

analogous phenomenon in people’s narratives about their lives and how they saw themselves 

when navigating feelings of stagnation.  

These efforts to control the subjective, temporal experience of the life course reveal how 

the life course itself is also a socially constructed phenomenon within a broader cultural 

framework. People sought to orchestrate life events, speed up or slow down the pace of those 
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events, and alter their feelings about them. Thus this temporal agency also had an emotional 

dimension. As such, part of my analysis considers time work as it intersects with emotion work. I 

argue that narrative time work helped participants, who felt stuck, to manage their perceptions of 

time, as well as their feelings about the course of their lives.  

In the first section of this chapter, I describe how time is a component of the subjective 

life course. As I show, this subjective experience of life’s unfolding depends on the sequence of 

progress and stagnation, timing of life changes, and frequency of starting over. In the second 

section, I illustrate two strategies to cope with stagnation: forbearance and allocating time to self-

exploration. These forms of time work were consequential for people’s narratives about who 

they are and how they felt about where they were in life. That is, both emotions and perceptions 

of time intertwine to create subjective experiences of the life course.  

CONTROLLING BIOGRAPHICAL TIME  

Destandardized life courses can reflect healthy acceptance of diverse lifestyles and life 

paths. Yet feelings of security and satisfaction with one’s life may be harder to sustain when 

there are varied and conflicting narratives about crafting a worthy sense of self (Gergen 1991), 

and when guideposts are few and individual responsibility is high (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim 

2002; Giddens 1991; Pugh 2015). In this context, many people across demographics felt that 

their lives had not gone as they hoped. They described stints of stagnation, or getting stuck, in 

their accounts of pursuing life plans. This disconnect had implications for their sense of worth 

and purpose in life, particularly if stagnation undermines feelings of competence and self-esteem. 

In the following section, I explore three aspects of time in the subjective life course—the 

sequence, timing, and frequency of life events—as well as people’s strategies for changing their 

perceptions of biographical time as a way to overcome feelings of dissatisfaction.  
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Sequencing Segmented Life Changes to Create Anticipation 

Of those who felt stuck in life, participants in middle-to-late adulthood construed 

stagnation as too little change in their biographies, which resulted in monotony or a loss of joy. 

After the transition to adulthood, there were few events they could anticipate in order to create a 

sense of movement. Even day-to-day, some participants had few indicators that they were 

making headway toward some goal. Without milestones, or any other structures to mark the days 

and one’s progress through them, life in general needed an overhaul to generate feelings of 

progress and contentment again.  

For others, dissatisfaction was limited to just one element of their narratives. In these 

cases, participants could identify a point in time when that part of life might improve. With an 

end to the tedium in sight, they could focus on better times that the future might hold and fend 

off current feelings of stagnation. Alternatively, they could reinterpret the discomfort of current 

stagnation as a sacrifice for the possibility of joy later. That is, there was a “sequence” of good 

and bad phases in their biographies (Garey 1999; Bobel 2002; Lois 2010). Diverting attention to 

an inherent order to life events helped participants view stagnation as temporary. 

In her examination of emotion culture and intensive mothering, Jennifer Lois (2013) 

found that homeschooling mothers used this strategy of sequencing to redefine phases of their 

lives to ease their guilt, stress, and other problematic feelings that arose from juggling work and 

motherhood. Specifically, they opted out of the labor force during what they viewed as a crucial 

period of child development, a period they felt they ought to savor as mothers and could return 

once their children were grown. This sequencing helped them rationalize their time use—and 

feelings toward these strategies—in different periods of life. Likewise, participants in this study 
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labeled and compartmentalized phases of life to assuage feelings of stagnation, dissatisfaction, 

and anxiety. 

Careers were a common arena for monotony. In these cases, participants lost their drive 

or purpose in their field, or there was no promotional track along which to move. Kristin, a white 

woman in her late twenties, experienced both in her job: 

So currently I’m twenty-nine years old, and I feel like I’m kind of stuck in this place 

where I don’t know exactly what I want to do. I’ve been working the same job for five 

years, and it’s really not going anywhere. My job was not going to be promoting me 

anymore. I was gonna be doing the same thing forever, dealing with the same crazy boss. 

I haven’t got a raise in years. And I want more. So it’s kind of frustrating, trying to figure 

out how I’m gonna transition into careers.  

These cycles of work had no end or reward for Kristin. Her desire for more implied unmet 

expectations that her career be challenging and rewarding. This lack of direction and potential 

for growth in her job also translated to a joylessness that bled into her general feelings about her 

twenties. Kristin contrasted her expectations for each decade against her experiences: 

The late twenties [are] like, “Get me the hell out of here because [the] thirties have to be 

better than this. Twenties was just straight depressing.” I didn’t have the crazy partying 

twenties. That was the teens. Yeah. So. Kind of eager to get it over with but really hoping 

thirties is not a living hell. Really hoping it’s not. 

Kristin segmented her life into decades, which created a time limit to her current “living hell.” 

This segmenting gave her a way to imagine progress on the horizon and a better era ahead. 

Whether it be a new job or a new decade, there was an event that Kristin could anticipate that 

would transform her life and alleviate her feelings of stagnation, if she could just survive the 

present.  

But such turning points were not always clear. Kamilah, a south Asian American woman 

in her late thirties, expressed her general disappointment with adulthood, much as Kristin had 

found her twenties depressing. Kamilah, however, saw no end in sight: 
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Financially, I didn’t anticipate having to struggle as much as we find ourselves 

struggling, which is a thing that bleeds into all parts of one’s life. [When my career] 

probably had been starting to get better, the economy went to hell. I anticipated marriage 

to be easier than I’m finding it to be—significantly easier. And right now, we’re at a 

place where it’s a lot of work. It’s not as fun. My kid, joyful as he is, it’s work. He’s hard 

work. He’s a challenge, and he’s interesting, and you never know. And finally, [my 

husband and I] just got to the point where we’re like, “I don’t think it’s supposed to be 

this hard.” Because we moved not that long ago, I don’t have a system of support here. 

And in some ways, that’s good and fine. In some ways, it’s hard. So there’s not that many 

things that are literally wrong or bad or terrible. But there are just not that many things 

that are fantastic, either. A lot of just sighs. Everything is just sighs. Which is sorta like 

tiring after a while?  

Kamilah did not have one turning point that threw her biography off-track. Rather, she noted an 

overall dearth of good things or life changes to look forward to, a recognition that drained her of 

joy. With a diffuse sense of stagnation, it was unclear what problem Kamilah could fix or what 

event would recharge her life.  

Once Kamilah made the transition into adulthood, there were few milestones left to 

celebrate. Moreover, there were scarce indicators to mark the passage of time in her job, 

marriage, or parenting. Flaherty (2011) acknowledges that one’s social context—e.g., one’s 

culture, organizational setting, relationships, etc.—enables and constrains the kinds of temporal 

experiences one can choose from, adapt to, or resist. But as Kamilah later reflected, there were 

no good things to look forward to, no promotions to mark professional growth, nor people to 

validate those changes. Meanwhile, her experiences with time and dreariness contradicted her 

expectations that progress and joy would be easy to find. In her construal of stagnation, both 

emotions and perceptions of time make up this subjective experience of the life course.  

Jesse, a white man in his early thirties, also described a lackluster adulthood when he 

compared his more studious life to the fun weekends and vacations enjoyed by his friends: 

And they [my friends] have this lifestyle that you see among white gay men in particular, 

where they all just have so much disposable income because they don’t have children. 

They live in [expensive] apartment complexes downtown. They’re going on vacation all 

the time. And some of them have been doing that for years, ever since they were my age.  
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And then I think about my life and how I’m still in school. They’re able to do a lot more 

and go places and have fun while I’m at the coffee shop doing research on a Friday night 

or something, you know? So sometimes I feel like, “When is my life going to actually 

start?” because I don’t feel like it started yet when I’m still a graduate student. And all the 

while, in the back of my mind, I’m getting older each year, and it’s like, “At some point, 

you need to start living.” And because I’m a graduate student, I just don’t feel like I am. 

Jesse felt stuck and wondered when his life would begin. He seemed to hope for a single event 

that would turn his life around: finishing school. This prospect allowed him to anticipate an 

escape from stagnation—unlike Kamilah, who remained in a liminal state without something to 

work on changing. 

Many participants experienced stagnation as a crisis of passion or a dissatisfaction with 

the monotony of life. There was no meaningful demarcation of time in these participants’ 

careers, much less in their unstructured leisure time, making time seem to drag. Participants, 

thus, needed to manufacture anticipation to get life started again. Imagining a sequence or order 

to segments of stagnation and future progress helped to generate such feelings. In staying the 

course through temporary tedium, participants could promise themselves that better times lay 

ahead. Stagnation, as they redefined it, was just a temporary slog on the way to feeling joy and 

progress again. 

Participants who could anticipate a turning point to segment their biographies into phases 

of monotony and change fared better. They could focus their attention on that future point in 

time when the phases would shift. For instance, if they could jump-start their careers, the rest 

would fall into place. Whether the desired life change would bring about the relief that 

participants sought was a separate matter. But imagining that it might, gave Jesse and Kristin 

some leverage over their emotions and perceptions of time. Believing that progress would 

resume, after enduring stagnation, allowed them to feel better about themselves and the pacing of 
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their lives in the present. Telling about their lives as segmented phases was thus a way to manage 

the experience of time and the feelings evoked by that experience. 

Timing Life Changes Out of Fear  

A fresh start could bring about novelty and change in lackluster lives. But a fear of 

starting over completely also motivated many participants—particularly those facing a major, 

pivotal life change—to avoid taking action to overcome stagnation. The uncertainty of fresh 

starts could lead to instability and strip participants of everything they had worked toward thus 

far, so these life changes could potentially prolong feelings of stagnation too. For these reasons, 

one of the potential solutions for stagnation was itself a source of anxiety and fear: life changes 

that participants had to time just right. 

In weighing the pros and cons of starting his own chiropractic business, Zack, a white 

man in his mid-thirties, described the working-class insecurities he had been trying to evade with 

his college degree and rise into the middle class:  

I came from a blue-collar background. People are always getting laid off, and 

turnarounds and everything. And so employment was always dynamic. You’re always 

looking for the next job. So the idea of being in something that wasn’t sort of concrete 

was not appealing at all. …Like, “This is a job. This is how much you get paid.” It [self-

employment] is not like that. And so it’s kind of back to that uncertainty probably, from 

when I’m a kid, right? There’s no guarantee next week that both of those clients aren’t 

going to say, “Okay, we don’t want those services anymore,” and then boom. I’m right 

back to square one, right? It’s just less certain than having a job, so. I don’t know that I’ll 

ever be fully comfortable with it.  

Zack had pursued higher education—the first in his family to do so—specifically to avoid the 

economic insecurity familiar from his childhood. But the risks of self-employment rekindled his 

fears. It wasn’t until his wife and others reminded him that he had a safety net that Zack stopped 

delaying this career change: 
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Wherever you go, they [the clinic supervisors] are going to say, “We’re gonna give you 

twelve patients a day,” and you just nod your head, and you’re like, “Yeah. But it’s gonna 

be twenty, once I’m acclimated here.” …So you just know that you’re going to have a 

high patient load, and [that] just sort of is the job. They [my friends in the same 

profession] were like, “If you could even make as much as you’re making. And you just 

didn’t have to see a million people, it’s like, ‘What do you have to lose?’” Like, “You 

have the license. So even if this thing completely fails, you can always just go work at a 

clinic again.” Like, there was no downside. So everybody was just sort of very like, 

“Yeah. Do it. Do it.” 

Zack’s colleagues argued that he had less to lose than he thought, if he ended up “back to square 

one.” There was a set point in his biography in which his past accomplishments and credentials 

were safe. And if he failed, Zack would just be set back to the work he had been doing before. 

Even if that was the work that disillusioned him, it was preferable to his fear of losing all ability 

to provide for his family. 

For others, the costs sunk into past ventures would amount to losing everything or 

gaining nothing if they started over, so they avoided major life changes. Emily, a white woman 

in her early thirties, enjoyed her job as a doula while pursuing a PhD in liberal arts, but felt it was 

too late to change tracks. She reflected on her life choices: 

If I had it to do it over again, I would’ve become a nurse midwife …And I think maybe if 

that [childhood fascination with childbirth] was kindled or I was able to express my 

interest in it, and somebody talked to me like, “Well, you know this is an option,” I 

might’ve went in that direction. But I didn’t know about it until I was already in my 

master’s program [for a different discipline]. And I already felt like I was already kind of 

on a path that I’d spent a lot of time. And I didn’t want to go backwards and get a nursing 

degree. …And so sometimes I’m like, “Well, if I was born in another country, or in 

another time, I could have done this.” But right now it’s kind of hard in America to do 

this without spending a lot more money and a lot more time.  

“Going backwards” was not an option for Emily, even as she continued to spend her limited time 

and money on a degree program that she had lost interest in but felt compelled to complete. The 

cost of starting over seemed too high, and the timing of changes felt beyond her control. Until 

she hit a dead end, she would stay on her current track rather than risk jumping to another.  
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Samsara, a south Asian American woman in her late thirties, saw potential for both 

growth and failure when she was exploring career options in a new industry after the unexpected 

loss of her husband. She described how starting over felt:  

 I feel as though I’m starting over. I’m literally starting over. I’m even thinking about 

university programs, despite having a PhD [chuckles] …I feel as though I’m jumping into 

an abyss without any knowledge of whether it’ll work or not. But I’ve been talking about 

this a lot, with different people. Family, therapy, et cetera. And the kind of plan that I 

came up with was to maybe give myself a year. Not even a year. Maybe a few months [to 

explore]. …I did enjoy that creative process [of exploration in grad school]. So I try to 

tell myself that, “This could be a time that you tried to self-discover again, but with a 

little more information. You’re going in with a little more information than you did, back 

then, about yourself.” So at least I try to tell myself that [chuckles] to assuage my fears.  

Samsara set a limit on the time and energy she would put into this career change and reminded 

herself that she had started over before. These tactics of timing did not make the outcomes of this 

life change more certain, but they made her feel more confident of her ability to pursue a new, 

more meaningful path. Unlike Emily, Samsara’s circumstances became a clear and present 

problem she had to resolve when her husband’s passing made her re-evaluate her priorities.  

But that did not mean Samsara was exempt from the emotions often associated with 

starting over. She considered the positive feelings that she would have to surrender, adjusting to 

this new start, compared to how she felt in her previous field: 

I didn’t expect that I would be this out of control. Let’s just say that. I think that, at least 

while I was in my previous banking job, there was a sense of control, and there was a 

sense of responsibility. I wasn’t managing a small group, so there was a lot of—how do I 

say? Self-confidence. I think I was proud of my job. There was a certain pride associated 

with what I did and who I was. …Initially, I was filled with self-doubt, and I was very 

unsure, lacked confidence. And to some extent, this is, like I said, reverting to my 

childhood, but also, I think I’ve become a little more aware of that.  

Familiarity with the day-to-day cycles of life had built up Samsara’s feelings of pride and 

confidence. Starting a new career meant that she would have to climb the learning curve again. 

Rather than moving forward, this life change could send her backward. And regression meant a 

dependence on others, doubt about her abilities, and loss of control.  
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Viktor Gecas (1989; 2003) argues that protecting feelings of control and agency can be 

strong motivators for behavior. Indeed, many participants demonstrated this self-efficacy motive 

when they delayed the timing, or onset, of events that could spur feelings of dependence and 

self-doubt. Though their actions in these cases were examples of inaction—of not jumping into a 

new start—participants exercised agency in deciding when (or if) starting over would be 

appropriate. These were, it seems, efficacy-protective decisions. 

Starting over could also engender shame. Nathaniel, a white man in his early forties, left 

a leadership role in his ministry with few transferrable skills. Seeking a new vocation put him in 

the same place as many younger people starting out. He compared his status to theirs when the 

ministry matched him with a social service agency:  

They set me up with a job with individuals [with developmental disabilities], basically as 

a caretaker. And it was not a good fit. I was the oldest person [working] there by about 

twenty years. Most of them were going to be in grad school. It was just a stopping point 

for them. It was surreal working with them. Their life situation’s totally different from 

mine. They were all on the upward trajectory, [whereas] I wasn’t figuring out where I 

was going. 

Starting over also meant giving up prestige. Nathaniel was older with more life experiences and 

perspective but found himself at the same place, if not behind, younger folks just starting out. 

Seeing others at the start of their careers reminded Nathaniel that he had less direction in life 

than he wanted. While his young colleagues would be moving forward, Nathaniel might not.  

Participants expected to follow a linear path in their careers, in which they attained 

seniority and financial security as indicators of success, worth, and self-sufficiency under 

capitalism. Whether they got these messages from their families of origin or their workplaces, 

participants were striving for upward social mobility, but starting over threatened that goal. Such 

anxieties also indicated detachment from institutions when major decisions seemed solely the 

responsibility of participants to make, and they had few guarantees against failure. Without 
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clearer, certain paths to follow—and as many ways to fail as there were to succeed—the 

potential disappointments from starting over also seemed too costly, too likely to damage 

feelings of self-efficacy or create other noxious feelings in the process. These threats made it less 

likely that people would take risky action to overcome stagnation. Consequently, participants 

chose to delay major life changes to protect their feelings of efficacy, at the cost of prolonging 

feelings of stagnation. 

Losing Purpose to the Frequency of Life Changes 

Though starting over was a source of renewal for some participants, others were 

overwhelmed by too frequent or too many life changes. When talking about their lives, 

participants specifically described getting stuck amidst unexpected turning points in the life 

course, particularly if they were facing smaller but multiple life changes. Anselm Strauss (1959) 

defines a turning point as a phase “in development when an individual has to take stock, to re-

evaluate, revise, resee, and rejudge” one’s self-concept (102). That is, a turning point is a 

transformative incident of growth that separates who one was from who one has become, or a 

key “moment of crisis” that “leaves marks on people’s lives” (Denzin 1989: 70). 

But rather than one specific point that turns a biography in a new direction, many 

participants experienced multiple moments that sent their lives off track. Too much change, 

paradoxically, stifled progress. Revaluating one’s narrative too many times had the effect of 

undermining a narrative of progress and efficacy. Construal of progress depended on a stable 

backdrop, and too many changes made it hard to identify a starting point from which one was 

moving forward.  

For Barb, her early twenties were a cascade of obstacles that confounded her progress 

toward a stable life. Rather than moving forward, Barb was stuck, moving in place. It was not 
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one metaphorical straw that broke the camel’s back but rather a series of events that kept her 

from investing in a specific trajectory. Barb recalled those cumulative rock-bottoms and turning 

points: 

Most of my adult life, things have not gone according to plan. I went to seven different 

schools before I [got my bachelor’s degree]. I struggled with [my mental health] and not 

having the right medications. But just being on this endless loop of different things. …I 

got into a car wreck where I fractured my shoulder. And I couldn’t do any of the lifting 

that I needed to [at] work anymore. So after the accident, I got depressed, kind of stopped 

going to class, was taking pain pills that were prescribed to me. Also drinking with them, 

stuff like that. And ended up dropping out. Ended up losing my place to stay.  

I was also on probation at that time, and I missed one of my probation appointments, and 

then I was like, “I’m going to run. I don’t care. I’m going to run.” One of my friends had 

a car. We were just going to go to [another state] and start all over again. And that didn’t 

work out either, so. Ended up coming back, spending three months in jail. And so it just 

feels like a constant starting over again and again and again, you know?  

Barb struggled to get her life on track because the foundations for her mental health, education, 

employment, and housing were constantly crumbling. Stumbling in one part of her life had a 

domino effect on other parts, leaving her no realm in which to control progress. Instead of 

moving forward, Barb was, as she put it, “treading water” and “not getting anywhere.”  

Michelle, a white woman in her late thirties, also attributed her feelings of stagnation to 

constantly starting over and not knowing who she was or ought to be. Three years earlier, a local 

newspaper had named Michelle as one of the “top 40 people under 40” in her state, but she no 

longer felt like she was on that trajectory of steady promotions. She described the protracted 

custody battle that had limited her career options:  

If I had a good job at the time, I could have just thrown myself into my work. But lost the 

job, lost the house. Just working small jobs that would give me a part time schedule. But 

the part time schedule never paid the child support because the child support was based 

on the really big salary I used to make. So I’ve just really been in a Catch 22 for a while. 

[chuckles] …I don’t have twenty years, ten years of investment into one clear field. I can 

get pretty high-level jobs, but then I only have them for two to three years because I’m 

moving every three years.  
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Being a military wife, as well as complying with the custody orders, made it difficult for 

Michelle to advance in her career, envision a future for herself, and reach her full potential. 

Though she had realized that she wanted to find a purpose in life, another turning point event 

also deepened her identity crisis: 

It’s just so awful [to lose your kids]. It’s truly just awful. If I were a bad person and 

neglectful and abusive, I’d own it and I’d say, “Maybe I shouldn’t be their mom.” But 

everything I’ve done for the last twenty years has been for them. And to have them leave 

was just—I don’t know who I am. I mean, I’m still a mom, but I’m a part-time mom, and 

then I’ve got to figure out my new role. I don’t get to help them with homework. I don’t 

get to do the after-school stuff and then put them into bed, but I’m still Mom. …And if 

I’m not going to have my kids, I feel like I should maybe find myself again? I don’t 

know. I don’t know what the new me is, but I’ve got to figure it out. 

Losing custody of her four children created a major turning point for Michelle, forcing her to 

rethink who she was if she could not be a full-time mother. This role had given Michelle a sense 

of purpose and a way to structure her life. Michelle could not change this situation, but she could 

change herself when she realized she had to disinvest in motherhood.  

But the custody battle also exposed Michelle to an unexpected possibility: practicing 

family law. Throughout her interview, Michelle weighed the pros and cons of applying to law 

school to create a new start, drawing on her past interactions with family lawyers and her current 

reserves: 

I’m just hesitant in that I don’t know like, “What if I do it and I really hate it? What if I 

spend all this time, energy, and money, and then I only do it for a year or two?” …But 

hopefully I can provide some sort of hope to at least a couple of people before I die. And 

I really enjoy being able to help people and do that. …And quite frankly, I don’t want to 

be like any of them [those lawyers], so I worry that I can maintain my moral compass 

through it all. I mean, I’m almost forty and I’ve maintained it this far, but I don’t want to 

have to play those games to get justice. …And I don’t know if being a lawyer is really 

like that or if I just have really bad taste in my mouth with just a few here. [chuckles] So I 

don’t know. I don’t know if I can fight that system. …And we’ll see if I still have four 

years of school in me. I don’t know. I feel old like I can’t do it anymore. Some days I’m 

like, “Heck yeah, I can do this.” Some days, I just don’t know if I can do the work, 

school, mom, all of it, anymore. I question my own energy level. I wonder if I can do it.  
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Michelle’s future in law was not certain, given the potential costs to her health and moral 

convictions. But she saw taking a shot at law school as preferable to her current course. Unlike 

previous life changes, this one would be of her own volition, taking her down a path that could 

resolve her identity crisis and provide a sense of contributing to the wellbeing of others. 

Nathaniel, a former clergyman in his early forties, experienced a similar crisis as he 

struggled to accept his denomination’s many changes to fundamental doctrines. Over time, this 

incompatibility became unsustainable. Nathaniel described his realization that something needed 

to change: 

And it became clear…that [my denomination] was continuing to explore same-sex 

marriage, which was something I couldn’t do. My conscience and I had had this 

conversation with the [leadership] several times. …And it was going to get worse in the 

coming years. So even if same-sex marriage was never stated as, “We will do this,” when 

you meet with somebody, like a new church, it’s just automatically assumed you’re okay 

with this. It was just clear that I wasn’t going to be able to have a ministry moving 

forward in the church. 

…I’m [also] not okay with ordination of women, but I would be invited to church 

services where the person leading the service was a woman. Nobody even thought that it 

would be a problem for anybody present. At a clergy conference, the [leadership] invited 

me to a weekend-long presentation. I sat down with [him] and said, “This is a problem.” 

He said, “Well, that’s your problem. You’ve got to get over it. Or you’ve got to find a 

way to deal with it because you have to participate [in the conference].” And he also 

asked me, “Who have you told about this?” I said, “You and nobody else.” He was like, 

“Good. Keep it that way.” And he wasn’t being mean about it. The way I took it was, him 

basically just saying, “I respect your point of view. But your point of view is not going to 

change the [denomination] or your environment.” …It was just the situation that I was 

out of place. And that was a continual thing with [the denomination].  

Being out of step with the church’s leadership meant there were fewer spaces in which Nathaniel 

could be authentic and autonomous, much less grow as a spiritual leader. Yet Nathaniel bounced 

from congregation to congregation for a few more years until the church had no congregation to 

place him with, forcing him to make a change: 

I was coming to the realization that I had changed a lot. The clergy had changed a lot. 

[Divinity school] is, “[Ministry] is not what you do. It’s who you are.” [So] the basic 

problem that I was now faced with was, “Who am I if I can’t be ordained?” I can’t do any 
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of what I used to. I don’t know how to apply my current skills—that I got from all those 

years of ministry—to what I’m doing now. Not to mention, “Where do I go from here? 

What next?” in terms of goals. And what good am I? I have no clue where to go or what 

to do. How to go about looking in the area, what jobs you can get. Literally back at 

ground zero. And there’s also lots of questions about, what does this mean, between me 

and this higher power? Basically what does this mean? What is happening? There’s a lot 

of soul searching involved in this. 

Not only was Nathaniel going back to the start of his career, to “ground zero,” but none of his 

prior knowledge, skills, or prestige would help him there. He would have to find a new path and 

a new anchor for his identity, with what seemed like few resources. He also struggled to imagine 

an alternative to the ministry.  

Some participants’ feelings of stagnation emerged, paradoxically, from too many changes 

in lives that kept starting over. In these cases—when participants faced frequent, uncontrollable 

turning points—they lost sight of their purpose and of who they were. This put their feelings of 

efficacy at risk and necessitated rebuilding their identities, often in conditions beyond their 

control. After each major change, participants sought ways to reimagine their lives moving 

forward again. 

In participants’ accounts of turning points, stagnation and starting over generated other 

problematic emotions: fear, anxiety, and purposelessness. It took effort to get through these 

periods and generate positive feelings and self-evaluations again. I found that participants tried to 

construe and control temporal aspects of these episodes—the sequence, timing, and frequency of 

life changes—to also manage their emotions and self-images. This time work, evident in how 

participants narrated their lives, in turn shaped their subjective life courses. In the next section, I 

elaborate on two forms of this narrative time work that helped participants manage the passage 

of time in their lives. 
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REACTING TO CONDITIONS OF STAGNATION 

Under conditions of stagnation, participants often felt out of control over their 

environments and their identities. In some cases, the pacing of life felt more tedious than joyful. 

In others, the changes that might jump-start progress provoked anxiety and fear. Participants who 

lost self-confidence and enthusiasm for change sometimes opted not to act. Instead of trying to 

engineer life changes, it was not doing—not starting over, not fixing life wholesale, not making 

decisions—that mitigated feelings of stagnation.  

In modern societies, there are few universal or right paths that a life ought to follow. Yet 

there remains an expectation that people should pursue a trajectory of their own making. With 

these myriad possibilities for success, there also came an abundance of choices and many ways 

to fail. In this context, blame for poor outcomes falls on the individual. It follows that some 

people will hesitate to act, fearing the consequences of making the wrong choice. Anthony 

Giddens (1979) called this strategy “forbearance,” a form of non-intervention in one’s life. 

Participants’ discussions about stagnation revealed this method as a kind of self-care that they 

could perform when no other promising path lay before them—that is, when there was no 

indication of a natural end to their stagnation and no template for how to deal with such feelings. 

A safer way to generate feelings of progress was to attempt self-change through self-exploration, 

perhaps paving a way to disconnect compulsory progress from definitions of success.  

Forbearance and Not Having to Decide 

In talking about stagnation in their lives, many participants described what Norman 

Denzin (1989) has called “cumulative epiphanies.” They reported disappointments with multiple 

aspects of their lives rather than a single turning point. But finding a new beginning could mean 

starting over completely, a scary prospect for most participants. Thus, they needed other people 
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or events to make the decision for them about how to move forward. For instance, Kristin, a 

white woman in her late twenties, drew on multiple sources as signs to support her decision to 

leave her dead-end job for nursing school: 

Because [my sister’s] brain injury and [my boyfriend’s] [chronic disease]—I’ve had to 

bring him back from dying, over ten times—I feel like it’s a calling, at this point. 

Something I need to do, is go to nursing school. Take care of people. …It’s just like, 

“Okay, I get it. Fine. Nursing school. Whatever is up there, a higher power? I get it.” 

[chuckles] My mom’s already said that would be like a good field for me. In all the tests 

I’ve taken—you know, like the career evaluation test? It’s like, “Nursing.” I’m like, 

“Okay. Fine. I guess Mom does know best.” 

Kristin did not express a passion for nursing so much as its inevitability, given the convergence 

of signs that pointed her in this direction. Kristin knew she needed a change in vocation, but she 

left which profession up to role models, aptitude tests, and the divine, as much as to her own past 

experiences. 

Some participants deferred to others for all of their life choices. Michelle, the white 

military wife who lost custody of her children, explained her reasons for letting others determine 

her future: 

So I just went to [my local] college, but I always had that stigma of like, “Well, you went 

to [this high-achieving high school]. Why are you back [in this small town]?” But really, 

that was just me not wanting to make a decision because I didn’t know what I wanted. I 

only stayed a year, and then I enlisted in the Army. I was like, “I need to leave this town. 

I need to go away.” I don’t know. I was eighteen and really just trying to run away from a 

really bad family life. …And so I joined the Army and I was like, “I’ll just let somebody 

else decide where I’m going to go.” So I did that. But within that first year of being in the 

service, I got pregnant. “Okay, what are we going to do? What am I going to do with my 

life?” …After I got out of the service, I moved in and married that child’s father, which 

was a bad mistake, but then we had four kids. Since then, I’ve followed what’s been in 

the best interest of my children. My ex-husband was military. I was a military wife. …So 

as far as career and making choices on my own, I haven’t really—all of my choices for 

career and life and hobbies have all been residual to big life changes that revolved around 

being a mom. 

As a teenager, Michelle did not yet know what she wanted out of life, aside from escaping her 

family. So she chose institutions and people that would make that happen for her. For a while, 
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that strategy allowed Michelle to avoid making a wrong choice. But this forbearance also seemed 

to help her evade the self-reflection that could bolster her feelings of confidence and be more 

than a “passenger in her own life,” as she later put it. 

Kamilah, a south Asian American woman in her late thirties, had also relied on her 

husband’s job relocations to set the pace of her life. Though she had her own career, his needs 

had structured both their lives:  

Because my husband’s an academic, we lived a sort of lifestyle of, “Okay, well, 

everything’s temporary.” Like, we’re only going to live in this apartment for two years. 

We’re only going to live in this town for three years. So my coping became, if I didn’t 

like something, “Well, it’s okay. Doesn’t matter. I just have to put up with it for another 

six months. Whatever,” right? Everything had a term limit. This didn’t make me have to 

say yes or no to things. Things were just sort of happening to me, sort of.  

And then that was over. My husband finished his [education]. He has a job, kid, we have 

a house. I think it’s very permanent, as permanent as things can be. And you start to 

think, “Oh,” like, “Okay. So if I don’t like this, it’s not just going to end on its own. I 

would have to do something different. And what would that be? And do I really want to 

do something different? And what would that thing be? And would that be better?” 

“Do I not like my job? Do I like my job? Do I like my husband right now? Do I like 

parenting? Do I like where I live? Do I like my home?”  

Kamilah did not have to make any life-changing decisions in search of happiness because her 

husband’s career generated frequent changes. She could thus see her joylessness as temporary. 

Absent those constraints on her time, Kamilah wondered what changes would bring her joy, how 

she would pursue those changes, and if they were even worth her while. 

While we equate agency with intervention, forbearance (or refraining to act) is a choice 

too. In his study of temporal agency, Michael Flaherty (2011) notes that the things people 

abstained from doing were also part of the efforts they make to control their experiences of time. 

Participants in my study had been ineffectual in changing their fate, often in conditions beyond 

their control. With little evidence of mastery over their circumstances—circumstances in which 

too many choices felt overwhelming—participants experienced self-blame and self-doubt rather 
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than efficacy. In these cases, not acting provided a cover for those who did not feel agentic to 

begin with, yet felt that something had to change.  

More women than men described leaving major decisions up to others. While this 

tendency may reflect the dynamics of decision-making in heterosexual relationships, the 

gendered experience of destandardized life courses could also shed light on this pattern. Widmer 

and Ritschard (2009) found that, in Swiss households, women (particularly in younger 

generations) juggled more options and combinations of work and motherhood, with less stability 

in their lives after age thirty, than men and older cohorts. Oesterle et al. (2010) found a similar 

trend for young American women.  

Given the plethora of paths that women can pursue, and with seemingly fewer traditional 

constraints on their choices to enter the labor force (Aronson 2008; Damaske 2011), it is not 

surprising that women would face more ambivalence about life decisions than men, particularly 

if they feel personally responsible for making the “right” choices in life. Moreover, these choices 

in intimate life are also increasingly outsourced to others (Hochschild 2012), perhaps to navigate 

the growing busyness of caregiving and careers, or perhaps as yet another form of forbearance.  

It also appears that men are more likely than women to have stable and standardized life 

courses, particularly in their school-to-work transitions. Indeed, the men in my study who wanted 

others’ advice tended to home in on one specific kind of decision: when to make a career change. 

Jacob, a white man in his late forties, wanted to start his own business but needed a push from 

his wife to make it happen. He recounted her reaction to his plans: 

When I would go look at a space, she was with me every time. She would take time off, 

and she met with the realtors. Every step of it, she was there with me. And it was because 

I would say, “I won’t be able to do this until you’re free,” because I knew we would [do 

it together]. The particular thing, I really was hoping she’d say was, “Just wait until I 

finish school, and then we’ll talk. We will get together on this, and I’ll help you get this 

thing going. We’ll do it together.” She didn’t say that. She said, “Just do it. We’ll figure it 
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out. You just got to do it. If you’re unhappy, then there’s no reason. Life’s too short.” 

And so I did it. 

Jacob was hoping for permission to delay this big change, especially since it might not pan out. 

While he was concerned that his choices might not be financially prudent or timed right, he was 

also worried about the prospect of starting over. He compared the precarity of the present to the 

past when they had fewer resources and options:  

It was really scary at first, just financially. [Before,] somebody else pays you for the work 

you do. Now, [as a business owner] you have to generate your own income. And so it 

was terrifying. …And then also, we were going from a two-income family to a single-

income family, with one going to school. It felt like we were starting all over again. Like 

we were just marrying, back at the beginning, because suddenly what I made was all we 

had to count on until she graduated.  

Jacob would have been completely responsible for his family’s household income. Ultimately, 

what men and women feared, when facing the prospect of starting over, was a failure so 

catastrophic that they would lose all resources or security they had accumulated. In dealing with 

these fears, participants drew on others to affirm the need to take risky action. 

Others built on momentum from incidental, life-changing events. Rosanne, a white 

woman in her late sixties, decided to divorce her husband after salvaging what she could from a 

hurricane that had recently flooded their home. Though surviving the hurricane was a major 

turning point in Rosanne’s life, she did not cite it as the reason for her divorce. After all, she had 

coped with her ex-husband’s controlling behavior for over forty years rather than resort to 

divorce:  

My husband was not the easiest person to live with. …It was that way all the time. 

Because pretty much, I had to do what he wanted, when he wanted to do it, and I didn’t 

get any real say so in the matter. So it was always walking on eggshells. He yelled and 

screamed if he didn’t get his way, and so you just do the things that make your life easier 

at the time. I had shoved a lot of things under the sand, trying to ignore them so they 

would go away. 
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According to Rosanne, this long-standing behavior was why she divorced her husband. But the 

hurricane gave her a nudge, providing additional justification for leaving him:  

The whole situation from the flood for the next six months was really hard because I 

ended up going through a divorce. Not because of the flood, but the flood was a big 

contributing factor because my husband started drinking a lot and not helping me at all. 

And so here I am, with the whole responsibility for the flooded house, moving items, 

packing up, and he’s off on a bender. I spent the first six months exhausted. I lost twenty-

five pounds. And it was difficult. I’m now divorced. A happy divorcee, I should say, but 

still, it was just different. And it was a lot. It was hard. Hard. All of it was hard to do.  

It took an event outside of her control—in addition to her long-term displeasure—to instigate this 

life change. Perhaps she assumed the changes brought on by a divorce would be too much to 

handle under normal circumstances. Her Christian upbringing, in a predominantly Catholic part 

of the South, also might have stigmatized divorce. But as her life was already upended by the 

flood, and she had survived that challenge on her own, perhaps the bigger change would not 

require much more effort. 

Other participants used external factors to move out of their doldrums. Annaliese, a white 

woman in her mid-thirties, had pinpointed the moment, years ago, when she first lost 

commitment to her profession. During her medical residency and as a first-time mother, 

Annaliese had anticipated an end to the exhausting eighty-hour work weeks after she graduated, 

only to find that her program demanded more on-call hours. She reflected on her career:  

It made me feel like I had to choose between my family and my job. And in that moment, 

I just saw it so clearly, the choice. So in that moment, all of the passion I had about my 

career [chuckles] just evaporated.  

And then I still had to keep going because I had so much debt. And I made it six more 

years, which is great, [chuckles] I think, to be in a career that you have totally lost 

passion for. So then it became really, frankly, about the money. …So that’s why I stayed 

in it as long as I did. But after I paid off the student loan and paid off my house, then my 

husband’s salary was enough to pay for our groceries, and our gas, and things like that. 

So it was just a matter of, “Okay. What am I saving money for?” you know? And to me, 

the stress of dealing with insurance companies and the time away from my kids. It’s just 

not worth it for the compensation.  
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Annaliese had two epiphanies about her career: she had no passion for her job and she no longer 

needed to keep working. Thus, Annaliese decided to retire, as she called it, in her early thirties. 

Annaliese would not have followed through with this transition, however, if her husband’s job 

relocation had not allowed her to start over with new people:  

If we had stayed in [town where we were], I probably would not have retired yet. Just 

because I was at a practice that was very, very, very supportive. So things were going 

well, and frankly it’s hard to explain to people that you want to retire in your early 

thirties, you know? They start asking questions like, “Why would you want to do that?” 

you know. “That’s so bizarre.”  

Assuming that others would question her choice to retire so early, Annaliese capitalized on the 

fact that she was surrounded by new people and could tell them as much or as little as she chose. 

Rather than revealing her transition, she let others speculate about her intentions:  

I was working, up until the day I left. So everybody there thought that I was going to 

come here [to this new town] probably and join a new practice and work a lot. [chuckles] 

…When I came here and met with the owner of the [specialty] practice in town—and 

there’s only one—she talked to me about, “Oh, yeah. We’re opening up a new clinic 

[next year], and we’ll definitely have space for you,” and I think I was kind of 

noncommittal enough. I didn’t tell her, “Well, I would never want for a regular job. I’m 

retired,” but I just wanted to hear what she had to say. But I think I said enough in terms 

of, “Well, I really want flexibility. I want to have more time with my family.”  

In her retirement job search, Annaliese danced around the topic. What Annaliese described to me 

initially sounded like opting out of full-time employment (Stone 2007) to homeschool her 

children and consult part-time. But she was not pausing her career or exploring new career 

options. She was not working at all out of financial obligation. And to Annaliese, the label 

“retirement” meant enrichment and autonomy, whereas “staying at home” or “taking time off” 

could devalue her reproductive labor. Her ambivalence about how to describe her employment 

status suggested an emotionally troubling gap between how Annaliese saw herself and how she 

imagined others would see her. 
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For both Rosanne and Annaliese, their new statuses—divorcee, retiree—could be 

construed by their peers as deviant. So they used a somewhat related event to catalyze the life 

change that they long wanted to implement. That is, they had had cumulative epiphanies about 

their discontent but waited for an external factor—like a hurricane or geographic move—to 

justify the decision they had been wanting to make. These decisions could have created chaos in 

their lives, but since they were already feeling disruption, it seemed reasonable to take on a bit 

more and carry out a change they had been wanting to make.  

For participants navigating cumulative epiphanies, there was a lot that needed to change 

to move out of stagnation and dissatisfaction with life. But in the context of destandardized life 

courses, there were also a lot of potential paths to follow—and ways to fail—under conditions 

beyond their control. Women (more so than men) tend to deal with ambivalence and less stable 

life paths that made forbearance an appealing solution to stagnation. But the fear of losing self-

reliance, financial stability, and certainty in more precarious times paralyzed participants 

regardless of gender. To mitigate those problematic feelings, many opted to not decide or act. 

Paradoxically, exercising agency could undermine their feelings of self-efficacy if their actions 

could increase (rather than minimize) insecurity and uncertainty.  

Allocating Time to Focus on the Self 

If participants could not control their environments, they could still feel agentic in 

changing themselves. Often, this took the form of a self-exploration project. For women whose 

partnerships were a source of identity, the end of a long-term relationship prompted self-

exploration. They took stock of who they were and who they wanted to be, absent a significant 

other in their lives. Emily, a white woman, in her thirties, considered what that time could look 

like:  
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I don’t date just to date. I expect them [relationships] to be pretty serious, leading to 

marriage. That doesn’t work out and then I have to take a big break and collect myself. I 

feel like I need to take at least a year and sort through my emotions, have a chance to be 

single again. But usually, it’s a way longer period than that. And so I space the time out. I 

do a lot of soul searching about what I want to do with my life, where I want to be. I do a 

lot of things that I enjoy doing. And I’ll throw myself into some other aspects of my life.  

Being single entailed spending time as Emily saw fit, beholden to no one else, and managing her 

feelings in the aftermath of a relationship not ending the way she had expected. She allocated 

that time to reassessing her larger purpose and place in life. Her emotional state, self-image, and 

subjective experience of time were entangled in this time of “soul searching.” 

Breakups freed up time for self-reflection and emotional recovery. Madison, a white 

woman in her late twenties, explained how her time had been used during her failed relationship 

and why she needed the year and a half to herself before dating again:  

I was breaking up with my ex, and I was supporting him [while he was in rehab], and my 

brother was living with us, and I was supporting him too. [sigh] And it was just a lot. So I 

just stopped. I changed jobs, changed houses, broke up with my ex. My brother was 

living on his own. It was a hard [of] couple months! [chuckles] When things finally 

settled down, I was like, “What now?” Just try to recover. And that’s why I decided to 

stay single for so long. Probably would’ve gone longer, but I just got bored, just being 

alone all the time. I mean, I have friends. People were like, “Oh, you should date,” blah 

blah blah.  

Having to support others financially and emotionally had overwhelmed Madison. Seeing the root 

of her exhaustion, Madison acted on her situation in a way that would make her feel better, and 

once she found stability again, she worked to recover psychologically. Rather than taking care of 

others, Madison took care of herself. And if not for the urging of her friends, she might have 

continued on her program of solo self-care.  

A period of self-reflection helped many participants better articulate what they wanted 

out of life. Ashley, a white woman in her late twenties, described the wholeness and contentment 

she sought in her career:  
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I really don’t know what I want to do with my career. I’m pretty happy, just relationship-

wise. So thankfully, I have one thing that’s kinda like, “Alright, this is good, and now I 

can really focus on myself,” …I’ve just noticed when I do things that I really enjoy 

doing, like when I’m volunteering, it was this totally different feeling that I can’t really 

qualify. It’s just feeling content. And whole? I think that’s a good way to put it. It makes 

me feel really whole. Not like I’m faking anything. It’s just genuine and whole and I want 

to feel like that. …I just want to feel as genuine and true to myself as I possibly can. I 

guess that’s all it is. Just wanna like what I’m doing. I want to have a really good time 

doing it. Never have to question like, “Should I be doing this instead? Maybe I’m doing 

the wrong thing.” You just kinda know.  

This focus on herself—an intentional search for authenticity—was part of a project of self-

exploration. To escape feelings of stagnation, Ashley sought a better fit between herself and the 

world. And a better use of her time, she speculated, would bring her those feelings of 

authenticity and wholeness. 

Chandra, a south Asian American woman in her late twenties, described a similar search 

for contentment with herself and her circumstances:  

I did a lot of therapy. So I think that I needed to have done that, and really been at peace 

with myself—or as much peace as anyone can be with themselves of course—before I 

could have really settled down with someone, either way. So that was a big part of it too. 

I think that finally, I’d gotten to a good place with myself, and what I’d gone through, 

and all that kind of stuff.  

[Being at peace with myself is] Probably, one, being comfortable with the skin I’m in or 

the body I’m in. I was overweight most of my life. And then four years ago, at this point, 

I got into this eating disorder. I got healthy in the sense [that] I found a good balance 

between the eating and the exercise. So I guess just feeling comfortable in my body is 

definitely a start for a good day, just because I’ve come so far with that. And then, two, 

just feeling content with what’s around, or with my relationships with whoever. And 

especially knowing that with school, I’m towards the end. I’ve always felt like there’s a 

loong-ass tunnel [chuckles] in front of me with school. So especially now, finishing, 

having the internship. Between me and the degree is just the internship. That feels really 

good. 

Chandra credited therapy with helping her achieve peace with herself. Indeed, many women in 

this study mentioned how therapy helped them process their feelings in an uncertain social 

world. Chandra first needed a sense of security or confidence in herself before she could come to 
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terms with where she was in life, be present in her relationships, and feel like she was making 

progress again. 

Self-care can be a radical act in a world organized against one’s existence (Lorde 1984, 

1988). Even seeking therapy, as a way to cope with anxieties brought on by a capitalist economy 

and culture, can be seen as a form of resistance (Leite 2019). Likewise here, the women who 

sought self-reinvention—though this did not challenge the status quo—engaged in a form of 

resistance by opting out of chronic busyness and disconnecting compulsory progress from 

feelings of self-worth. For some women, recognizing that they could do this was transformative. 

I will discuss this recognition further in Chapter 4. 

Many participants struggled to figure out how to best use their time to move life forward 

again. And if they could not make their circumstances more certain, they could at least focus on 

changing themselves. By allocating time for self-exploration, participants could recuperate, 

process their feelings about where they stood in life, and contemplate how to proceed. These 

potential solutions reveal how participants’ experience of the life course involved both emotion 

work and identity work after crises. If this took them to a new place, it could be counted as 

progress.  

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I used Michael Flaherty’s concept of “time work” to interpret 

participants’ experiences of time in their biographical accounts, or narratives about the life 

course. Time work involves ways of controlling perceptions of time in everyday activities 

(Flaherty 2011; 2003). Here, we have seen how time work also matters for the subjective 

experience of the life course. People can shape this course through the sequencing of stagnation 
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and progress, the timing and frequency of life changes (which impact the duration of feelings of 

stagnation), and the allocation of time for self-exploration.  

The concept of “narrative time work,” as I have defined it, captures the process of people 

managing the pacing of their lives and their perceptions of biographical time. As people do this 

work, they construct a subjective life course—not a set of events or transitions that can be 

observed by others or noted on a calendar, but a course of feeling. This emotional path is created 

in part by managing perceptions of time. Narrative time work, then, inevitably entails an 

emotional dimension. 

Others have begun exploring this connection between time and emotion. For example, 

Jamie Mullaney and Janet Shope (2012; 2015) propose the concept of “emoting time,” or the 

ways in which people use their emotions to create desired experiences of time, and vice versa. 

Jennifer Lois (2010; 2013) uses the concept of “temporal emotion work” to describe how 

homeschooling mothers manipulate their experiences of time to manage emotional tensions in 

intensive mothering. These authors argue that time shapes emotional experience, and emotions 

can influence perceptions of time. My research shows how experiences of stagnation, and 

attendant feelings of fear and anxiety, drove people to try various ways of manipulating their 

experiences of time in hopes of conjuring feelings of progress.  

I have also suggested how stagnation can have implications for feelings of self-efficacy, 

especially in a cultural context with few standard paths, an emphasis on individualism, and an 

ever-present risk of self-blame for failure, even with so many—perhaps too many—possibilities 

for defining “success” and directing one’s narrative. In this context, inaction was often a safer 

alternative to pursuing life changes that could generate feelings of progress. Turning inward was 

another safe response to a social world that was beyond participants’ control. These strategies 
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protected feelings of self-efficacy and avoided, at least for a time, the pain of self-blame in case 

of failure. The cost, however, was constant effort to keep feelings of stagnation at bay.  

All participants found themselves struggling with the burdens of a capitalist culture of 

individualism and individual responsibility for achievement. The same culture imposed an 

obligation on participants to always be making progress—whether that be changing their 

circumstances or themselves—while also navigating individualized risk of failure. Such risk left 

participants feeling anxious and scared about making sound choices for the future. Some tried to 

start over and over again but found themselves losing sight of their purpose in life. But even if 

participants could regenerate a sense of progress, they wondered about the value of what they 

were progressing toward. Perhaps what they discovered is that mere movement, without meaning 

and purpose, can feel like no worthy progress at all.  

Such compulsory progress—meaningful or otherwise—may also be indicative of a 

culture of busyness, or venerated lifestyles of all work and no play. This new frontier of 

conspicuous consumption of time rather than goods may convey a new kind of status symbol: 

those who are always busy must be in demand (Bellezza, Paharia & Keinan 2017). And those 

whose lives have stagnated must be inferior, less able to achieve upward mobility, and thus less 

worthy in the context of an individualistic meritocracy.  

Getting stuck in life is not just a personal problem but a public issue. Caught in 

competitive hierarchies of wealth, status, and power, many people struggle to find meaning and 

purpose, experience progress in life, and maintain feelings of efficacy and worth. Under these 

conditions, it seems inevitable that many people will feel stagnant, inadequate, or both, at some 

point(s) in their lives—even if they are members of privileged social categories. Showing how 

these feelings arise as a consequence of our culture of time, and how these feelings are dealt with 
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through time work and emotion work, adds to our ability to see more deeply into connections 

between self and society, biography and social structure. 

In the next chapter, I will continue to examine how our culture of time shapes the 

subjective life course, especially feelings of stagnation and progress. For many participants, 

feelings of stagnation arose when they missed benchmarks or ran out of rituals to celebrate their 

progress. When this occurred, they sought to creatively reinterpret their experiences of 

biographical time and narrate, to their own advantage, the lives of others. As I will show, 

people’s subjective experiences of the life course depended on how they evaluated both their 

own lives and the lives of others. Neither the objective nor the subjective life course was walked 

alone. 
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CHAPTER 3: CONTROLLING UNCERTAINTY 

In the previous chapter, I showed how negative feelings and self-evaluations often arose 

from periods of stagnation. Participants dealt with such problematic emotions through narrative 

time work, or ways of managing perceptions of time passing through their biographies, as well as 

feelings about where they were in that biography. This work often involved reframing the past 

and the future as participants hoped for the best (Cerulo 2006) when crafting a narrative within 

their control. This narrative time work constructed a subjective life course, the shape of which 

was evident in participants’ biographical narratives.  

I argue that the need to do narrative time work at all reveals the individualized risk of 

trying to shape a life under capitalism. That is, the cultural emphasis on individual agency and 

the precarity of labor and marriage markets steered people toward using these strategies. 

Underlying these efforts was a tacit expectation for continuous and cumulative progress that 

participants had tried to fulfill to feel better about themselves and their lives. Moreover, people 

found themselves largely responsible for making the right choices about progress, under 

conditions beyond their control. In this context, generating feelings of progress is compulsory, 

yet an elusive goal for many people.  

Narrative time work, as I have conceived it, reveals the emotion work and time work 

involved in these experiences, as well as a culture of time that compels and constrains people’s 

efforts. This concept of narrative time work helps us to see the cultural emphasis on progress and 

individualism in modern societies, how people struggle to maintain these societal ideals in their 

lives, and how feelings of insecurity arise, despite the diligent pursuit of progress. Ultimately, the 

combination of myriad milestones, less certain means to success in spite of many possibilities for 
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success, and individualized risk of failure makes feelings of stagnation and inadequacy more 

common in modern life. 

In this chapter, I present two forms of narrative time work. First, I examine how having 

plans and benchmarks helped and hurt people’s feelings of efficacy. Then I show how 

participants reinterpreted trauma from the past, as well as uncertainty in the present and future, to 

define stagnation as temporary. Such recasting of worst-case scenarios aligned with a broader 

cultural valuation of optimism and agentic positive thinking (Cerulo 2006). Overall, participants 

worked to feel competent again (emphasizing self-reliance to bolster feelings of self-esteem) and 

to avoid feelings of stagnation. They struggled, in other words, with the discord between the 

belief that biographies ought to move “forward” in some way at all times, and the fact that life 

sometimes made this impossible.  

MAKING PLANS 

Life-course scholars often cite five culturally shared, normative milestones on the path to 

adulthood: (1) completing one’s (college) education; (2) starting one’s career; (3) leaving the 

parental household; (4) entering into intimate (marital) relationships; and (5) transitioning into 

parenthood (Modell, Furstenberg & Hershberg 1976; Shanahan 2000; Stanger-Ross, Collins & 

Stern 2005). But given the social changes associated with industrialization and globalization, 

myriad ways to transition are now possible, untethered to such traditional markers and open to 

change.  

These societal shifts also have implications for how people make sense of their places, 

and their futures, in the world. For younger participants, these milestones provided too much 

structure and constraint, reminding them of what they had yet to achieve. For others, having 

completed these normative transitions, there were few other indicators of progress to mark 
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biographical time. In these cases, they had to forge their own paths through life. These 

destandardized (or variable) life courses are potentially more risky, less certain, and less secure 

(Brückner & Mayer 2005; Macmillan 2005; Kohli 2007; Mayer 2009; Beck & Beck-Gernsheim 

2002; Reith 2004) than the more scripted life courses of earlier eras, even if modernity seemed to 

offer more potential paths to success (Gergen 1991). 

As part of their endeavors to craft a life course and sense of self, participants engaged in 

what I call “narrative time work” to manipulate the experience of time in their biographies, 

which they applied to their narratives about who they were. This involved making plans and 

reinterpreting the past, present, or future to reinforce their self-efficacy, or “assessments of their 

effectiveness, competence, and causal agency” (Gecas 1989), in the present. These plans and 

reinterpretations involved compartmentalizing those temporal slices of life to reduce the duration 

of stagnation.  

Ultimately, these strategies helped participants generate feelings of progress or avoid 

feelings of stagnation amid pressures to maintain steady progress. But these same strategies 

sometimes disrupted important self-conceptions. In this section, I will explain how participants 

interpreted the future, how they construed their progress through the life course, and how they 

dealt with less certain paths that threatened to stall their lives and generate feelings of stagnation.  

The Future as an Escape from the Present  

Participants used plans to map out their lives and plot their current position, relative to 

the selves that they aspired to be. For those who came from high-achieving schools, planning 

was a part of their habitus, or “a disposition that generates meaningful practices and meaning-

giving perceptions” (Bourdieu 1984:170). Such dispositions can include perceptions, 

assumptions, and preferences around time and time use (Elliott, McKelvy & Bowen 2017). For 
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participants who identified as high-achieving, a temporal disposition that privileged a future 

orientation toward the course of their lives helped them gain a sense of accomplishment and 

approval from others. This reflects a particularly middle- and upper-middle-class sensibility 

(Streib 2015). Moreover, having visions for the future helped participants feel a sense of efficacy 

by taking control over their lives. Madison, a white woman in her late twenties, explained why 

“planning was her thing,” as she put it:  

It was always like I was looking for something better. Because when I was a kid, I was 

looked over a lot, mostly by my parents. And I was looked over in the relationship with 

my ex [fiancé]. So I was always looking for something better, something more, 

something that would actually make me feel happy. I still do that. I still plan. But now it’s 

planning trips and planning meals. And planning to clean my house. [chuckles] I like the 

planning thing. It makes me feel like there’s something else, something more. 

Madison could envision a more satisfying life when using plans with abstract aspirations, as well 

as day-to-day details. This cognitive strategy helped her escape a lonely present, stuck in stale 

relationships. Through this form of narrative time work, she could imagine new places and new 

stages in her life to progress toward.  

Kamilah, a second-generation south Asian American woman approaching forty, said that 

she had once believed that the future held hope, happiness, and change in her career and home 

life. For some, reaching the five normative adulthood milestones provided stability through a 

culturally shared prescription for life. For Kamilah, however, it also meant falling into a rut. She 

contrasted the excitement of possibilities with her indifference in reality:  

I think when you’re in your twenties, and you are picking careers, and going to grad 

school, and picking a mate, and whatever. Everything you do is really possible. 

…Making more permanent decisions means that you have to learn to be comfortable with 

your life, as opposed to it being the natural thing [for life] to change, and things just 

coming your way. 

Part of that excitement is that when you’re less settled, there’s endless possibilities, right? 

So when I was wondering what it was like to parent, I could decide what I thought 

parenting was going to be. And in my head, that’s what it is because it [the parenting] 

wasn’t real. So I could have a fantasy about it, and it [the fantasy] was real. Well, now 
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it’s here. It’s happening. And it is what it is. It’s a reality, right? Reality hits you. …I 

think you look forward to the good parts and people naturally don’t expect the harder 

parts? I didn’t. But they happen anyway because that’s life. 

In her twenties, Kamilah could take for granted continuous feelings of progress. But this arc was 

possible, for a while, because that phase of life was rich with so many life changes: onboarding 

at her new jobs, moving into new homes, and the birth of her first child. She could revel in these 

possibilities nostalgically, keeping only the more optimistic musings that engendered feelings of 

belonging in the present. Such thoughts about her future engendered excitement and anticipation 

when they reinforced feelings of competence.  

Though Kamilah transitioned into adulthood without major negative incident, her current 

state of affairs was less certain as she was less optimistic about what her future could be. In 

terms of self-concept, James Marcia (1966) argues that people who pursue someone else’s goals 

for them (instead of exploring their own ideas about who they are) can avoid an identity crisis. 

But they also risk identity foreclosure, or a status associated with low self-esteem, by pursuing 

unrealistic goals that are not their own (Marcia 1966).  

The lack of culturally shared ways to live a meaningful life can also lead to narrative 

foreclosure, or the feeling that “one’s life story has effectively ended” (Freeman 2001: 89). 

Indeed, Kamilah’s statements that life “is what it is” and how “the harder parts” of life “happen 

anyway” reflected resignation toward becoming stalled in life. Furthermore, the opportunities to 

change the present and “rewrite the future” (Freeman 2001: 90) had dried up, and Kamilah did 

not know how to generate feelings of progress or efficacy anymore. Though she could reflect on 

her narrative of the self, she could not update it. 

Madison and Kamilah did not fear uncertainty in their do-it-yourself biographies, as 

scholars of modernity might predict (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim 2002; Giddens 1991). Rather than 

uncertainty on its own, it was stagnation that created apprehension. For some participants, 
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particularly those who wanted to (re)write their desired selves, an unscripted future could be a 

new frontier for self-exploration, a source of hope for personal improvement, and an escape from 

a less desirable present. In this future, they could imagine possible selves that embodied both 

their hopes and their fears (Markus & Nurius 1986)—future selves that contribute to crafting a 

coherent, steady sense of identity (James 1892, McAdams 2005; McLean, Pasupathi & Pals 

2007). In these cases, many participants—particularly future-oriented individuals—harnessed 

plans and fantasies about the future as part of their narrative time work to replace those feelings 

of stagnation with hope for progress again. They used the time frames of their biographies—the 

past, present, and future—to control uncertainty and the pacing of their narratives. 

In other circumstances, however, uncertainty could be paralyzing rather than 

invigorating. But changing one’s sense of the future—through planning—helped produce more 

satisfying emotions. Samsara, a south Asian American woman in her late thirties, felt 

overwhelmed with existential questions when her husband died unexpectedly, six months prior. 

Because she was losing hours at a time to grief, Samsara felt that she needed to “get over her 

sense of loss,” as she put it, repairing her current experiences with time and move forward again. 

Samsara used short-term goals to bolster her feelings of competence and reflected on what plans 

offered her:  

I am not necessarily the best planner, actually. But I think I’m trying to—especially in 

this particular circumstance, [it] has taught me to try and put something down in order to, 

at least psychologically, assuage my anxieties. It gives you a sense that, “Hey, I have a 

plan. I’m going to try this. And I’m going to try to stick to it as much as I can,” despite 

the fact that others may not keep their part of the bargain. But I’ll try. And I just feel that 

it helped me.  

In her existential crisis, Samsara questioned the certainties and purpose in life that she had taken 

for granted, and now worried about getting stuck in her grief. Keeping busy with smaller goals 

helped Samsara re-establish control over her surroundings and future. Such efficacious actions 
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made the immediate present a little more stable so that she could avoid a stint of stagnation and 

cope with anxiety.  

Many participants felt adrift and bereft of meaning in the present. For them, the future 

offered hope for change, if not a distraction from their stagnation. By formulating plans and 

imagining how they would pursue them, participants could generate feelings of progress and 

efficacy. Conversely, those who exhausted plans with no new milestones remained in their 

liminal state between what was and what was next. 

Finding Indicators of Progress  

Many participants, particularly those who relied on plans, felt they needed to be moving 

forward continually. So how could they mark progress if they were not constantly passing 

objective milestones? Emily, a white woman in her thirties, explained how she used other 

people’s timelines to create a timetable for herself:  

I kind of thought of life as like, “You’re in this grade, you’re in this year.” Well, they had 

this much time since they’ve graduated, and they’ve done this. I’m always curious as I’ve 

gotten older like, “How old is this person?” Even about things like their job like, “How 

did you get this title?” I think about life choices that I’ve made in the time that I’ve had to 

make those life choices. 

With few mile markers, Emily drew on others’ ages to figure out where she ought to be in life. 

But she also felt she needed successive achievements to maintain feelings of progress. Such 

inklings also resonated with a context of busyness (Bellezza, Paharia & Keinan 2017) if this 

compulsory progress and growth indicated social status, ambition, and success. So comparing 

herself to others was only a stop-gap strategy. 

A sense of compulsory progress also created stress for participants when goals were 

contingent on other goals. Kristin, a white woman in her late twenties, laid out the multiple steps 

to her desired future self:  
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Well, it doesn’t happen if you don’t do the steps in advance to get them. I feel like that 

[nursing] is what I want to do. It’s just the thought of the years [of schooling] that I have 

to do. Like, I’m eager to get—we [my boyfriend and I] are trying to get a bigger house. 

And that’s not gonna happen because we didn’t qualify for shit, but—I want to have kids. 

I want to do all of this stuff. And I just feel like I can’t get any of that done until I have 

nursing school done. Which is gonna be like another three or four years. So then where 

does that put me with having kids? It’s just, everything I want gets pushed back further, 

and it just stresses me out. A lot.  

Kristin had a life plan, but each step introduced different obstacles. Not only was there a specific 

order for each goal, but the first hurdle would take years, so Kristin worried about making 

progress before she even got started. This stagnation, in addition to the cascading uncertainty, 

felt overwhelming to her. She cited very clear mileposts in her life plan, but not the support or 

resources to actualize her plans. While plans can establish indicators of progress, these 

timetables of contingent goals for continuous movement can also produce stress and anxiety 

when they indicate a lack of movement. Such plans potentially stretched out participants’ 

perceptions and experiences of time, particularly between where they were and where they 

wanted to be, giving them the sense that they were not making progress toward goals. 

Having life plans at all sometimes indicated a successful person who was “going 

somewhere.” Laura, a white woman in her early thirties, had that plan in her twenties until she 

failed a required course in her undergraduate degree program. To graduate before her scholarship 

ended, she had to switch to a different major. She elaborated on her crisis of identity:  

And so there was just this point of like, “I’ve been working [in this major] all this time,” 

and then at twenty-one years old, it seems like the most important thing in the world, like 

“I don’t know what I want to do with my life anymore.” …It was definitely like those 

storms of, “I know nothing. Everything I’ve done has failed. I’m a failure. I don’t know 

where I want to go next.” I have all these ideas that I’m starting to realize aren’t part of 

where I’ve been going, and I don’t know what to do with them because I’ve not been 

given any direction. So that would probably be what I would consider my biggest failure. 

[chuckles] 

Laura had staked herself on one version of the future. Losing control over that future was akin to 

losing her identity when she could not hold on to that life plan. This loss also brought about 
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feelings of doubt and failure. Without direction in “where she wanted to go next” and “what she 

wanted to do with her life,” all of her previous work also seemed in vain. The structured 

curriculum of her major had been guiding her thus far, with a tacit understanding that her 

compliance would result in a more certain transition to career. Her inability to march steadily 

toward a desired future affected her sense of efficacy, self-esteem (or feelings of worth), and 

emotional state as well.  

Taylor, a white woman in her late twenties, also emphasized the importance of life plans 

to her identity. At an elite private university, far from home, she felt she worked harder than any 

of her peers who had enrolled in the local state university for their undergraduate education. “But 

it’s all worth it,” she rationalized, “because I’m doing what I’m supposed to do.” She spoke in 

depth about what this “supposed to do” looked like:  

I did everything I was supposed to do. I got my bachelor’s degree. I did a thesis under a 

Nobel laureate…And then I got into every grad school I applied to…. I went to [visit the 

top-ranked, flagship university in my field], and I fell in love. Everyone was so happy 

there, and I knew that that’s where I wanted to do work. There was a professor there that 

literally wrote the book on the field that I was interested in. And I said, “This is what I’m 

going to do. This is me.” …I have always been the scientist. …This was my identity. And 

I was never going to let a man [chuckles] get in the way of that.  

Taylor recounted this list of deeds to convey that she was moving steadily forward in life by her 

own volition. Her aspirations to be a scientist were a source of positive feelings about who she 

was. As long as she stayed on the path of progress toward that goal, her feelings of progress were 

not in question.  

Then Taylor decided to leave the preeminent graduate program to be closer to her 

boyfriend-turned-husband. Up to her turning point, Taylor’s biography also had no distractions 

or “difficult decisions that take you off the linear path,” as she put it. Until her life got off-track 

from her expectations, the privilege of following a normative life course did not seem 

complicated for others because it had not been a complication for Taylor (Gaider 2013). She 
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compared her previous expectations for a more straightforward life course to the circuitous 

realities of the alumni at her high school, who would return for panel discussions to share their 

life lessons:  

The stories were always the same: “Well, I had planned on doing this. But then this 

happened and instead, I did that. And that didn’t really work out, so then I did that,” and 

it was depressing. I would come out of [those panel discussions] like, “Does anybody do 

what they say they’re going to do? I mean, how hard can it really be?”  

And the answer is, “No. [chuckles] Basically nobody does what they say they’re going to 

do.” The only difference is, at what age do we realize that it’s not going to happen the 

way we expected? And people who are still on that linear path—which, in some ways, I 

look at my peers here in grad school, and they look like they’re still on that linear path—

it’s just because they haven’t had to make a really hard decision yet. Mine didn’t happen 

until I was out of college. But everyone is going to eventually have a difficult decision to 

make that takes you off the linear path that you expected to be on. So I’m starting to learn 

that.  

The disbelief in Taylor’s initial reaction implied superiority to those who seemed less able to 

follow through with their plans. After her own hard decisions, Taylor recognized the moral 

judgment that she had passed on others who had struggled to pursue an intentional trajectory in 

life. Her realization underscored an open secret that lives rarely go “according to plan,” but also 

that people who were worthy of respect were also capable of controlling the pace of their 

biographies. Taylor was able to maintain the identity she had described to me, but the constant 

need to negotiate married life while accommodating her husband’s career reminded her that the 

best laid plans could go awry at any time. 

Narrative time work, in the form of making plans, had served participants well in 

generating feelings of progress along more normative, linear life plans—particularly in social 

contexts in which busyness conveyed ambition and a future orientation denoted worth and 

potential (Bellezza, Paharia & Keinan 2017). Planning involved identifying a future destination 

and using past endeavors to post mile markers along those journeys when few other indicators of 

progress structured life courses in modern societies. And when participants could sustain feelings 
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of progress toward their next goal, they could also maintain a sense of purpose, positive self-

evaluations, and overall feelings of satisfaction.  

But seeking too many indicators of progress created more ways to fall behind. Feelings of 

progress waned when people relied too heavily on trajectories that required continuous, and 

perhaps unrealistic, achievement. Failure to reach those goals could be especially damaging in a 

cultural context where progress is compulsory, like higher education and career. Feelings of 

stagnation, thus, were an unintended consequence of destandardized biographies when people 

made ambitious plans to master the course of their lives but then came up short. 

Compartmentalizing Uncertainty and Agency  

Making plans benefitted participants who felt capable of controlling the uncertainty in 

their lives. But life plans could also exacerbate feelings of failure when biographies did not 

progress fast enough. Many participants who resorted to plans for indicators of progress thus 

strategically compartmentalized their planning. Here, we can see a paradox of agency. Planning 

had served future-oriented participants well in a more individualistic culture. Likewise, there was 

an emphasis on agency in the therapeutic discourse available to them. Yet there was also a lesson 

of letting go of what one cannot control. Thus in their attempts to experience control, participants 

relinquished it in certain domains of life. 

Recall Laura, a white woman in her early thirties, who lost control of “where she had 

been going” when she staked her identity on realizing a desired self. She felt she was losing her 

sense of self by having no idea of what her future might look like. Laura described struggling 

with her physical and mental health in her early twenties. At the same time, she could not 

graduate from college as planned, felt like a failure when changing her major, and started 

questioning her religious beliefs—all at once. In the aftermath of those crises, Laura deliberately 
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compartmentalized her life into parts that she could plan and parts that she could not. She 

articulated this intention to let some things go:  

It was important to me, always, that I have a life plan. I’m really big on planning. I’ve 

always been one who’s like, “We have to have all our plans.” And I think, at some point, 

the way I learned to cope with it [not knowing where to go next], was to say, “I don’t 

have to have everything planned. I just have to have some things planned.”  

…At some point, I do remember making a very specific decision [to do professional stuff 

because it was an easy way for me to control my life]. I was telling somebody this: “You 

can’t control when you meet someone, but you can control what degree you get.” 

[chuckles]. I can date. But it’s not something, in the end, that I can plan.  

And so it was definitely a choice that I made, of like, “I don’t know what I want, but 

these are the parts of my life that I can control,” and then, “Let’s just not worry about the 

other parts anymore.”  

Laura valued predictability, but she had also seen how rigid life plans did not prevent her 

cascade of crises. To ensure that she would move forward from this period of stagnation, she 

managed her reactions to uncertainty as a way to mitigate worry when her actions could not alter 

her fate. After all, this institutional track offered academic calendar cycles and milestone 

ceremonies to mark her progress. 

Many participants, particularly women, touted the breakthroughs in therapy they used to 

cope with feelings of stagnation, including sorting situations in terms of what they could and 

could not control. Indeed, therapeutic discourse and ideals of modernity complement one another 

in valuing agency, self-fulfillment, and personal freedom to shape the self and cope with an 

uncertain, transient social world (Illouz 2008). The skills associated with self-discovery and 

control go hand in hand with cultural messages that one ought to be the architect of one’s own 

narrative. 

In her study of the transition to adulthood, Jennifer Silva (2012; 2013) found that 

working-class young adults constructed a therapeutic self, centered on independence and self-

confidence, to control the uncertainties that come with modern life. In fact, Madsen (2014) has 
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argued that this therapeutic turn, or predilection for psychological solutions, inadvertently shifts 

the blame from structure to individuals. Still, the appeal of individual solutions and strategies—

like the narrative time work in which participants compartmentalized what they could plan—

helped them solve the personal trouble of stagnation in their lives by generating positive self-

evaluations. Such optimistic tendencies were within participants’ control and widely accessible 

in a broader cultural context of self-help and positive thinking (Cerulo 2006). 

When they could, participants pursued goals that bolstered feelings of competence in 

actualizing more positive visions of their future. Alternatively, they avoided the anxiety 

associated with less certain areas of life. Namely, there was a socially-patterned public-private 

divide in what they felt they could control. Intimate relationships were an uncharted—and less 

chartable—space for many white women in their thirties, compared to their careers. 

Furthermore, if (heterosexual) women feel they must wait for potential partners to act first in 

contemporary cultures of romance, they are restricted in how much agency they can apply in 

courtship (Dunn 2002), as opposed to more individual decisions about their professional 

development.  

Wendy, a white woman in her early forties, described herself as the “Bridget Jones” of 

her friend group, a single woman in midlife seeking both platonic and romantic relationships that 

would last:  

There was a lot of wishing your life would come into place, but not really having any sort 

of clue what to do to make it happen. And I just pretty much had written it off as like, 

“You know what? I’m going to go back home. I’m going to grad school. I’m just gonna 

focus on school. That’s okay. That [dating] is not important.” So there was a lot of 

struggles with both relationship and career where I could handle the immediate 

interaction with, “Yes, this is a problem I’m solving,” but also the longer-term work 

relationships…where you’d have a lot of very close, intense friendships [with 

colleagues], but then they kind of transitioned, depending upon where you’re working.  
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Wendy described wrestling with the kinds of relationships she could maintain if she was 

relocating annually for a job with inconvenient schedules and few prospects for promotion or 

putting down roots. As a result, she sought a change that would propel her into a new vocation. 

Wendy moved closer to home to pursue higher education, which seemed like a more concrete 

way to combat feelings of stagnation. Alternatively, the root of stagnation in her sense of 

community was beyond her control. There was not a similar guarantee of progress, no matter 

what she did. Her account thus involved ignoring those problems temporarily and focusing on 

the immediate problems she could solve.  

Though more common among women, some men also compartmentalized career 

trajectories and intimate relationships. As a gay man in his early thirties, Jesse considered 

himself as “playing by a different set of rules” than heterosexual peers, but his immediate family 

did not know that. Meanwhile, Jesse used his professional development as an explanation or 

cover for his dearth of romantic relationships:  

It [graduate school] is a way to feel better about the fact that I’m not doing these other 

things [like starting a family]. I mean, you see lots of academics that aren’t necessarily 

married, that they devote themselves entirely to their career or something like that. And I 

feel like being an academic is one of those positions where you can do that. Like, “Jesse 

never got married because he cares only about his scholarship. He’s an academic. He’s 

committing himself to that. Devoted his life to his work,” or something like that …So I 

think I do use graduate school as an excuse. At least to my family, grandparents for 

instance. “That’s why I’m not married. That’s why you don’t have grandkids. Because 

I’m concerned with graduate school.” 

Jesse was not interested in the built-in markers of heteronormative lives that signify adulthood—

marriage and parenting—but still felt he would have to account for his unconventionality. There 

was also a tacit high bar of dedication and resources for career or intimate relationships. Because 

he thought that others could only expect him to have enough energy for one or the other, higher 

education helped him explain his lack of time for dating. But it was also a commitment that he 

thought his relatives would recognize as a worthy goal and reasonable sacrifice. Becoming an 
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academic was something Jesse could do to find purpose outside of family life so that he would 

not feel less-than for being gay around his family of origin.  

While Jesse compartmentalized the professional and personal so that his choice of one 

could substitute for the other, Taylor, a white woman in her late twenties, explained wanting both 

options to feel fulfilled:  

And in my mind, it was this decision between, “Stay here, the number one grad school, 

and do amazing, get a great postdoc, get a faculty job, get a Nobel Prize: Path A.” And 

then “Path B” was, “Transfer to [my boyfriend’s college]—which is like dropping thirty 

points in the rankings—and basically be a housewife and have some mediocre career.”  

Option A, I was going to be a miserable cat lady, with my cats and my Nobel Prize and 

no man because I was going to die alone. [chuckles] And Option B, I was not going to be 

a famous scientist ever, and I’ll just be barefoot and pregnant at the stove. [chuckles] It 

sounds ridiculous, but in my head, that really was what I was choosing between 

everything I was supposed to be—but I’d be lonely and unhappy—and everything I 

swore I would never do but I’d be happy. And it was awful making this choice. 

Taylor was responsible for choosing between what she saw as two mutually exclusive 

possibilities of accomplishment or happiness, given that there was no “correct” path in modern 

societies. Yet agency and control still drove these biographies. And for many participants, one 

path provided more reliable outcomes than others, which influenced their decision making.  

But for Taylor, both possible selves felt within her control. Because there was no 

difference in certainty, and Taylor would be personally responsible for her choice, 

compartmentalization actually left her in a liminal state, stuck between these selves—

accomplished cat lady or mediocre housewife—rather than on a sure path toward a desired future 

that encompassed the best of both options. Here, we see the limits of personal freedom and 

choice in the face of a structural issue—that is, destandardized life courses in which diverse 

paths are possible, but individuals are left to their own devices with little institutional support to 

decide between their hopes and fears.  
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Some participants opted for higher education to restore feelings of progress and purpose 

when satisfying intimate relationships eluded them. This institutional track offered built-in 

indicators of progress. Compartmentalization was thus one way for participants to control the 

pacing of their biographies while also letting go of some control—a strategy that helped to 

insulate their feelings of competence from the failure implied by stagnation (Owens & Goodney 

2000; Franks & Marolla 1976; Gecas 1982). Although this made people’s lives seem more 

predictable and was protective against feelings of failure, giving up control was not always 

conducive to future success. 

This forethought and decision-making in narrative time work—that is, choosing plans 

they can control—was one way for participants to cope with stagnation in destandardized life 

courses, in which they felt personally responsible for progress while avoiding setbacks. 

Biographies and possible selves (Markus & Nurius 1986) are varied and diverse in modern 

societies, but there is still a cultural imperative to strive for personal development. This culture 

of time, agency, and compulsory progress shaped people’s options for narrative time work, 

namely their efforts to control the uncertainty that could undermine feelings of progress.  

Both the therapeutic turn and ideals of modernity stress personal freedom and 

responsibility as much as self-help, extolling agency and control as solutions for personal 

troubles, like feelings of stagnation. As I found, some participants used tools gleaned from 

therapy (e.g., focusing on the controllable, positive thinking) to deal with the pain of getting 

stuck in life. But such feelings—and the techniques used to deal with them—arise out of a 

modern compulsion, one of dubious possibility, to be moving forward at all times. 
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REINTERPRETING UNCERTAINTY IN PERIODS OF LIFE 

In the previous section, I described how participants engaged in narrative time work, in 

the form of planning, to feel more in control of their lives. In this section, I will show how they 

also employed traditional ideas of fate and uncertainty, as well as modern therapeutic ideals of 

acceptance and personal growth, to explain stagnation at various points in their lives. While these 

strategies validated participants’ emotions and protected their feelings of worth in the aftermath 

of stagnation, these forms of narrative time work did not ultimately help them escape stagnation. 

Participants, particularly women who described how they processed disruptions to their plans, 

spoke of the “transience of life,” “second chances,” and how “some mistakes were for the best.” 

These cultural tropes became tools for doing narrative time work to manage feelings about their 

circumstances.  

One difference between traditional and modern societies lies in how members of each 

construe the future and their lot in life (Reith 2004; Gurvitch 1964). In traditional societies, 

supernatural forces (e.g., God, gods, the Fates) establish a life-course pattern that all members of 

a community tend to follow. In modern, post-Enlightenment societies, the future is supposedly 

open to whatever people can make of their lives by applying the power of knowledge and reason 

(Eyerman 1992). But these destandardized life courses are also uncertain, less strictly tethered to 

institutions, time, and place (Giddens 1991). Individual freedom to change one’s destiny has also 

meant greater personal responsibility for one’s fortune, particularly in a capitalistic, neoliberal 

context (Pugh 2015; Brenton & Elliott 2014). Participants managed this tension between 

freedom and self-blame by invoking fate and uncertainty. This allowed them to redefine 

stagnation in a way that protected feelings of efficacy. 
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Learning from Past Uncertainty  

People live their lives forward but must interpret their lives looking back (Kierkegaard 

1843, as cited in Laceulle 2018). In fact, many participants recalled their copious biographical 

turning points with what Norman Denzin (1989) calls “linked epiphanies” about the life course. 

That is, they realized that the silver linings of previous missteps were connected to their current 

circumstances, if they were satisfied with where they were. Such reformulations gave meaning to 

past traumas, which were seen as critical in bringing participants to their present state of self-

acceptance. For instance, Ashley, a white woman in her late twenties, did not regret her 

meandering path through grad school because she garnered some unexpected benefits along the 

way. She reflected on the past few years:  

Although I’ve just been kind of on this weird path of self-discovery, I’m really happy for 

everything that has happened to me this far because I’ve learned so much. And it got me 

to where I am today, which is pretty great. If I had not gone into [grad school], I wouldn’t 

have met [my husband], and now I can’t imagine that.  

Ashley focused on the good that came out of “this weird path of self-discovery” and let go of 

how that period had felt like “something was really wrong,” as she put it. When she chose to 

leave her degree program without a PhD, she lost her direction in life, as well as her parents’ 

approval and financial support. But she found validation in other ways: from learning more about 

herself, from her husband’s emotional support, and from her satisfaction with where she ended 

up. Without that crisis, she would not have been able to appreciate its ultimate outcomes. In 

commending the unintended gains of this turning point, Ashley redefined this phase of personal 

upheaval as an opportunity for personal growth, linking epiphanies about her past and present 

selves, in addition to recasting the past in a positive light (Cerulo 2006). 

Stagnation occurred at turning points in many participants’ lives—points at which they 

felt they had to start over in relationships or careers but did not know how. With the benefit of 
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hindsight, many participants imagined starting over as “knowing better” and incorporating what 

they had learned about themselves into the next phases of their lives. Barb, a white woman in her 

early forties, compared her search for self-knowledge to reincarnation:  

Everything is a learning experience. I mean, I try to say I don’t really have any real 

regrets because, even though it feels like I’m starting all over again each time, it’s like 

I’m starting all over again with a lot more knowledge and better perspective. …I don’t 

know if you believe in reincarnation or anything like that. I just feel like ever since I was 

very young, I’ve had a very old soul. Like maybe I’ve been around and done this a couple 

times before, but. Still make poor decisions, but just feel like I’ve had a lot of compassion 

that maybe other people don’t necessarily have.  

Barb spoke with exasperation about the struggles that made her start over, again and again: 

accruing student debt on a degree she was not using, hitting rock bottom from addiction, seeking 

self-esteem in abusive relationships. Her life was full of events that created negative emotions, 

but she redefined these events as opportunities to learn more about herself. Barb could thus 

embrace episodes of loss (having invested time, resources, or energy on a path that did not lead 

where she wanted) without great damage to her self-esteem. This knowledge about herself also 

endowed Barb with prestige as a wise “old soul.” She saw herself as developing this moral 

character from having weathered so many crises, in this life or previous ones, with little regret. 

Chad, a white man in his late twenties, avoided regret when he described overcoming 

tough times in the past as a way of investing in his future. In preparation for his second marriage, 

he evaluated the lessons he learned from his first marriage:  

I mean, it doesn’t seem like that [I’ve gone through a lot in life] to me. I guess it all 

seems like it fell into place. But I mean, I guess it is a lot. …Having gone through that 

previous marriage really showed me what a partner is supposed to do for you. So I think 

it was a good thing. And I wouldn’t change it just because a lot of the lessons I’ve 

learned in life—even if they were tough—they were invaluable. And now, I don’t have to 

worry about someone using me anymore, because I know what it feels like to be used. 

It’s all these valuable lessons. It was like an investment into yourself. …Honestly, in 

retrospect, I feel like I’m exactly where I need to be. There’s nothing about this that I 

would change. 
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Chad could look back and see the value of his first marriage, even though his ex-wife had 

cheated on him and admitted to marrying him for his money. That tumultuous past brought him 

to a better present in which he was content with his current relationship with his fiancée, the birth 

of their child, and graduation from college. Distilling and accepting the lessons he learned from 

his past helped him see a present in which things “fell into place” in a way that he felt satisfied 

with.  

Chad’s fiancée, Chandra, echoed the sentiment that, in retrospect, she was “where she 

needed to be” all along. In the moment, Chandra’s many social comparisons had fueled feelings 

that she was falling behind, as opposed to moving forward in life. Such comparisons can 

motivate growth and change, but they can also exacerbate competitiveness, resentment, and 

isolation if participants do not feel that they are on par with peers (Festinger 1954) (see Chapter 

4). Chandra contrasted her feelings before and after she got engaged and caught up to her peers:  

Now looking back, I don’t feel like I was behind. I feel like that’s where I needed to be at 

the time. But when I was going through it [feeling behind], I was like, “Oh, this person is 

engaged,” or like, “Oh, this person just finished their masters.” I felt behind because I 

was seeing other people at different stages. …And then when I met [my fiancé], I was 

like, “Oh no, never mind. I wasn’t behind.” I think that what both of us went through is 

what helps us be where we are today. And that’s why, now, I’m not worried about feeling 

behind. In less than a year, we’re engaged, getting married this year, and having a baby. 

So even though I thought I was behind, I guess, like I said, I’m probably where I need to 

be. 

Chandra’s impulse to compare did not stop until she was comfortable with her circumstances. 

Once that happened, she could stop worrying about where she was in life, as well as neutralize 

those noxious feelings of falling behind. After all, her patch of stagnation was finally over. 

Moreover, she could redefine those insidious reactions as necessary for getting her to this better 

place. For both Chandra and Chad, the distance from their respective crises helped them 

recognize those moments’ value for personal growth so that they could evaluate themselves and 

their lives in a positive light again. 
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Danielle, a white woman in her early thirties, also spoke of things “working out for the 

best” in her winding career path after she obtained her desired promotion. She recalled her 

trajectory as “out of order” and taking longer than expected, in addition to making her miserable. 

But Danielle maintained her optimism with this retelling of the past:  

But even though I was so unhappy, and I felt like I was being passed over, not getting to 

go into management in the beginning, it ended up working out for the best, because 

during that time, I actually got offshore, deep-water experience, which is something that 

is highly valued in the company. And it was only because I had had that offshore 

experience from the job I hated, that I was able to end up going into the exact job I 

wanted—even better than what all of my friends had gone on into—a kind of a higher-

status position. And so having those years—doing something that I was really miserable 

in—turned out better because I ended up in the coveted position.  

This happier ending was evidence that her actions were successful. Danielle had inklings that her 

supervisors were undervaluing her worth to the company. But she also believed in the 

bureaucratic system that groomed managers, as well as her ability to move up in that hierarchy. 

So when Danielle landed on top (compared to her colleagues), she gave new meaning to her 

career trajectory. Moreover, Danielle described herself as maintaining the same lifestyle that she 

grew up with, so financial stability was not as major a concern for her. Instead, Danielle 

highlighted her own perseverance on an unhappy path as having brought her to an even better 

place in her career. With this reframing, Danielle could legitimize the current system of 

promotions, which also validated her agency in working through it, even though she had to 

threaten to quit before her supervisors put her into management.  

Wendy, a white woman in her early forties, also rearranged the episodes of her life to tell 

a unified story about her current situation. She used the metaphor of a scavenger hunt in which 

she connected clues, or disjointed moments from her past, into an overarching search for 

meaning:  

I guess, getting closer to forty, it’s [about] starting to accept that [life is messy], but I was 

definitely one of those that was probably a little bit too focused on life not being messy. 
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That’s why I always like the scavenger hunt analogy because at least it still gives a little 

bit of drive and purpose. When I get the clue of what I’m supposed to do next, there’s 

always things that are tied back into my past experiences. I’m not really just bouncing all 

over the place. They [other people] don’t hear the train of thought that led between the 

different locations. …[In] some ways too, it’s also driven me to be creative because then, 

I have to figure out, “Okay, well. So how do I make that link to make that connection?” 

…And that gives me kind of a comfort about the future too. Because I spent a lot of my 

time in my life, having a lot of anxiety and worry about what my life was going to end up 

being.  

In the moment, Wendy was less sure of her life’s purpose. But in retrospect, Wendy could link 

past events to explain how her diverging interests had led to her current situation. These 

reinterpretations of past uncertainty also offered Wendy peace of mind. Rather than worrying 

about the future, or “where she’ll end up,” Wendy could tell herself a convincing story about 

finding satisfaction in life. Here, Wendy construed her past experiences as contributing to a 

desired future or possible self, resulting in a coherent narrative identity (James 1892, McAdams 

2005; McLean, Pasupathi & Pals 2007) and hope for feelings of progress—a narrative that can 

focus on hope and a better-case scenario (Cerulo 2006). Even if she got stuck in one part of the 

scavenger hunt or one train station, Wendy was confident that another clue or train would come 

along. In this retelling, stagnation was never permanent. 

The narrative time work of linking epiphanies from past uncertainty to present 

biographical states was largely effective for participants who were currently content with their 

lives. They could redefine periods of stagnation as having provided opportunities for personal 

growth. This framing of the past as a journey of self-discovery that “worked out for the best” 

helped participants integrate stagnation into their narratives, without the negative feelings 

associated with getting stuck in life. Moreover, this self-exploration, as noted in the previous 

chapter, was often participants’ best option for generating feelings of progress again, especially 

if their circumstances were beyond their control. Recasting the past in a positive light also 

aligned with broader cultural practices of looking on the bright side of things (Cerulo 2006). 
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During those turning points, however, participants felt anxious, exhausted, undervalued, 

or angry. Oftentimes, they had to start over on a new path, which could get them stuck again. But 

because they were satisfied with where they had landed, participants could repurpose past 

disappointments with optimistic mantras in order to feel better about the present. This form of 

narrative time work validated their experience of the life course, using the past to craft a coherent 

purpose in life and to generate positive emotions and self-evaluations in the present. Even if the 

future was uncertain, the past could be brought under control by redefining stagnation as a source 

of growth. 

Going with the Flow of Present Uncertainty  

If participants’ deeds could not generate feelings of progress right away, changing their 

outlooks on their circumstances helped them cope with uncertainty that could lead to feelings of 

stagnation. Just as turning points in the past brought them to their current state of affairs, 

minimizing worry in a present that they could not influence gave participants hope for the future. 

They relied on cultural mantras like “going with the flow,” “letting go of control,” and “living in 

the moment” to accept the insecurities of daily life and reframe their current experiences of 

stagnation. Paradoxically, many participants were letting go of control to feel in control. 

Michelle, a white woman in her late thirties, embraced this mindset after she struggled to parent 

a child with special needs along with three other young children. She elaborated on this 

revelation:  

It was a constant quest to figure out what worked until the part where I gave up that 

control and realized that the same thing is not going to work every time. [chuckles] And 

so once I kind of took off the control cape and went with the flow, things got a lot easier. 

And it was probably somewhere in there, in the chaos of having three toddlers and an 

eight-year-old with Oppositional Defiant Disorder that I just gave up the desire to control 

everything. And every day, you just wing it. There’s no, “Here’s how you do it. Here’s 

how you survive it.” You just wake up, and it’s an adventure every day. …And so that’s 
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where I kind of gave myself permission to not be in control of everything and to just kind 

of go with it. And my motto in life is, “As long as I make the best decision I can at any 

given time with what is in front of me, then I will never regret any decision I make.” 

Controlling the unpredictable situations in parenting was untenable for Michelle when her 

children were younger, long before the custody battle she described with her emotionally abusive 

ex-husband. In those days, problems changed regularly, rendering her previous solutions 

ineffective and her desire for control counterproductive. Instead of punishing herself with the 

additional knowledge of hindsight, Michelle allowed herself to make the most of the present, to 

make decisions in light of certain uncertainty, and to make mistakes along the way. In accepting 

day-to-day uncertainty, she was able to act in the present and see herself as a capable parent, 

regardless of how she kept the peace among her children or if those methods met her 

expectations.  

Ashley, a white woman in her late twenties, advocated “going with the flow” when her 

reality of multiple job changes after graduation did not match her expectation for a smooth 

transition from school to work. She explained why more people ought to adopt this attitude:  

I think things happen when they’re supposed to happen. Sometimes a bunch of stuff 

happens all at once. Life is by no means linear. And I think it’s just ignorant to just sit 

and wait for things to happen to you in order for other things to happen. … Just kind of 

take things as they come, and if you like them, then just roll with it. And if it ends up not 

being what you wanted in the end, then let it go. You’re not stuck. Be flexible. I mean, 

that’s what I’m trying to do because life changes so much. You get so many curveballs. 

And sometimes curveballs are awesome, and they throw you in a completely different 

direction that you didn’t expect to go, but it’s actually better for you, so just roll with it. 

Don’t wait. Just go with the flow.  

Ashley promoted actively adapting to the unexpected rather than allowing uncertainty to become 

overwhelming. After all, it was the choice to dwell on plans going wrong that created the illusion 

of being stuck, according to Ashley. Directives to “take things as they come” or “go with the 

flow” thus served her well in dealing with the multiple, concurrent changes in her career without 

fixating on unmet expectations.  
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This strategy fostered Ashley’s hope and self-efficacy in dealing with an unpredictable 

job market. But it ultimately did not help her discover the new direction that she was also 

seeking. Paradoxically, taking her biography into her own hands also required letting go of her 

expectations for control by just engaging with the present. In this way, I contend that “rolling 

with it” (the punches) helped Ashley reframe her current experience of stagnation more than it 

helped her move forward again. But the former was enough for her to evade the negative feelings 

associated with stagnation. Feelings of progress would come later. 

Christine, a white woman in her early thirties, reminded herself to let go of worrying 

about the future to savor the present in her new relationship. She described the advice to make 

the most of her relationship status:  

It’s kind of that sweet spot—not officially in a relationship, but we’ve been dating for a 

few weeks. And it’s like, “Just live in the moment and not get too caught up with, 

‘Where’s this going to lead?’ Take it day by day, and that’s a very good strategy.” Easier 

said than done.  

“Taking it day by day” to “live in the moment” became a strategy to distract herself from 

worrying, even if Christine doubted her ability to keep it up. Like many participants, Christine 

banked on controlling her activities in addition to regulating her feelings toward the problem 

until she could get out of that rut in her romantic life. She fleshed out her thought process in 

these hypothetical conditions:  

[It’s] like, “Well, if you’re worried about something, is there anything you can do about 

it? Okay, if so, then do it. And if not, then just stop worrying about it.” So I tell myself, 

“Well, you’re upset you’re single. Are you doing anything to change the situation?” Well, 

I’d be like, “Okay, well, I’m on online dating.” I would also make a policy for myself: if I 

was invited anywhere, I’d have to go. Whether I thought it’d be fun or not, I’d go to a 

social event if I were invited. So I’d be like, “Okay, well, you’re doing those two things. 

So you just have to let go now because the rest is out of your control.” [chuckles] So that 

helped me kind of manage that situation. So we’ll see.  

Christine wanted to take action in order to generate feelings of progress but also to accept the 

insecurities of everyday life, given that she had already done what she could to find a partner. 
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When unable to change their situations, participants changed their feelings toward their 

circumstances, using handy cultural clichés to maintain feelings of self-efficacy.  

Like Christine, Laura did not enjoy the unpredictable. But having compartmentalized 

uncertainty and garnered confidence in that strategy, Laura arrived at a different view of change. 

She shared the significance of her newfound excitement (rather than anxiety) toward the 

unfamiliar after landing a job as a newly-minted PhD:  

This is actually a big part [of this new perspective]. I’m moving. And I’m really excited 

about the future and the adventure. And I have never been someone who liked moving 

because I always hated change. I like predictable things. I like things around me to be 

familiar. When I moved here, there were months of depression, of just like, “I’m around 

all these new things, and I hate it because my schedule’s been messed up.” …I think that 

the difference is that now, I’m just like, “I’ve got my own thing going,” which is 

something I’m pretty proud of. Because, I mean, that’s what happens when you turn 

thirty. The thing that’s magical about your thirties is, you’re suddenly just like, “I’ve got 

my thing going, and I’m okay.” 

Laura did not appreciate the adventure that could come from an unpredictable future until she 

felt comfortable with herself. She cited so many crises that she had weathered in her early 

adulthood: hating her first job, learning how to advocate for herself, and striving to find pride in 

her work. Laura could thus draw from a wealth of examples that she could overcome potential 

disappointments. With this confidence in her past decisions and acceptance of uncertainty in the 

present, she could feel optimistic about the future.  

As I discussed in the previous chapter, some participants chose not to act when they did 

not see the intended effects of their efforts. Another strategy, akin to this forbearance, was to 

focus on their present decisions instead. Intentionally engaging with the present, or “living in the 

moment,” became a welcome distraction from worrying about their futures. Moreover, 

participants managed their emotional reactions to situations when they could not change the 

situation itself. In “going with the flow,” they were reframing their experiences of the present 

while “letting go” of total control over those conditions to feel in control over their lives.  
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On the surface, letting go of control seems unlikely to bolster self-efficacy, which is 

usually associated with having control over one’s environment. Yet choosing to relinquish 

efforts to control the uncontrollable can be an expression of agency. It also implies that 

stagnation is not failure but rather a period one accepts at the cost of growing stronger. Savoring 

and learning from this present state could possibly lead to a new goal or path to strive for and 

restart a linear progression of accomplishment. In the meantime, participants borrowed cultural 

mantras from therapeutic discourse (Illouz 2008) to protect feelings of self-efficacy. Moreover, 

they could accept that their feelings of stagnation in the moment were temporary and would lead 

to something better. 

Harnessing the Uncertainty of the Future  

 Participants who construed stagnation as a loss of purpose wanted a change to jump-start 

feelings of progress in their lives again. But they were unsure if they were capable of actualizing 

such transformations. So they embraced cultural adages about the unpredictability of life to 

motivate those actions. That is, many participants turned an insecure future into a rationale for 

leaping into the unknown. If nothing in life is permanent, then the possible failure from a major 

life change would be temporary too. Meanwhile, the cost of doing nothing was staying stagnant.  

The temporary nature of life and existence was salient to Samsara, a south Asian 

American woman in her late thirties, after her husband passed away unexpectedly. She described 

how her experience of existential crisis physically felt, after losing him and the life that she had 

grown accustomed to:  

My husband would often talk about the transience of things, which I feel was something 

that really—I felt so much, so deeply after his passing because I just didn’t feel that 

anything around me was real, you know? Everything is unreal. And I felt my body wasn’t 

real. It was a strange sensation. Pretty much, you question existence, and you question the 

nature of life, or you know, “What’s the point of anything?” [chuckles]  
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This turning point in Samsara’s life uprooted her purpose, priorities, and sense of reality. Things 

that she once took for granted had disappeared. She described losing hours at a time, falling into 

a daze, and wanting control over her life and emotions again. Samsara spoke of small, planned 

tasks to anchor her to reality, as well as a career change to move herself toward a new purpose—

specifically because transience made life unpredictable. Samsara justified her drive:  

I always feel as though I should—these days particularly—carry out everything [I set out 

to do] because I feel that things are so transitional, and everything changes, and these 

emotions I feel right now may not be the same anymore, in a year maybe. Who knows? 

[chuckles] Plans don’t always go the way that you expect them to, so. …I mean, I’m 

planning about things that I want to do, but it may not turn out that way. Who knows? 

[chuckles]  

Samsara articulated a resolution to follow through with the plans she had made because the 

alternative, she felt, was succumbing to doing nothing and going nowhere. She felt skeptical that 

life was within her control at all. But having no plans or priorities did not seem like an option 

when her feelings about existence changed daily. At minimum, her small deeds in the present 

could give her hope for a future free from the constant wavering she currently felt.  

In addition to being temporary, life was fragile. In deciding whether she should return to 

school, Christine, a middle-class white woman in her thirties, cited the precariousness of life as a 

source of motivation. She recounted the second chance she got in her childhood that she wanted 

to feel worthy of:  

When I was thirteen, I had a stroke very unexpectedly. … And so, realizing that life is 

fragile—but it wasn’t really the stroke as much as my time in rehab with the other people 

with brain injuries. I remember when I first went in there, I was like, “I don’t belong 

here.” There are people with cancer, people in car accidents, one woman had been shot in 

the head—like really awful things. And I just remember thinking, I basically get to walk 

out of there—more or less better—in two or three weeks. But a lot of them were never 

going to go back to how their lives were. Why did I get to survive this and they don’t? I 

guess I felt like I have to almost prove myself, that I deserve to be here because why 

don’t they get to be able bodied when they walk out of here and why do I?  

So I think that sense of urgency and this kind of compulsion to have no regrets—“No day 

is promised to us” has always really stayed with me. So I think that was part of what gave 
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me the courage indirectly to be like, “I’m going to go for the Ph.D.” Because who knows 

if I’ll ever get a job, but at least I won’t wake up at night and think, “Oh, what if I tried?” 

I liked my old job, but I knew I wasn’t tapping into my greatest passions and strengths. 

Christine employed the aphorism that “tomorrow is promised to no one” to affirm her decision to 

pursue a PhD. Taking this path would generate the progress that Christine wanted to feel, but she 

also seemed to want something to corroborate this decision. Remembering those who did not 

have her second chance could also keep her from regretting a failure to give life her best shot. 

Many participants also invoked karma, reincarnation, or the cyclical nature of life in 

hopes of moving forward again. Kristin, a white woman in her late twenties, explained how her 

current stagnation was retribution for her imperfect past:  

I reflect back, and I kind of stealth-punish myself, in a way. Not like physically or 

anything. But I think back of all the other times when I was shitty to someone, or 

something like that. And it just haunts me. I’m like, “How can I make up for that,” so I 

feel like my adulthood has just been me trying to make up for being a shitty person 

before, you know? …And then, it’s just like, “Is everything that’s going on now [juggling 

night school with her dead-end job], kind of karma for what was going on then?” And if 

it is, then just, “You’ve got to deal with the punishment of your situation. And hope it 

gets better.” Trying to just stay sane and make it all make sense. I very much believe in 

karma and things like that.  

Kristin seemed to brace for impact in a turbulent present that would pass, once she paid the price 

of her misdeeds earlier in life. Believing in a universe that balances past transgressions with 

suffering—in this case, suffering stemming from stagnation—allowed her to think that it was not 

her current actions that were impeding her progress. And once this phase ends, a new period of 

renewal can begin.  

In these conceptions of an ever-changing future, one must appreciate the good things in 

life because they will not last forever—though neither will life’s punishments, like stagnation. 

Transience, or the temporariness of life, justified Samsara’s tenacity in her current endeavors. 

The tentativeness of life gave Christine permission, if not an obligation, to live up to her 

potential. Kristin’s belief in karma meant that life would make sense and move forward again 
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once she served her time in a state of financial insecurity. These fresh starts could recharge the 

sense of achievement and purpose that participants once felt.  

In their narrative time work—harnessing the uncertainty of the future—participants used 

modern understandings of this timeframe to find meaning in their experiences, manage their 

feelings of stagnation, and spur something new. Rather than fearing change, some participants 

described leaning into the promise of a different future to support major life changes. Such 

turning points could create further insecurity, but they also had the potential to generate feelings 

of progress derived from new accomplishments and a renewed sense of purpose. 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I examined how people used narrative time work to control uncertainty as 

they navigated feelings of stagnation. Participants described making plans and redefined 

uncertainty as possibility in their accounts. Participants also invoked cultural adages, sometimes 

borrowed from therapeutic discourse (Illouz 2008), to embrace uncertainty as they struggled with 

the tension between compulsory progress and their experiences of stagnation. Yielding to 

optimism about the past and future also assuaged some anxiety about uncertainty and provided 

ideals to strive for, drawing from a dominant cultural way of seeing (Cerulo 2006) that is also 

future-focused. This time work produced, in turn, new emotions and a subjective experience of 

the life course that bolstered feelings of self-efficacy. It also kept people attached to the idea that 

continuous progress, and maybe even a sense of busyness, is the mark of ambition and a 

successful life. 

In modern societies, there are many paths for a life course to take but less clarity on how 

to choose among them. Younger participants, specifically, found plenty of guideposts to mark 

progress in the school-to-work transition and entry into marriage or parenthood. But even if they 
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managed to construct linear life courses (with a normative sequence and timing of milestones 

and transitions), there remained the risk of making inadequate progress—or stagnation—if this 

sense of achievement was not constant or continuous. 

It was after this transition to early adulthood, as participants struggled with the 

vicissitudes of careers and relationships, that it became harder to maintain feelings of self-

efficacy through steady progress. In these cases, participants created their own indicators of 

progress or, if they could, tried to return to more institutionally structured paths (e.g., pursuing 

higher education). But every new benchmark, whether invented or ready-made, created a new 

opportunity to fall short.  

Under a capitalistic culture of individualism, there is an ever-present risk of failure. The 

responsibility to make continuous progress—a responsibility reflected in chronic busyness and 

expressions of ambition—lies with individuals (Bellezza, Paharia & Keinan 2017). Yet there are 

few guarantees of success, even for the relatively privileged. This, I contend, is what fuels the 

feelings of anxiety, self-doubt, and inadequacy that many participants experienced when they 

perceived their life progress as slowed or stopped. To cope, they chose from a repertoire of 

strategies when making plans, imagining better futures, or reinterpreting uncertainty. 

People’s feelings of stagnation, as I have shown, are rooted in culture, or what I have 

called a culture of time. This culture includes beliefs about appropriate forms of progress, the 

pace at which one should progress, and criteria for evaluating progress. It also includes the 

strategies people use to overcome feelings of stagnation. Individualism might lay blame on 

individuals, but it also allows an inward journey when external progress is stalled. My 

investigation of how people manage their feelings of stagnation thus reveals a dimension of 
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culture, a compartment of the proverbial cultural toolkit (Swidler 1986), that is too seldom 

unpacked and examined. 

In the next chapter, I examine how peers mattered for people’s construal of stagnation 

and progress. How do people use peers as reference groups to mark progress? How is this 

strategy beneficial and detrimental? How do participants use stories—both their own and 

others—to overcome feelings of stagnation? Again, we will see how the subjective life course is 

a product of both circumstance and creative interpretation. 
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CHAPTER 4: STAGNATION RELATIVE TO PEERS  

In outlining the four guiding principles of the life-course perspective as a framework for 

analysis, Glen Elder emphasized the importance of “linked lives,” or the interdependent 

relationships that pattern our biographies (Elder 1998; Elder, Johnson & Crosnoe 2003). Indeed, 

peer and friendship culture are the context in which people co-construct and experiment with 

new identities, selectively assimilate norms for behavior, and delineate “us” versus “them,” using 

cultural routines (Crosnoe 2000; Corsaro 1992). Likewise, peers and reflected appraisals enter 

into meaning making when people compare themselves to others to make sense of their 

circumstances (Stryker & Burke 2000; Stryker & Serpe 1982).  

To investigate the impact of peers and these “linked lives” in this chapter, I use 

Antonucci and colleagues’ convoy model. People’s convoys, or “supportive others who move 

with them throughout the life course” (Antonucci, Ajrouch & Birditt 2014: 2), are groups that 

give meaning to expectations and norms and help people weather life’s challenges (Kahn & 

Antonucci 1980; Wells & Stryker 1988). These convoys afford social support from 

acquaintances and intimates. I show how these convoys mattered for participants’ narrative time 

work and success in dealing with feelings of stagnation.  

Peer comparisons, I show, are one replacement for institutional milestones that help 

people make sense of who they are and where they are in life (Smith-Lovin 2007). For instance, 

new reference groups helped some participants achieve self-acceptance and belonging when they 

felt they had fallen behind on their goals. Over-reliance on peer comparisons, however, also put 

participants at risk of feeling envious of their peers, on the one hand, and out of sync with their 

peers, on the other hand. That is, social comparisons can help people assess their aspirations, but 

comparisons can also fuel competition or exclusion if one’s aspirations are too high or too low 
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(Festinger 1954). These tendencies and emotions, I argue, reveal the implications of 

destandardized life courses for people’s sense of belonging and self-worth in modern times—

times in which they felt personally responsible for their choices and potential setbacks.  

In this chapter, I show how participants used peer comparisons in both beneficial and 

problematic ways as part of their narrative time work. The emotions that arose in this process 

reveal a social component of participants’ subjective experience of the life course. We also see 

here how a culture of time that mandates progress can make it hard for people to feel satisfied 

with the pacing of their lives, especially when the burden of making progress requires 

individuals to demonstrate self-sufficiency. 

USING PEERS IN SELF-EVALUATIONS 

Many participants felt powerless and anxious in periods of stagnation. These were 

moments when their lives felt subjectively stuck or that they were falling behind others in 

reaching milestones. Conversely, feeling advanced or ahead of peers conveyed an accelerated 

rate of progress in life and created a sense of pride in some contexts. This contrast reveals norms 

or expectations for how people ought to experience time in the life course. These experiences 

expose a culture of time that privileges progress and penalizes stagnation. In this section, I show 

how peer comparisons became a part of participants’ repertoire of narrative time work to create a 

worthy sense of self that maintains compulsory progress through life. 

Feeling Ahead of Others  

In a cultural model of continuity, people strive to avoid disruption in order to construct 

orderly, progressive narratives (Becker 1994). Thus, being advanced tends to generate feelings of 

maturity and self-worth. In age-graded school settings, specifically, there were more objective 
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milestones for physical and emotional development. Moreover, much of my sample skewed 

toward a future-oriented temporal disposition. That is, many saw goal-setting as a means to 

reduce uncertainty (see Chapter 3), particularly if planning could tame busyness and ambiguity. 

As I found, these participants had been on the fast track, but only for so long. In school, they had 

earned the label “academically gifted and talented,” which engendered feelings of superiority 

and earned approval from trusted adults.  

Such messages of exceptionalism also came from the school setting itself. Many 

participants commiserated with my school experiences, as a fellow alum of the residential STEM 

high school that they had also attended (albeit from various years). Surviving high school among 

“the best of what our state had to offer” legitimated my own sense of merit and worth, as well as 

the school’s reputation for rigor and excellence. In his ethnography of a boarding school for the 

elite, Shamus Khan (2011) chronicles how such cultural contexts can cultivate a mythos of hard 

work, individualism, and meritocracy among the new elite to justify their privileged social 

positions. Khan found that students reframed their lot in life as earned through experiences rather 

than simply inherited, despite the social closure and exclusivity from which they benefited. It 

was at school that participants in my study learned to equate a future orientation, busyness, and 

compulsory progress with ambition and success in adult life, segregating themselves from more 

ordinary others. 

These perceptions, however, had an unintended consequence for how participants later 

experienced their passage through life. Unable to maintain an accelerated pace of high-

achievement and steady progress, participants felt comparatively stagnant in their adult lives. In 

accounting for where she was in life, Annaliese, a white woman in her mid-thirties, started with 
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the academic achievements of her youth, in which she was often the youngest student in her 

advanced math and language arts classes:  

I think, even just going away to [the state’s public boarding school], being fifteen and 

living away from my parents, you definitely get the sense that you were doing something 

that’s different from the majority of people. So I guess I was kind of used to that, used to 

being different, used to being unique. …To be seventeen, and to be accepted in that 

[med] school. It’s really unique in a lot of ways. 

Annaliese’s advanced status became a part of how she saw herself as special. Residential 

secondary schools, like the one Annaliese graduated from, have competitive admissions for 

academically talented, high-achieving students, offering a college experience for high school 

juniors and seniors, who live on a campus away from home (Jones 2009). Though most 

(financially able) young adults will live away from parents at some point in their lives, doing so 

at a younger age than the majority—and at an exclusive high school—made Annaliese feel 

special. Likewise, enrolling in the joint undergraduate and medical school program meant that 

Annaliese would be one educational step ahead of her college cohort. In addition to these 

achievements, her relatively young age in these endeavors was a source of pride in itself.  

In the context of her life story, Annaliese juxtaposed this particular biographical account 

to how she currently felt, retiring in her mid-thirties, having lost her passion and financial need to 

work. Though this transition was also advanced for her age, her dissatisfaction with its timing 

implied that Annaliese had run through the course of her career too quickly. Achieving at an 

accelerated pace, earlier in life, had different meanings than feeling (too) advanced later in life.  

Participants’ perceptions of success and failure depended a lot on the context of their 

convoys, particularly in school. Being surrounded by students whom school administrators have 

labeled the best and brightest can affirm one’s own sense of entitlement while casting more 

average peers as mediocre or even slacking (Khan 2011). Moreover, comparing adult life to such 

meritocratic lessons learned in school left participants feeling inferior when they could no longer 
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measure up to such high standards. Like Annaliese, Lucy, a white woman in her early twenties, 

spoke of how adults exaggerated her worth as a child, simply because she excelled at 

standardized testing and academic tasks:  

I was the first person [in my hometown]—which was not that many people, but all these 

superlatives were given to me—to be accepted to the gifted program in kindergarten 

because I took an IQ test and my mom said that I got above the “genius” score. And so 

she would tell me, as a really young child, that I was [a] genius. Which I don’t know if I 

would tell a kid that now, but. So I was told that I was going really far, and I was doing 

these classes with much older kids when I was five or six.  

Lucy’s teachers and parents encouraged her to see herself as “going really far” in life, simply 

because she was already ahead of her classmates. Adults took her advanced position in an age-

graded school system as a promise of later success. But when Lucy changed schools, she could 

not stay far ahead of similarly gifted students, an experience that humbled her:  

And in [this new town], I was not the smartest kid in the class. I was challenged for the 

first time in my life because it [school] had always been really easy, and I’d always been 

several grades ahead. And at this point, I was just at grade level, maybe? Which is 

normal, but to me, that felt like I was failing, and I should be many, many levels ahead. 

So I learned to actually work much harder for school. I actually had to study, and I had to 

do my readings and things.  

After this transition, Lucy felt “behind” compared to her peers, despite learning on par with them 

at grade level. Though she was not failing any of her classes, Lucy felt like she was failing at 

being ahead, at making the progress she was accustomed to. She was failing to meet the 

expectations (from adults around her) to be the best in her class, and this new place created 

negative feelings about her progress in life. The culture of time in which she was immersed 

encouraged Lucy to stake her self-concept on being ahead of all others. To then become only 

nominally successful—in a more challenging context—felt like failure. 

Feeling ahead of others earlier in life also had implications for people’s evaluations of 

self-worth later in life. Kamilah, another alum of a residential high school, spoke of how early 

achievement could make people feel behind later in life. Now “treading water” as an adult, 
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Kamilah, a south Asian American woman approaching forty, reflected on how she (and her 

convoy of alumni like her) internalized the message of being exceptional and superior:  

Going to [the state residential high school], you get this kind of message that you’re one 

of the special ones. And whatever you do, you’re capable of so much more, which 

translates to, “It [careers, education, relationships] will be different for you,” but that’s 

not necessarily true, right? I mean, you’ll figure that out later on. … I just didn’t want to 

hear that I couldn’t have it all. And I think I did have a hubris of, “I’m smart! I’ll figure it 

out!” I’ve always been able to figure it out. So I’ll figure this [period of financial 

struggle] out.  

This message about individual talent bolstered feelings of self-efficacy and specialness. But 

these feelings were hard to sustain once the usual struggles of adult life arose. Learning this 

“truth” that she “couldn’t have it all” helped Kamilah account for how she came to feel stalled in 

middle adulthood. 

This in-school reverence for academically gifted students left some feeling duped later in 

life, particularly when being special or successful required what was no longer possible: 

maintaining constant achievement and surpassing all others. Kamilah, along with fellow 

graduates, assessed the definitions of success and messages of exceptionalism that her school 

peddled. She reflected: 

Several alums and I have talked about how, maybe the thing that’s missing—as amazing 

as [our high school] was—is some help, helping students be prepared for defining 

success. I talked to so many alums who are like, “I’ve had trouble with depression,” and 

“I’ve had trouble with anxiety,” and “I’ve had trouble with this-and-that over the years.”  

And part of it, going back to defining success as all these things—things on a résumé, 

things on an application, things on whatever; objective measures—when the reality is, in 

life, they don’t necessarily mean anything. I think most adults agree on that. Most adults 

would say, “It doesn’t really matter, as long as you’re happy,” and happiness isn’t created 

from degrees.  

But somehow, when we’re teenagers—and especially in that environment—it seems like 

that’s all you’re told. And I think a lot of us felt set up for, “That is how success is. That 

is how you’re supposed to figure out success,” and also, “You’re amazing, and so you’re 

going to achieve that,” and when it doesn’t come true—which obviously, just 

statistically, it doesn’t come true, right? There’s not space in the world for, three hundred 
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at a time, to all be at the top of the peak of everything all the time. That’s not the way the 

world works! 

Kamilah turned to a familiar reference group to contemplate the cause of her feelings of 

stagnation. Those feelings, by her estimate, could be traced to a school in which she and others 

had been labeled exceptional, acquired an entitlement to that veneration, and learned a future 

orientation to achieve the next objective measure of success. Ultimately, however, she found that 

these earlier boosts to her self-esteem did not result in satisfaction later in life. 

 When education is the primary route to upward mobility, those who are labeled gifted as 

children can bear the added burden of carrying the foreclosed hopes and dreams of the adults in 

their lives. Zack, a white man in his mid-thirties, described the fantasy he and his family created 

around his academic accomplishments:  

I excelled all through elementary and middle school amongst my family. We were all 

very blue collar, working class. I was the kid [in the family] that was going to go to 

college, and I was the smart kid. And so my expectation from the time I was five was that 

I would go to college, and I was smarter than everybody. And that was sort of the case, 

all the way until I was fifteen or sixteen. And then you’d get out, and you meet more 

people, and you’re like, “Oh, wait. There are other smart people on the planet.”  

Zack gained recognition for his academic success, which he gauged from outdoing others and 

being “smarter than everybody,” in addition to doing well in school. But his potential also 

symbolized a second chance at upward mobility for his adult relatives. When Zack missed an 

opportunity for a full-tuition scholarship, his family’s hopes and dreams for him were dashed:  

And so I did very poorly at the end of high school. …Then all my family members, after 

kind of praising me all the way up to that point, it was like, “Okay. Well, now you failed. 

You’re just gonna be like everybody else.” I’m like, “Wait. What happened to eighteen 

years of ‘I’m going to be the golden kid’?” And they’re like, “Oh. Well, yeah, but you 

kind of screwed that up.” And I didn’t think that was the case, but I was sort of the only 

one that still thought, “Okay, I’m going to go to college. I just need to figure this out.” 

When it seemed like Zack missed his chance to go to college, he was no longer worthy of his 

family’s approval or even their attention. By Zack’s account, his relatives interpreted his new 
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status of being “just like everybody else” as a failure—even if those same relatives were the 

“everybody else” that Zack was destined to become. Zack was still optimistic about moving 

forward in his life, but for his family to believe that, he also had to be exceptional. 

Early progress came easily for participants when they rapidly surpassed developmental 

milestones in school. But this head start also came with a cost: participants felt compelled to 

continually demonstrate that they were better, smarter, more accomplished than others. This 

expectation highlighted a culture of time and compulsory progress. Not only did participants 

need to maintain constant achievements in their lives, but they had to outpace their peers. When 

the structures of time and objective milestones to gauge excellence disappeared, the peer 

comparisons remained. With few other indicators of progress, this competitive view of others 

became a part of participants’ narrative time work to feel better about where they were in life. 

Creating Symbolic Boundaries of Adulthood 

In school, peer comparisons were a reliable indicator of success and progress for many 

participants. Participants could strive to be on par with their convoy (Festinger 1954). These 

comparisons then became resources for creating symbolic boundaries that separated those who 

had from those who had yet to make expected life transitions. Such classifications made 

participants feel better—but also worse—about where they were in life. Kamilah, a second-

generation south Asian American woman approaching forty, described some of those transitions:  

A lot of it hits [in your thirties], the really sort of deep, dark part of our beginning: the 

beginning part of our career at that point, children at that point for a lot of us, people who 

are either newly married or maybe even just four or five years into marriage at that point. 

For me, I noticed part of it was, there were less changes coming, fewer events. Fewer 

graduations, weddings, children [being born], what-have-you. It is a time where, I think 

you look around and go, “Okay! So this is what it is! What do I think about it?” and, “Do 

I really care about what other people think about it?” 
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Kamilah’s biography conformed to linear, normative social timetables, but she could not avoid 

feelings of stagnation. On the contrary, this period of beginnings, change, and transitions 

included stagnation as Kamilah ran out of the celebrations with others that commemorated 

accomplishments: graduations, weddings, new births. Without the anticipation of these 

milestones, she decided to evaluate her complacency with life. Her sentiment that “this is what it 

is” also divulged a sense of resignation with her new normal, or this “deep, dark part” of 

adulthood.  

For Kamilah, stagnation involved dissatisfaction with the pacing of life, as well as mixed 

feelings about peers in her social convoy. Her time work to change how she felt about her 

narrative involved not just her movement into a new phase of life, but also the reflected 

appraisals, or her perceptions of others’ evaluations of her progress (Cooley 1902; Kinch 1963; 

Felson 1985). This feedback could confirm she was on the “right” track. The lack of rituals, 

however, insinuated a finality or a stuckness to her life, and her convoys seemed to provide more 

judgment than support. 

For Chandra, a south Asian American woman in her late twenties, seeing some of her 

friends in her immediate circle get engaged while she was still single made her feel like she was 

falling behind. But those same adulthood milestones empowered her when she was able to leave 

other friends behind with her own engagement and pregnancy. She described how her new 

priorities and perspective differentiated her from her age peers:  

Before I got pregnant, we [my fiancé and I] liked to go out and go dancing. But we don’t 

like to go get belligerently drunk. It just wasn’t us. I’m not saying I’ve never been drunk 

before, but I just don’t care to do that anymore. I really don’t like to go to bars where 

there’s a lot of twenty-one-year-olds and eighteen-year-olds. I just feel like I’m a lot 

older than that now, where people are throwing up on the sidewalk and stuff like that. I’m 

not saying that’s wrong. Everyone goes through that stage. Don’t get me wrong. Like, 

have at it and go party. It’s just that I feel like I’m not there anymore.  
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Chandra’s intent was not to pass judgment on how younger people spend their free time, but she 

did imply that the more adult phase she saw herself inhabiting was preferable. Even though she 

had recently participated in that scene, she had moved beyond this messier period as someone 

who is “a lot older than that now.” She felt she had matured beyond her peers:  

And even most of my friends who are a few years younger [than me]. So some of them 

are still there? So that’s kind of a little bit of a disconnect because some of your friends 

didn’t understand like, “I don’t want to go out because I’m pregnant,” or, “We would 

rather stay at home.” So I think that’s kind of like with the age or feeling a little bit out of 

place-ish. 

Whether Chandra became a homebody with age or pregnancy, this new way of spending her time 

stood in contrast to what she saw her younger, less mature friends doing. Her new preferences 

seemed like what mature people ought to favor. It was a symbolic boundary that also caused 

tension when she felt that her friends no longer understood her needs.  

Lamont and Molnár (2002) define symbolic boundaries as distinctions people use to 

differentiate and classify themselves and others. Though Chandra did not outwardly say she was 

better or worse off than her peers, she cited new priorities to distinguish herself from her 

childfree friends. This difference was part of the narrative time work that helped Chandra feel 

satisfied about her place in life. She was able to generate feelings of maturity and higher 

standing, even if this new status also made her feel left out or disregarded by friends. Chandra 

did not, however, restore a sense of community via a physical group (e.g., new parents) or 

mattering to others (e.g., her friends). But she did find a sense of shared belonging through an 

ideal: motherhood as adulthood.  

Before these milestones, Chandra found herself on the other side of these symbolic 

boundaries, wanting what others had and feeling unable to catch up. She compared herself to 

friends earning master’s degrees as she finished her undergraduate education, or to friends 
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getting engaged as she started dating someone new. It was only when Chandra got engaged that 

her tendency to make invidious comparisons went away:  

Honestly, when I met [my fiancé], that need—or not “need” to do it. The “doing” it 

[making comparisons] just stopped. I just didn’t care. Not that I wasn’t happy for those 

people. I was so happy for them when they finished school. And I was happy for them 

when they got engaged, of course. But even last [fall], one of my good friends got 

engaged. And where, in the past, I would have still been happy, but I would have been 

jealous. There wasn’t that jealousy feeling anymore. Because I already knew [my fiancé] 

was the one, so I wasn’t worried about whenever [getting engaged] would happen. It 

would happen for us. So I guess it just didn’t bother me the same way or make me jealous 

or whatever.  

Getting engaged affected how Chandra felt about her progress in life and how she reacted to 

others. When she felt excluded by this symbolic boundary of adulthood, jealousy tinged the 

happiness she also felt for her friends. In the wake of her own life change—and feeling more 

secure about her future—Chandra saw her envy as unnecessary. After all, she had gained 

membership into the preferable in-group of those who could show that they were making 

progress in their lives.  

Other participants, particularly younger ones, also associated the transition to adulthood 

with higher regard. “I get along great with older people,” said Kristin, a white woman in her late 

twenties. “But people my own age, no, not so much. I’m like, ‘I don’t get it. I don’t get along 

with them. I just don’t relate.’ Now they’re getting a little bit more—they’re older and they’re 

like, ‘Oh, we’re buying houses, and we’re having babies,’ so they’re now a little bit more where 

I am.”  

Again, “older” meant more maturity in one’s priorities, and (as with Chandra) it was 

preferable to be advanced. Kristin’s relatively early achievement of homeownership had 

differentiated her from people her age. Meanwhile, some peers were catching up to her lead, 

going from unrelatable to accomplished. These people had always been her age, but it was only 

after they achieved what Kristin had that she found them worth associating with. In this way, the 
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markers of adulthood also marked symbolic boundaries between participants and their age peers, 

particularly to convey a worthy self.  

Madison, a white woman in her mid-twenties who had just broken off a long-term 

engagement, described how relationship status also served as a potential symbolic boundary:  

I’ve always been kind of an old-soul person, so yeah. But not so much anymore. Now 

people are starting to catch up with that stuff. …It was mostly about the relationship stuff 

because I was, at the time, so much further than most of the people I knew. Because I was 

about to get married, all this stuff. And everybody else was like, “Oh, I’m dating!” and 

[I’m] like, “I’m so glad I don’t have to do that!”  

Madison’s close encounter with marriage produced feelings of relief and certainty in potentially 

settling down. Additionally, she took pride in being wiser and more seasoned as an “old soul” 

when she was ahead of her convoy of friends and waiting for them “to catch up with that stuff.” 

Her ability to progress toward adulthood (even if it was temporary and reversible) made her feel 

exceptional, particularly when it concerned marriage as a “capstone” of adulthood (Cherlin 

2010). 

In these cases, approaching adulthood milestones like motherhood, homeownership, or 

marriage resembled competitions among age peers when everyone was making variable progress 

toward settling down. Participants did not necessarily see themselves as better than peers, but 

they did use these symbolic boundaries of adulthood to set themselves apart from others their 

age. This distinction helped them carry out the narrative time work that made them feel better 

about themselves and where they were in life. That is, they derived feelings of self-esteem and 

self-worth from making progress ahead of others, particularly when early achievement signified 

more maturity. 

These personal accomplishments, however, were at the expense of a sense of belonging 

or community. Participants could find some semblance of security in this less certain, transitional 

phase of life, which mattered more than belonging or garnering social support from their 
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convoys. Symbolic boundaries, comparisons, and competition seem to be a major source of 

feelings of accomplishment and worth in a culture of time and compulsory progress until 

participants could feel secure about where they stood in life. 

Advantages that Enable Linear Lives  

In using symbolic boundaries of adulthood to bolster their self-esteem, participants 

subscribed to a cultural model of continuity, or expectations of moving through biographical 

time in an orderly and continuous fashion without disruptive life changes (Becker 1994). This 

model aligns with a narrative identity that incorporates past selves and future aspirations to 

construct a cohesive present self (James 1892, McAdams 2005; McLean, Pasupathi & Pals 

2007). Those who had such linear lives were able to take for granted a more normative life 

course with built-in indicators of progress. Danielle, a white woman in her early thirties, 

described how she felt fast-tracked at work, in contrast to many peers from her magnet high 

school at their recent reunion:  

I was in a very different place than I think a lot of them were. Because I probably was 

one of the more settled-down sort of people. Just because I don’t have student loans. 

Other than my house now, I don’t have any debt or anything like that. From a financial 

standpoint, I think I’m pretty much ahead.  

And then also career-wise, I work for a company that lets you progress really fast. I’ve 

gotten through the ranks really quickly, so I’m in a fairly high position already…I 

graduated from college in four years with an engineering degree, so of course I had done 

okay because I had been working for the same company for six years at that point [at the 

ten-year high school reunion].  

Danielle identified circumstances that enabled her to be in a “different place” than many of her 

age peers: a place where life progressed continuously. Though she did not fault her peers, she 

was aware that she had outpaced many of them. Because she was able to satisfy expectations of 
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compulsory progress and maintain an accelerated pace of achievement, Danielle was in a more 

“settled-down” or secure place in her biography.  

Events like high school reunions can be a platform for social comparisons and self-

evaluation. Wendy, an older alum of the same magnet high school, theorized the themes of 

comparisons at each reunion:  

Five years out, you’re all finishing up college. Or not. But that’s the basis of comparison. 

And ten years out, you’re proving yourselves in early careers. And fifteen years out, 

you’ve probably hit a stride in career and family. But twenty years out. …There’s 

somebody who’s had their life go to shit at some point. Everybody’s had a big failure at 

least once by the twentieth reunion. Some of us hated that they had those failures a little 

bit earlier than others. So if you had it at the five-year point, you feel like you’re a hot 

mess, compared to everybody else, but you don’t know what else everybody’s going 

through. They probably all did too. They just have it in different ways. 

Wendy described pluralistic ignorance surrounding lives “going to shit” in which few realized 

how rare it was for life to go according to plan. Those who benefit from normative lives might be 

even more oblivious to hidden hurdles that bring about shame. Danielle, who had managed a 

linear life course thus far, speculated that invidious comparisons kept some people from 

attending reunions:  

I went to my ten-year [high school reunion]. I was fine, but I heard a lot of stories of 

other people that didn’t come because they didn’t feel like they had achieved enough. I 

kinda get their point. I don’t feel that way about myself, but. I wasn’t embarrassed by 

anything.  

After sympathizing, Danielle noted that she planned to attend the twenty-year reunion and added 

this assessment:  

I do think it’s really ridiculous that people who don’t want to go because they haven’t 

achieved enough. I think it’s just important to go and see old friends, and how they’re 

doing, and who cares what anybody’s done?  

Because her magnet school stressed high-achievement, Danielle “kinda got” how her classmates 

could feel under-achieving for not sustaining above-average status in life beyond school. But 

because Danielle also saw herself as “more settled” than her peers, she could afford to focus on 
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reconnecting with old friends and not “care what anybody else has done,” having compared 

herself favorably to her convoy while also critiquing such peer comparisons as trivial. High 

school reunions were not a problem for Danielle, so she assumed that they should not be a 

problem for anyone else. 

Danielle’s trajectory showed how people with linear lives were better equipped to feel 

more secure or advanced, relative to those who had not followed conventional trajectories. Not 

only are feelings of progress built into conventional trajectories, but social events—like high 

school reunions—also provide occasions to mark progress and achievement publicly. 

Meanwhile, people who do not maintain the same momentum (as those with more linear lives) 

could feel excluded rather than welcomed at such rituals.  

 In addition to careers, family (as an institution) was a source of milestones for many 

participants, particularly heterosexual women in their thirties who could and did subscribe to the 

normative markers of adulthood. To introduce her story of feeling different from age peers, 

Christine described the pressures and desires to start families that pertain to women of a certain 

age—her age:  

I’m not alone in being a woman in the United States, feeling like you should have a lot of 

things figured out by age thirty. I guess I thought I would be at least engaged or be in a 

serious relationship. I do want to have a family, and I do feel like it’s scary to think, 

“Well, that’s not even a given because the biological clock starts ticking.” It feels like, as 

a woman, there’s a tighter time frame if you want to have it all. And you can’t have it all, 

but there’s this illusion that you can. 

To start a family by one’s thirties indicated satisfactory progress through biographical time for 

(white, middle-class, heterosexual) women. Additionally, social gatherings—like engagement 

and bachelorette parties, weddings, and showers—often celebrate such transitions into marriage 

and motherhood. But the ability to realize such goals did not come from an innate maturity, 
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intellect, or other personal attributes, even as symbolic boundaries of adulthood imply as much. 

For Christine, even a strong desire for this life was not enough to make it happen.  

With the destandardization of the life course, this family-centered prescription for 

adulthood does not work for everyone. Jesse, a white man in his early thirties, recounted his 

concerns about how being a gay man would not mesh with heteronormative transitions into 

marriage and parenthood:  

So maybe in [junior high] is when I realized that I was gay, probably. And I think that 

there was a time where I was really not feeling good about that because, deep down, I 

knew that I would never marry a woman and have kids. …It was a matter of looking into 

your future and being like, “I don’t know any other gay people. All I see are straight 

people.” And so I remember being really worried about like, “What is my life going to be 

like?” maybe even before junior high. I might not have had a label for it, but I knew that 

my life was going to somehow be different than other people’s.  

Without an image of a possible future self or a convoy (or social network) of relevant role 

models, Jesse felt anxious about how to move forward with his life and show that he could be a 

successful adult. After all, those social gatherings to mark and celebrate the progression of 

heteronormative relationships were not applicable or accessible to him.  

Health and well-being also facilitated normative biographies. Lucy, a white woman in her 

early twenties, came to terms with how such advantages allowed her to follow an accelerated 

path to adulthood, compared to a sister who struggled with mental illness:  

My sister has always said and felt—at least to the other members of my family—that 

everything comes easily for me, and that I’ve had everything just sort of handed to me, 

and never had to work for anything. …I think she sort of saw me as overachieving and 

also never having this blockade of mental health issues. …And I told her a hundred times 

that her having gone through more struggle than I have and coming out ahead is more 

impressive, I think. Because I haven’t had huge struggles so far.  

Lucy acknowledged that a track with no impediments made it possible for her to go through life 

more smoothly. In their youth, Lucy did judge her sister for dating, drinking, and using drugs as 

coping mechanisms for trauma and chronic mental health issues. Meanwhile, Lucy had applied 
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herself to her studies and was lauded for her advanced progress. Agency and individual choices 

translated to differential life outcomes. But Lucy also appreciated the difficulty and significance 

of her sister getting back “on track” and “coming out ahead.”  

In this study, white, middle-class, and largely heterosexual participants perceived 

themselves as moving appropriately through life if they marched steadily toward the markers of 

adulthood with few disruptive life events. Such progress indicated maturity and good character, 

given the symbolic boundaries participants had created to distinguish themselves from less 

accomplished peers. But the normative biographies that encompass these milestones were largely 

available to those who (were able to) subscribe to cultural ideals like personal merit and 

compulsory progress. Those with the advantages that enabled linear life courses were better 

equipped to sustain feelings of self-worth—not because of personal attributes but because more 

normative tracks often involved built-in milestones of achievements. Feelings of stagnation, thus, 

were also a product of a culture of progress that privileges continuous achievement and 

exceptionalism. 

Selected Reflected Appraisals 

As I have shown, peers’ lives impacted participants’ experience of biographical time in 

their biographies. Feeling advanced in their youth had distorted their sense of adequate progress 

when their rate of achievement plateaued later in life. As I show in later sections, comparisons to 

those in participants’ inner circles also exacerbated their feelings of stagnation.  

The life stories of acquaintances, however, restored participants’ hope that change and 

progress would resume. Here, participants turned to reflected appraisals (i.e., how they perceived 

others viewed them) from a new convoy, which could generate positive feelings about 

themselves. Ashley, a white woman in her late twenties, left graduate school and was in the 
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process of rediscovering herself. She assumed that she was unique in that her life had not gone as 

she planned. But in getting to know fellow volunteers at a local science center, she found other 

people whose lives had taken unexpected turns. She spoke of the comfort their stories gave her:  

It’s crazy to think about all the crooked paths that people take. So I’m definitely not alone 

by any means. But sometimes when you feel lost, you feel like everyone else has found 

their way. But that’s not really true, you know? It feels really good [to realize you’re not 

the only one] because other people have found what they wanted to do. I think the only 

difference is that they found it sooner than me. So I feel really good about it because 

there’s hope for me, possibly, to kind of figure it out. So it’s reassuring. 

Ashley learned that her experience of feeling lost, slowed, or stuck in a circuitous life course was 

common. Sustaining one overarching trajectory of continuous achievement was, she came to see, 

not realistic. In her narrative time work, Ashley changed her reference group to find more 

favorable reflected appraisals, or the assessments she imagined others made about who she was 

(Cooley 1902; Kinch 1963; Felson 1985), that fit how she viewed herself.  

Reference groups can include people who represent one’s aspirations or comparative 

benchmarks (Shibutani 1955). But Ashley, and other participants who used this strategy, sought 

acquaintances who understood their feelings of stagnation. These new reference groups, as a 

convoy, normalized the pace and plot of participants’ biographies, particularly if participants had 

expected linear lives but ended up on circuitous paths instead. These new others were also more 

likely to provide reassurance and emotional support rather than the judgment that seemed to 

come from more intimate others (Small 2017).  

 Christine, a white woman in her early thirties, found comfort in the life stories of the 

older women in her crochet circle:  

Just seeing women whose lives haven’t gone the way they would’ve thought—some of 

them are divorced. One of them, her first husband, in her early twenties, murdered seven 

people. It’s been made into a [television movie]. The older I get, [the more I] realize [that 

for] a lot of people, life doesn’t go the way they think it will, for whatever reason. So 

trying to find community or just turn outside myself…I just take comfort in narratives of 

other women whose lives haven’t gone in such a linear way.  
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Both Ashley and Christine spoke of joining communities that offered them hope for the future 

when there was nothing more they could do to change their circumstances. These new reference 

groups provided perspectives that reassured them that they could find their own solutions. 

Despite their crooked paths, they realized they were doing fine when sharing their life stories 

with others in a similar place. This narrative time work, via reference groups, helped them see 

that being off-time was not a personal failing. 

Katie, a white woman in her early thirties, married her son’s father after her son was 

born—a sequence of life events that had worried her before their marriage. Now, feeling secure 

in her life decisions, she could find reassurance in comparing her life to her friend’s trajectory:  

I always thought that I would get my college degree. And get married at some point, then 

have kids. Or buy a house. Then have kids. Kind of the standard order of events. And I 

did everything all backwards. But I’m seeing now that that doesn’t matter so much. 

A couple of years ago, one of my good friends from high school had a baby. Her first 

natural-born child. She had already been married. I went to her wedding. And her 

husband had a child from before. And they’ve moved around a bit, but they own a house. 

In that [same] year—she had a baby, and I got married. …We ended up at the same point 

in our lives during that year. I feel like we took different orders to our lives, but we ended 

up both being wives, mothers, stepmothers. All at the same time. 

Katie’s early motherhood and delayed marriage concerned her for a time, but she came to see 

that taking different paths could lead to the same place. The outcome, rather than the order of 

events, mattered more. Ultimately, the variation in how lives unfold—or the destandardization of 

the life course—became insignificant to Katie’s self-concept. Her story was one of many 

possible biographies. But the discrepancy she initially felt, between her experiences and her 

expectations for a certain order, reveals the normative power that traditional markers of 

adulthood still exert. When Katie accepted her particular narrative of “doing it all backwards,” 

she was able to let go of the anxiety that came from violating these norms. 
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Similarly, Chandra, a south Asian American woman in her late twenties, saw how 

deviating from “the book” mattered less than how one deals with life:  

As I get older too, it’s different for everyone. Even now, obviously, our plan was, “Get 

engaged. Finish school. Get married. Have kids.” but now we’re like, basically, “Finish 

school. Have a baby. Then get married. Then start a career.” So while I always thought I 

would do it “by the book,” in the end, I guess it’s however you end up doing it.  

Chandra realized the tacit standards and sequence of milestones that she had held herself to did 

not necessarily work for everyone. Instead, she adopted a perspective that reflected a 

destandardization of the life course: that life is different for everyone. This new outlook served 

her better in making sense of her passage through life.  

Both peers and aspirations contributed to participants’ feelings of stagnation. Seeing less 

conventional life paths, however, fortified participants’ ability to cope with feelings of 

stagnation, isolation, and failure (Taylor & Turner 2001). Specifically, reference groups of 

acquaintances with similar perspectives offered favorable reflected appraisals until participants 

found a way to revive feelings of progress again. These new reference groups or convoys 

allowed participants to interpret their biographies in more satisfying ways. Participants could 

thus revise their narratives to feel better about themselves and the pacing of their lives. 

CONSTRUING STAGNATION RELATIVE TO OTHERS 

Participants’ friends still mattered for evaluating progress through life. These convoys of 

peers were not only sources of support but also sources of competition. This dual aspect of peer 

convos generated mixed feelings—both affection and, at times, stagnation. In this section, I 

describe how these problematic feelings arose and how participants managed them. 
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Resentment over Being Left Behind  

When participants, particularly women, felt stuck in their careers or relationship statuses, 

they relied on friends to take their minds off the unsatisfactory pacing of their biographies. But 

the progress of these friends—and the symbolic boundaries their life changes implied—also 

made participants who felt behind feel further marginalized. They spoke in terms of being 

excluded, left behind, or becoming an outsider who was looking into the lives of peers in their 

social convoys. Their feelings of stagnation were also heightened when participants saw their 

friends getting what they wanted out of their current life stage. Emily, a white woman in her 

thirties, described feeling rejected when her friends progressed without her, adding to her 

feelings of stagnation:  

I feel like I’ve lost many [friends] along the way…once they’re married and then 

especially when they’re married with children. …I felt like that was the point where our 

lives split. And then once that split happened, I was the one putting the effort, going to 

visit, trying to keep in touch and everything. It was just like a point of no return to where 

the friendship just like—maybe I’m always super aware that maybe people don’t have 

time, once they have children, to maintain the friendships because their life has changed, 

and mine hasn’t. …And it’s not that anybody’s doing anything bad. It’s just that things 

change and sometimes it hurts when you’re the one left behind. 

Once her friends transitioned into both marriage and parenthood, Emily had to take on the heavy 

lifting of maintaining the friendship if she wanted to continue to benefit from it. She did not fault 

her friends for having new priorities, but it still hurt that they cared about her less. Seeing her 

friends’ families also reminded Emily that she was behind on her own goals of marrying and 

mothering. As her life has stayed the same, the progress of others’ lives led her to feel more 

stuck.  

Similarly, Christine, a white woman in her early thirties, described how being out of sync 

with her peers relegated her to bystander status in their lives. She described how a friendship 
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from college evolved when that friend moved closer to Christine geographically, but then moved 

away from her emotionally:  

Some days, I would have to not reach out to her, as much as I wanted to, because I 

wanted to be respectful. She’s got her own life now. Not that I’m not part of it, but she’s 

got a marriage and a house and a job. She was planning her wedding too. It was a little 

hard for me to make that transition. And she’s still a really great friend, but that was an 

example of a friend’s life going a different pace than mine and feeling like, “Oh, what if I 

had a husband and the house? Would she want to hang out with me more?” or like, “If 

she were single, would we be having brunch right now?”  

Despite a shared history, similar interests, and new proximity, the difference in relationship 

status made it difficult to maintain the friendship. As a single graduate student, Christine had 

more time and energy for the interactions that would sustain the relationship, compared to her 

friend who had new priorities. Though Christine was not edged out of her friend’s life, she felt 

she had to acclimate to the pacing of her friend’s new life, which did not feel mutual and made 

her question her worth to this friend. Christine also described spiteful, invidious feelings toward 

her friends—feelings she did not want to have—when her friends shared their adulthood 

struggles with her:  

This is not something I’m proud to say—especially when I was feeling really raw and 

insecure in my own life—but part of me would feel like, “Oh, I’m not the only one whose 

life hasn’t gone the way [I hoped].” And of course, I would prefer that those [bad] things 

had never happened to those friends. I would never take pleasure in anyone suffering. But 

it would make me feel like I’m less alone in things not going as one would hope.  

I used to feel somewhat resentful of friends [where] we used to connect a lot over trying 

to find a good partner and feeling like, “Men suck,” and then all of a sudden, like, “Oh, 

now you’re getting married, and you own a house,” and “Wait. What? I thought you were 

with me!”  

Christine lamented having fewer friends who could relate to life not going as planned. She made 

it clear that she did not want to feel better off than her friends or have her friends go back to 

where she was. She just wanted company. Until she could feel more secure with where she was 

in life, these feelings of resentment would seep into how she viewed her friends. 
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Samsara, a south Asian American woman in her late thirties, also felt forgotten when 

trying to fit in with others’ families. After her husband’s premature death, many friends and 

family invited her to live with them temporarily. She accepted her cousin’s offer for one week:  

I just couldn’t deal with it. The whole house was so domesticated. They have children 

who were there, and they had their schools, and it’s like they have their scheduling every 

day. “I have to wake up, make breakfast, I have to take my kids to school,” and it’s as 

though they were in their own lives, and I was a spectator, you know? And I just hated it. 

It’s like, “What’s the point of this? Why am I doing this?” [chuckles]  

In this situation, Samsara felt like an observer of her cousin’s busy family life, as her own life 

stood still. Samsara did not express a desire to remarry or have children of her own. But this stint 

revealed how the priorities of her age peers differed from hers. Everyone else was moving ahead 

while Samsara watched from the margins. This difference, ironically, reinforced the feeling of 

isolation that her family had hoped to alleviate.  

Jesse, a gay man in his early thirties, also did not subscribe to heteronormative ideals of a 

nuclear family. He understood at a young age that he was different for not wanting the same kind 

of (family) life as people around him. Meanwhile, his straight friends partnered, parented, and 

left him behind:  

That just made me really cognizant of the fact that I didn’t have that [partners, kids]. And 

I think that that kind of exacerbated me feeling like I was off-time because you think like, 

“That’s what people are supposed to do. You go to high school. You go to college. You 

get married. You have kids.” And I did the first two, but then it was like I wasn’t moving 

forward, so I had to find a different trajectory to go on.  

Without a conventional path to marriage and parenting or an alternative convoy of gay role 

models, Jesse realized that he was not moving forward at the pace that he wanted. He began to 

resent straight people and how they more easily formed intimate relationships:  

And part of it [not having partners, kids] was probably jealousy because it seems so easy 

for them. I mean, it’s not easy to get in a relationship, but being in a same-sex 

relationship is just infinitely more complicated. Because when people see you, they just 

see gay people, so they’re more cognizant of your relationship in life. While we can get 

married and do all those things now, it becomes a political statement when you do it, so 
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it’s not as straightforward, at least in my mind, for gay people. In my mind, it’s always 

been like, “God, life just seems so much easier for straight people.”  

Marriage was an option for Jesse, and other GLB+ people like him, but that choice was more 

politicized and complicated, relative to those who could take the institution for granted. Without 

adult milestones that could easily fit into his life, Jesse came to resent his heterosexual friends 

for whom the culture provided easier paths. He described family reunions as the time and place 

when he would be most cognizant of this because grandparents would question his single status 

and he noticed much younger cousins starting long-term cohabiting relationships.  

Even if participants’ priorities matched those of others in their social convoys, their 

inability to actualize such aspirations exacerbated feelings of isolation and bitterness. Emily’s 

desire to transition into family life spoiled situations in which she might have relished her 

friends’ happiness:  

If you really want to get married, and then your friends are getting married, after a while 

you’re just like, “Oh, it’s kind of hard to go to this wedding shower.” And I think 

eventually, it became a little bit hard to be around the babies. Like, “Why isn’t this 

working out for me?” It’s hard to see everybody getting what you want. And so I think, 

sometimes, being around children and their parents makes you aware of that. It makes 

you feel like, “One of these things is not like the other,” you know?  

It was hard for Emily, and many other participants, to feel glad about friends’ good fortune if 

their friends were reaching goals that participants strongly desired but had yet to attain. 

Meanwhile, Emily described encounters with hurtful relatives—particularly, the men in her 

family—in which her appearance, pursuit of higher education, and refusal to settle for bad 

relationships were highlighted as the root causes of her single status. Until participants could feel 

more secure about their own endeavors and place in their biographies, they suffered mixed 

feelings about their friends’ progress. Resentment, jealousy, and isolation ate away at 

participants’ friendships when peers accelerated away from them into adulthood.  
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Participants’ feelings of stagnation arose, in part, from falling behind their peers. Even 

worse, participants no longer felt worthy of their friends’ time and attention or, at times, felt 

berated by family members. This, in turn, affected participants’ feelings of self-worth (Elliott, 

Kao & Grant 2004) and loneliness. More and more, off-timers came to feel like passive 

observers of peers’ lives—lives that were “going at a different pace.” As friends accelerated 

away, participants felt all the more stuck in place. 

Loss of Belonging 

While peer comparisons made participants feel better but then worse about their 

circumstances, many also experienced stagnation in life as losing a sense of belonging in the 

social worlds around them; they felt estranged from significant others. Madison, a white woman 

in her mid-twenties, had just started online dating after breaking off a long-term relationship. She 

compared those encounters, meeting new people, with the familiarity she missed having with her 

ex-fiancé:  

I was used to being in a relationship. I was used to being with another person. Even still, 

sometimes I miss my ex because he was such a big part of my life. [We grew together, 

but we didn’t grow in the same way.] We had all the instant jokes. I kind of revert back to 

that sometimes. But I have to stop myself. But it’s okay. Eventually, I’ll meet someone 

who I actually want to spend more time with, and we’ll make new inside jokes.  

Some guys are genuine. And it’s nice to get to know people when they’re fully 

themselves, you know? And I’m on the way too. I feel like I’m more myself this past 

year and a half than ever. It’s nice to get to know people like that [and] make connections 

with people that are real. …And the right people will stick around, and they’ll make it 

work. …I like meeting new people. It helps me experience new things, and it helps me 

really decide what I do and do not want. 

Madison had a rich shared history with her ex-fiancé. Reconstructing that connection with 

someone new—moving forward rather than regressing to old habits—was hard but, she felt, a 
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goal worth pursuing. Making such a connection was part of a project of self-discovery and a way 

to experience progress again. 

Wendy, a white woman in her early forties, spoke about a lack of connection with people, 

which had created a void in her life. Working long hours at a popular vacation resort, she 

described temporarily bonding with her coworkers through their shared struggle:  

There is an intensity of a lifestyle that you have because you’re in it together with all the 

hospitality people. …And even some of the employees that you struggle with, everybody 

steps up, and everybody does their job and does the hustle. That’s magic to me because 

it’s not just work. It’s having the right team. …There’s a certain spirit that happens in 

there because we all do have the crazy schedules together. It is, I would imagine, pretty 

similar to the theater community and Broadway of just, “We live in this very intense 

bubble.”  

The instant camaraderie felt like magic to Wendy when her colleagues worked together toward a 

common goal. She could be a part of something bigger than herself, which was a feeling she had 

mentioned wanting more of in her life. But these relationships were also temporary and 

superficial, enduring only until her team averted the current crisis. The demands of her job 

facilitated this solidarity, but the situation also made it difficult to maintain relationships. That is, 

the structure and demands of work bled into the kinds of intimate life and relationships that were 

possible, as Wendy saw it (Pugh 2015). She lamented this tradeoff:  

I was never really in the same work location for more than about a year or so. And so 

even within that, you’ve got where you have a lot of friends, but they never can be close 

friends because you all have weird schedules. And so you end up just kind of getting 

closer to the people that you’re working with at the time. And then people, who you were 

close to before [outside of the industry], don’t always understand that it was that kind of 

thing, where you’d have a lot of very close, intense friendships, but then they kind of 

transitioned, depending upon where you’re working.  

…But I have a lot of really good friends that you kind of say, “Okay. What level was that 

friendship ever really actually at,” when, “Who still stays in touch with me?” And is 

worth more than just a couple clicks on [social media]? …They’re still acquaintances. I 

can go and get a bunch of hugs whenever I go over there [in town]. But it’s not a real, 

solid friendship anymore, if it ever was to begin with. They just don’t go super deep. 
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Wendy craved genuine and lasting connections with other people to feel fulfilled, which could 

also help her feel like she was making progress in life. At her job, she could develop intense but 

temporary ties. Because these friendships did not last, sometimes moving on without her, Wendy 

questioned their authenticity to begin with. Without a meaningful group of friends, Wendy did 

not feel like she had a foundation to move forward in a particular trajectory. It wasn’t until she 

was able to let go of her commitment to work that Wendy started to see changes in her 

relationships (Pugh 2015). 

Wendy also spoke of moving closer to home to pursue graduate education at her alma 

mater and starting a relationship with an old acquaintance, turned fiancé. She felt like she was 

coming full circle to the place where it started, to be a part of a community and its growth:  

Because of [my fiancé] and his attachment to [this state], it’s also challenged me to be 

attached to here, too, in ways I did not really plan when I first came here. He has helped 

me to kind of fall in love with this place, flaws and all, and have more of a commitment 

to wanting to help it be the place that I think it can be.  

So it’s like I’m finally starting to feel like, “Okay, maybe I do live in a community that I 

could actually start getting involved in. I was worried about not having a sense of place 

here. …There was a feeling of being part of something bigger that I had at [my old job 

abroad]. And that—even when my little things that I do [now]—make a difference for 

other people. …So it was a really unexpected correlation, [that] coming back to [my alma 

mater] again, twenty years later, helped to kind of fill a void that I was really missing. 

And so I don’t miss [my old job] as much now, because of being excited about what I am 

a part of now.  

For Wendy, committing to community involvement and making a difference helped her process 

her feelings of stagnation, or “fill that void” in her life. Here, stagnation had involved a loss of 

belonging in addition to a loss of purpose. Finding community helped Wendy overcome both 

loneliness and stagnation, forming new and meaningful commitments.  

Katie, a white woman in her early thirties, sought purpose and connection to something 

beyond herself as she mourned the unexpected loss of her younger brother:  
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I’ve been trying to talk about it [my brother’s death by suicide] a little bit more, recently, 

because I want to be an advocate for mental health awareness. I want to inspire change. I 

want to open up those communications. …I have a tattoo that’s a semicolon. I don’t 

know if you’ve heard of it, but the semicolon stands for a continuation. It means that your 

story is not over. And for me, it represents a promise that I made, that I’m not gonna go 

down that route. And people can see it and ask me about it. I know that it [mental health 

issues] is such a stigma. …I think it’s going to be a slow start for me. Because it’s so 

personal and so difficult. I’m going to have to work up to it. First, it’s going to start with 

conversation, sharing stories. …One thing I do want is to be part of something that’s 

bigger than myself.  

Finding a cause helped Katie find perspective and move forward in moments of despair. She also 

mentioned hopes of forming a community with those who shared experiences like hers. The 

prospect of leaving a legacy and mattering to others helped Katie make sense of her loss and feel 

like she could move forward with her story. While peer comparisons could sometimes exacerbate 

feelings of stagnation, a sense of belonging could help people feel better about their 

circumstances and themselves.  

In his theory of psychosocial development (1950), Erik Erikson defines stagnation as a 

disconnection from others and society (in middle age) while its counterpart, generativity, 

involves contributing to society and leaving a legacy for the next generation. As I found, 

participants’ construal of stagnation rested as much on their feelings of social connection as on 

their feelings of accomplishment. Once they created a sense of place and purpose, participants 

felt less adrift and alone. This community anchoring and mattering to others could reinvigorate a 

sense of progress. 

CONCLUSION 

Participants came to experience feelings of progress and stagnation through linked lives, 

or their relationships with significant peers (Elder 1998; Elder, Johnson & Crosnoe 2003). 

Specifically, the life changes of people in their convoys, or networks of social support, gave 
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meaning to participants’ expectations for their own lives (Kahn & Antonucci 1980; Antonucci, 

Ajrouch & Birditt 2014). Feelings of progress and stagnation were thus products of cohort 

membership and social comparisons. 

Through this lens of convoys and linked lives, I found that feelings of stagnation often 

arose when peers’ lives moved on and participants’ lives did not. Participants wanted to be happy 

for their faster-moving friends, but feeling left behind engendered feelings of isolation and envy. 

These conflicted feelings further strained relationships and threatened participants’ feelings of 

belonging. Moving in sync with peers, however, could bolster feelings of solidarity. Social 

comparisons were thus crucial in shaping participants’ positive and negative feelings about their 

progress through life. 

Mario Luis Small (2017) found that close friends are not always the best source of 

support in a crisis. Acquaintances can sometimes do better, because there is less at stake when 

vulnerabilities are revealed; there are also fewer conflicting expectations with acquaintances. 

Participants in this study seemed to avail themselves of this principle when they turned to new 

reference groups for support. When they felt left behind by friends, and perhaps envious of those 

friends, it made sense to “start over” with new relationships that were not so fraught. In this 

sense, an old set of social comparisons, ones that induced feelings of stagnation, could be traded 

for a new set that did not. Ultimately, a sense of belonging and social connection mattered more 

to participants, and if they could not find it in their convoys, they paradoxically sought it among 

acquaintances. This suggests that overcoming stagnation can sometimes entail the remaking of 

relationships.  

These strategies—to find empathy among strangers and avoid potentially disappointing 

close friends—reveal the fraught ways that people are trying to find a sense of belonging and 
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self-worth in an individualistic, fragmented social world (Gergen 1991). In modern societies with 

destandardized life courses, the linked lives of age peers and close friends become resources for 

identity (Smith-Lovin 2007). But in a capitalist culture that emphasizes individualism, ambition, 

and competitive striving, many participants struggled to sustain meaningful relationships, 

especially when peers’ lives moved at a different pace. The narrative time work necessary to 

overcome this dislocation sometimes took the form of creating new relationships. 

Finding purpose and community, not surprisingly, fostered feelings of security and self-

confidence. Those who could create a sense of generativity—feelings of making a difference 

among others—fared better in overcoming feelings of stagnation and loneliness. Efforts to 

manage feelings of stagnation and to compensate for a lack of one kind of progress could thus 

sometimes lead to revised life paths along which participants found what they were seeking, 

though not where they first expected to find it. 

In the concluding chapter, I consider ways in which strategies of narrative time work 

reveal how subjective experiences of the life course are constructed within and in response to a 

culture of time that prevails in the U.S. today. I also suggest how efforts to overcome feelings of 

stagnation can have implications for the self in modern times. The concepts of narrative time 

work and a culture of time, I will argue, can help us better understand what C. Wright Mills 

(1959) called the connection between biography and society. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

With myriad definitions of success in modern societies but few sure paths, many people 

find themselves wandering, with no escape from self-blame for whatever fate befalls them. In 

debates over this destandardization of the life course, people are now detached from the security 

of more predictable, institutionalized tracks to becoming productive members of our capitalistic 

society. Moreover, there is a tacit imperative that people push their lives forward, accruing 

achievements in a culture of busyness (Bellezza, Paharia & Keinan 2017). But there is often 

uncertainty and risk in these do-it-yourself biographies (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim 2002), even if 

there are many—perhaps too many—choices and possibilities for success. 

Life-course scholars have debated to what extent this destandardization of the life course 

has impacted populations (Macmillan 2005). But the individual experience of this phenomenon 

also affects people’s sense of who they are in relation to culture and society. To better 

understand how the life course itself is culturally situated and socially constructed as a subjective 

experience, my research investigates one of these experiences: feelings of stagnation in life.  

In exploring construals of stagnation, I found many versions of what I call “narrative time 

work.” Participants altered their perceptions of time, not just in the context of a one-time activity 

but across their biographies as a whole. People constructed their sense of passage through life, 

including periods of stagnation. Participants, particularly those focused on the future, used plans 

and cultural mantras to create a sense of anticipation for the next phase of life, or they found new 

reference groups against which to adjust their expectations for life. These strategies shaped 

feelings of progress and in turn generated feelings of worth and self-efficacy.  

This analysis thus contributes to life-course sociology by exploring how people use both 

their perceptions of time and their feelings to construct the subjective life course alongside peers. 
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Moreover, this narrative time work occurred within a culture of time in the U.S. that is 

characterized by individualism, productivity, and constant progress. In this context, people felt 

compelled to maintain a continuous series of achievements, free from disruptive turning points, 

and to feel satisfied with the pacing of their lives. Those who could do so—for a time—were 

better equipped to sustain feelings of self-efficacy and self-worth, not because of any inherent 

agency or personality traits, but because such normative lives had built-in indicators of progress. 

Those who could conform to such paths affirmed and reinforced these tracks for others. 

In this concluding chapter, I will summarize major findings from previous chapters and 

discuss how the concepts of narrative time work and cultures of time help sociologists 

understand how people construct a subjective experience of the life course. This analysis adds to 

our understanding of how the life course is experienced in modern times by bringing time work 

and emotion work into the picture. Finally, I will consider some limitations of this study and 

propose directions for future research. 

MAJOR FINDINGS  

In investigating participants’ perceptions, thoughts, and feelings about their biographies, I 

found that many had come to experience stagnation, or getting stuck in life. To overcome such 

feelings, many adopted strategies to manage temporal and emotional experiences of the life 

course. This intersection of time work (to shape one’s perceptions of time) and emotion work (to 

manage one’s feelings) helped participants control, explain, and feel better about the pacing of 

their lives, as well as avoid feelings of stagnation and mark progress in their narratives. While 

there were a variety of reactions to stagnation, I will focus on general findings involving 

strategies of narrative time work. These efforts reveal how people construct a subjective life 

course. 
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Participants’ construals of stagnation and progress stemmed from turning points in their 

lives. Too few life changes created monotony, but too many changes made them feel like they 

were moving in place rather than toward a desired goal. In both cases, participants felt anxious 

and dissatisfied with the pacing of their lives. Hence, they altered their perceptions of and 

emotional reactions to events in their life stories. They applied this time work to their narratives 

about who they were in a variety of ways: (1) reinterpreting the consequences of uncertainty and 

life changes in the timing of their lives; (2) recouping and relinquishing feelings of self-efficacy 

and agency; and (3) adjusting the convoys of linked lives they referenced.  

Creating an actual life change was a risky way to move lives forward when there were 

few safety nets or other guarantees of success. Moreover, the uncertain outcomes could set 

participants back, making them feel as though they were starting over in life. Given these 

options—moving backward or not at all—participants felt not only stagnant but anxious and 

dissatisfied. Because their efforts to control their fate had not always been successful, 

participants also feared change and lacked self-confidence. Others, however, redefined 

uncertainty as possibility, the better to induce optimism about prospects for change. But 

participants could not come to these realizations without some distance from the crises that got 

them stuck. 

Second, if they could not change their circumstances, participants changed themselves to 

feel in control of the pacing of their lives. They compartmentalized their lives into more or less 

predictable spheres and opted for trajectories with more built-in indicators of progress—for 

example, returning to school rather than pursuing intimate relationships. Such plans also helped 

participants adhere to expectations that their lives move continuously forward to the next 

accomplishment. But overly rigid visions of one’s possible self also introduced new ways for 
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participants to come up short, which could exacerbate feelings of being left behind or stuck. 

Paradoxically, many participants gave up control in order to shore up feelings of self-efficacy. 

Finally, this sense of security (or lack thereof) also impacted participants’ personal 

relationships when they used peers to feel like they were moving forward in life. Competition 

figured prominently in this narrative time work when peer comparisons were participants’ 

primary indicator of progress in their own lives. They felt good about their progress when they 

were ahead of peers, but bad when their friends left them behind. Some had been recognized for 

accomplishing more, earlier in life, which strengthened their feelings of self-worth. But they had 

also come to expect this accelerated rate of progress, even as they ran out of milestones and 

rituals to mark the pacing of life.  

Those who could sustain a sense of continuous accomplishment subscribed to the 

normative sequence and timing of adulthood milestones, largely because that model fit their 

experiences. But it was the indicators of progress built into those trajectories—not participants’ 

agency or initiative—that generated progress in life, which had implications for people’s feelings 

of self-worth. Moreover, their views about a successful pace for life and choice of narrative time 

work strategies came from broader cultural messages about a successful life being one of 

continual growth and achievement. 

Participants’ narrative time work (to manage their experiences of time across the life 

course) existed within what I call a culture of time that comprised practices, perceptions, and 

beliefs about how people ought to experience and act on the passage of time. This culture 

privileged a linear trajectory of one’s own making that involved generating continuous 

accomplishments and avoiding disruptions in one’s life. As I found, generating feelings of 

progress was compulsory in this culture, yet open to infinite possibilities and constant revision in 
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a modern era of individualism, exceptionalism, and competition. Until participants could feel 

self-confident and secure in their own narratives and endeavors—which was difficult in this 

context of destandardized, less-scripted life courses—they resorted to self-transformations and 

peer comparisons to assess progress in their own biographies. In the following section, I consider 

how my analysis of narrative time work and a culture of time adds to understandings of how 

people construct a subjective life course. 

THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

In the first section below, I discuss how the concept of narrative time work adds to the 

life-course perspective by helping us see how the life course is subjective and constructed with 

both emotions and perceptions of time. I argue that these experiences—both emotional and 

temporal—matter for people when making sense of where they stood in life. Then I describe how 

a culture of time enables and constrains strategies of narrative time work and other forms of 

temporal agency. Specifically, under capitalism, ideas about self-sufficiency and the progressive 

pacing of life shaped participants’ assessments about the life paths they strived to construct to 

feel better about themselves. 

Time and Emotion Work in Constructing the Life Course 

To manage their experiences of time and create a sense of temporal agency in everyday 

life, people do what Michael Flaherty (2003; 2011) calls “time work.” He analyzes the strategies 

people use to manage the passage of time in various daily activities. My research shows how 

people can also generate feelings of self-efficacy when applying time work to their biographies.  

In this study, I conceptualize “biography” as a person’s life story from birth to the 

present. Biographies, or life histories, can include one’s stories about their successes, failures, 
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turning points, actions, motivations, and values across the life course—components that make up 

personal identities over time (Strauss 1995; Somers 1994; Riessman 1993; Richardson 1990). 

Biographies themselves are also situated in history, social worlds, and a symbolic universe of 

ideologies, values, and norms (Strauss 1995; Maines 1993).  

In narrating their lives, people also disclose their understandings of the social world, or 

their subjective reality (and life course) as they make sense of gaps, contradictions, and 

ambiguities in everyday life (Faraday & Plummer 1979). For this study, I collected biographical 

accounts, or snapshots of people’s life histories. Across these accounts, I found an overarching 

discord between people’s expectations and experiences. Participants articulated feelings of 

stagnation, as well as some of the strategies that they used to reinterpret their experiences of time 

across the life course—that is, their modes of narrative time work. 

Narratives are representations of people’s biographies, as well as the reasoning they rely 

on to make sense of their life’s purpose over time (Polkinghorne 1988; Richardson 1990; 

Riessman 1993; Somers 1994). People use narratives to make their experiences meaningful. The 

time work participants performed was narrative time work in the sense that these strategies to 

alter their perceptions time also helped them connect and arrange the events in their lives to 

make sense of their past, plan for the future, and interpret meaning over time. This narrative 

identity also incorporated past selves and desired, possible selves into present self-concepts 

(James 1892, McAdams 2005; McLean, Pasupathi & Pals 2007). This work also helped 

participants manage their feelings about the passage of time in their lives and cope with phases 

they construed as stagnant—episodes that mattered for their feelings of self-efficacy. This kind 

of time work, my research shows, has implications for one’s self-concept, as well as one’s sense 

of place and belonging in the social world.  
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Sociologists have argued that the social construction of time helps people coordinate 

social activities, routines, seasons, and other social cycles (Sorokin & Merton 1937; Gurvitch 

1964; Lewis & Weigert 1981; Munn 1992; Nowotny 1992; Mills 2000). But time is also 

experienced subjectively as much as it is embedded in interactions, culture, or other social 

structures (Lewis & Weigert 1981; Nowotny 1992). This idea of “social time” allows people to 

make sense of their existence, anticipations, and actions in relation to others, in addition to more 

nature-based cycles of days or seasons (Adam 1990; Munn 1992). In terms of the life course 

perspective, people may use ideas like linked lives of peers and the timing of lives to create new 

dimensions of social time. Moreover, temporal dispositions, or “unconscious perceptions and 

preferences around time,” impact decisions and practices (Elliott, McKelvy & Bowen 2017: 

558). Ultimately, socially defined time, as an aspect of culture, organizes people’s lives, their 

understandings of the world, social interactions, and relationships (Zerubavel 1981; Sorokin & 

Merton 1937; Maines 1987; Nowotny 1992).  

Bernardi, Huinink, and Settersten (2019) define the life course as a sequence of events or 

transitions from biographical state to biographical state over the trajectory of a life. Simply put, 

the life course is a progression of experiences across time (Clausen 1986; Gubrium & Holstein 

1995). People, however, also organize, explain, and give meaning to these experiences through 

narratives, or stories about the life course. How they formulate these narratives shapes both self-

conceptions and the subjective experience of the life course. That is, stories can compress or 

expand time. 

The concept of narrative time work offers insight into how people navigate experiences 

of biographical time. In doing this work, people can alter their experience of the timing, duration, 

and sequence of transitions and turning points in their lives, just as they would change their 
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perceptions of time in daily activities. The conventional life-course perspective is thus enriched 

by showing how people align themselves with cultural scripts, expectations for progress, and 

their age cohorts. This approach gives us another way to see how self and society are linked. 

Narrative time work, as I have conceived it, also helps us understand how emotion is 

implicated in constructing the subjective life course. Some family scholars have argued that time 

is important to the management of emotions and vice versa. Research in this area has looked at 

how time and emotions intersect in the lives of working mothers (Mullaney & Shope 2012; Lois 

2013; Hochschild 1997). I extend this line of research by showing how people, from various 

walks of life, also use the social meanings of time—gleaned from the linked lives of peers and 

how they control the timing of their lives—to manage their feelings.  

Narrative time work, however, was not a cure for stagnation. Some strategies (e.g., 

allocating time to self-discovery) prepared participants for change when individualized risk 

threatened to undermine feelings of self-efficacy. But by and large, narrative time work helped 

people accept their feelings about getting stuck in life and resist cultural narratives that made 

self-worth contingent on progress. Here again, we see how narrative time work can be part of 

people’s emotion work.  

Moreover, the individualistic, fragmented nature of modern life under capitalism left 

many participants feeling insecure and isolated as they struggled to maintain feelings of progress 

through life (Gergen 1991). Rather than universal or reliable pathways, destandardized life 

courses and do-it-yourself biographies meant participants were responsible for creating their own 

fates (Giddens 1991; Beck & Beck-Gernsheim 2002). With many ways to succeed, there were 

also many ways to fail. Participants conveyed the anxiety from such pressures through both their 

construals of stagnation and their strategies of narrative time work to navigate those feelings.  
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Additionally, the therapeutic discourse (available to some participants) stressed self-help 

and self-discovery, often aligning with other cultural messages that emphasize individualism and 

agency (Illouz 2008). Participants described few communities that could provide alternative 

cultural narratives about meaningful ways to succeed in life. Some turned back to familiar social 

convoys with more traditional ideas about success, but this approach resulted in more 

competition than support. Furthermore, an underlying imperative to constantly achieve—a form 

of achievement ideology that many participants absorbed in school—was intertwined with their 

feelings of stagnation and inadequate progress.  

In proposing the notion of narrative time work, I use concepts from the sociology of time, 

the sociology of emotions, and the life-course perspective to explain people’s experiences of and 

reactions to the destandardization of the life course in modern societies. This work highlights 

how the life course is a subjective passage through time and not just a series of events. Such 

research illustrates one more connection between biography and society. We see how biography, 

as it is subjectively experienced, depends on the cultural tools used to interpret one’s passage 

through time. In the next section, I describe how this culture of time and compulsory progress 

enabled and constrained biographical experience. 

Culture of Time and Compulsory Progress 

Embeddedness in time and place is one of four main tenets that direct life-course 

inquiries. Culture, however, is still missing in many of these analyses (Hays 1994). In some 

cases, life-course studies have employed “cultures” as specific contexts or “bounded worlds of 

beliefs and practices” (Sewell 1999), often synonymous with “environment” more than meaning-

making processes or actions. Collective understandings, feelings, and cultural scripts, however, 
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guide people’s efforts to steer their lives. This is the analytic territory that many life-course 

studies have tended to ignore. 

Culture comprises objects, symbols, meanings, sentiments, world-views, and practices 

people use to interpret situations and coordinate their actions with others in daily life (Becker 

1982; Sewell 1999). It involves “ways of organizing experience and evaluating reality, modes of 

regulating conduct, and ways of forming social bonds,” which constrain or enable certain 

strategies (or sets) of action to solve particular problems in a given situation (Swidler 1986: 284). 

In solving the problem of getting stuck in life, participants’ ideas about time, progress, and 

pacing shaped their capacity to choose among strategies of narrative time work.  

In the accounts of participants whose lives did not go as expected, narrative time work 

was a means for them to correct course and feel better about the pacing of their lives. Stagnation 

was one of many possible experiences of time in the subjective life course, but participants 

construed this experience in terms of anxiety, fear, and resentment toward peers—emotions they 

wanted to avoid—before reaching feelings of acceptance, efficacy, and hope. Participants thus 

performed this corrective narrative time work to overcome noxious feelings and craft an 

experience of time that reflected widely shared beliefs and images about how one ought to pass 

through life.  

Other elements of American culture influenced participants’ choices of narrative time 

work strategies: conventions about the pacing of life, the valuation of progress, and reliable 

scripts to manage the tempo of narratives about who they are. Though there are many potential 

paths to take in modern societies with destandardized life courses, few are predictable or 

sanctioned journeys that guarantee success. Nonetheless, the goal of self-sufficiency still loomed 

large in participants’ accounts of which kinds of accomplishments could assuage their fears. 
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Both the meritocracy learned in schools (Khan 2011) and the self-reinvention advocated in 

therapeutic discourses (Illouz 2008) reinforced broader neoliberal values of self-determination 

and personal responsibility (Brenton & Elliott 2014). What counted as a successful life was 

clear: lucrative careers and heteronormative families. But participants were personally 

responsible for crafting the means to these ends, if there were as many ways to fail as there were 

to succeed.  

Whether they relied on linear narratives of the life course or rejected them, participants 

still confronted pressures to make continuous, compulsory progress. Continuous 

accomplishments also needed to move participants toward a goal that gave their life value. That 

is, one’s actions and decisions ought to build on some cumulative intention in life. This narrative 

was also linear in that one event led to another in a progressive development with no pauses or 

backsliding to previous, less mature states. This was how many participants understood their 

lives, progress, and accomplishment until that growth stopped going as expected. Participants 

saw linear lives as the gold standard, and inherent in the linearity was compulsory progress from 

achievement to achievement.  

Generally, lives that did not unfold predictably were less desirable because they seemed 

beyond participants’ control. In these cases, major life changes threatened regression to a state 

when one might depend on others for support and stability—thus undermining the independent 

self valued in Western cultures (Markus & Kitayama 1991). Additionally, it was harder for 

participants to see value in less predictable biographies until they accepted that control was not 

all-encompassing and, in their experience, not always possible. This was difficult to do if people 

were individually responsible for a continuous, cumulative string of achievements that 
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substantiated a narrative of intention and control. Because these biographies were of their own 

making, the rewards, risks, and failures were also theirs to endure. 

The insistent desire for steady progress is one element of a middle- and upper-middle-

class American culture of time. Different groups may share different temporal dispositions 

toward time, progress, and stagnation, but for participants who relied on these ideas about 

achievement to control the course of their lives—namely, highly educated women whose lives 

tend to encompass less stability—accounts of tedium, anxiety, competition, and other noxious 

feelings came up when their experiences did not meet their expectations. These shared 

understandings of progress and stagnation also framed their choices of narrative time work. But 

because cultures of time may vary, strategies too will vary. This is a matter that could be 

profitably explored in future research. 

LIMITATIONS  

Three limitations of this study have to do with recruitment and sampling. The first 

involves the level of detail in pitching this study to potential participants. The second concerns 

the use of my personal social networks to find participants with the experience I was interested 

in. This led to the third limitation: homogeneity of my sample. Together, these limitations may 

overstate the degree to which a culture of time and continuous progress shape strategies of 

narrative time work. But future research into different cultures of time and forms of narrative 

time work can add to our understanding of these matters. 

To avoid creating the impression that I was seeking cases of failure, I described my 

research goals using a broad pitch: to collect stories of people being at a different place in life 

than they expected to be. My concern was that potential participants would use my specific 

research goal—to explore off-time experiences—to prematurely disqualify themselves from 
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participating, especially if they felt they had fallen short of where they expected to be in life. A 

more generic summary enabled me to describe the focal phenomenon more neutrally (Luker 

2008).  

This strategy, however, sometimes left potential participants wanting more details, such 

as whether I had in mind specific ages, events, or turning points. I knew that there were infinite 

ways to deviate from one’s life plans, and so I offered a few examples (upon request) for 

illustration. But this vague pitch may have kept less assertive, yet eligible, participants from 

asking for clarity and volunteering. 

One workaround was to use my networks on Facebook to recruit participants. By 

including acquaintances in my sample, it was easier to identify participants whose expectations 

and experiences did not align (I count as acquaintances people with whom I had interacted apart 

from the interview). I was not, however, part of the intimate circles of any of my participants.  

One advantage of interviewing acquaintances is that we started from a place of 

understanding that I would have had to build from scratch with strangers (McConnell-Henry, 

James, Chapman & Francis 2009). I saw this rapport form when participants unknown to me 

would allude to events in their lives at the start of our interview, and then circle back to provide 

more detail later. Regardless of my prior familiarity with some participants, I elicited far more 

information about their experiences and circumstances than I previously possessed. 

The characteristics of the social circles2 I drew from, however, created a third limitation: 

a lack of diversity in the sample. Thirteen of the twenty-four participants (or 54%) were college-

educated, white, native-born, heterosexual women. This skewed sample was perhaps a result of 

 
2 While this may not speak to earlier graduating classes, the student body of this residential, state-funded high school 

was racially and economically diverse when I was in attendance from 2002-2004. According to the most recent data 

in U.S. News & World Report, there was 29% minority enrollment, 64% of students identified as female, and 39% of 

students were eligible for free or reduced-price lunch during the 2016-2017 school year. 
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the precarious nature of employment and social pressures to balance timely marriage and career 

that this group tends to face (McRobbie 2007), as much as a selection effect of my social 

networks. For instance, (heterosexual) women were more aware of—and more willing to 

volunteer experiences of (Schwalbe & Wolkomir 2003)—meeting social timetables, particularly 

for marriage and career (Damaske 2011; Aronson 2008), while striving for upward mobility 

amidst uncertainty about their financial prospects.  

In light of these limitations, my findings predominantly reflect the concerns and 

experiences of high-achieving women in pursuit of financial stability and intimate relationships 

as they dealt with the vagaries of (middle-class) adulthood. Even within destandardized life 

courses, their pathways are less stable, compared to men, as this group tends to juggle 

expectations for both careers and families (Widmer & Ritschard 2009). Moreover, I speculate 

that those who identify as high-achieving are more likely to make life plans and be aware of 

deviating from those plans.  

Due to these characteristics, my convenience sample may overstate the valuation of 

progress, self-sufficiency, and personal responsibility—components of a culture of time that this 

group subscribed to. These shared understandings, however, did frame the solutions to dealing 

with feelings of stagnation across demographics in my sample. But the matter of degree may 

vary with other groups. In the next section, I will suggest how these problems might be 

overcome by examining other cultures of time. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS  

Different situations pose different problems when it comes to managing the pacing of 

life. Future research might explore how other cultures of time shape strategies people use to 

construct the subjective life course. Uncovering additional temporal dispositions (Elliott, 
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McKelvy & Bowen 2017) and strategies of narrative time work can help us understand how 

people protect feelings of self-worth in the face of disruptive turning points or crises. In this 

section, I propose additional research, given what I have found about the impact of narrative time 

work and a culture of time on feelings of self-efficacy and belonging in unsettled times. 

In this convenience sample, there was a shared understanding that continuous 

achievement was necessary to sustain feelings of progress. Many, after all, identified as high-

achievers whose feelings of self-worth were founded on their past deeds. This view of the life 

course and progress was largely outcome-oriented, with participants focusing on the next 

accomplishment more than the process of doing or becoming. Others, however, may view life as 

a journey rather than concentrating solely on the destinations. In these cases, the strategies of 

narrative time work (especially planning) may not apply. What other cultures of time—ones 

without constant achievement at the fore—inflect time work, and how? Such studies could 

uncover ways that competing cultures of time—and by extension, culture—evolve because of the 

emotion work they demand.  

In seeking the next accomplishment, participants competed with close friends, thereby 

reproducing a dominant culture of individualism. How might time work and its consequences 

vary in more collectivist, less competitive cultures? How might the metrics and benchmarks of a 

successful life vary under different shared understandings of time and community? What other 

problems might people try to solve under those conditions? What other factors may constrain or 

enable the kinds of narratives that we tell? These questions suggest that other research could 

investigate how changing forms of social cohesion might influence the subjective life course. 

My sample comprised mostly young adults and their concerns, but the subjective 

experiences of the life course take new forms after the transition to adulthood. What additional 
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strategies of narrative time work might apply in later stages of life when expectations and 

trajectories are even less structured? How might older adults come to terms with their narratives 

later in life? Learning more about such strategies could help us understand how to boost 

resilience in times of crisis and the isolating transitions associated with aging. Research might 

also examine how struggles to cope with stagnation in early- to middle-adulthood are related to 

success in coping with later-life crises. 

Major societal disruptions can change people’s ideas about how their lives ought to 

unfold. Such events can perhaps even change how people experience the passage of time. Linda 

George (1998) and Vanessa May (2017) discuss the temporal dislocation of older folks who 

have, as May puts it, “lost their niche in contemporary society and present time” (407). But 

younger folks who face demands for continual progress are not immune. As Kamilah’s 

circumstances illustrated, a chronic lack of anticipation and indicators of progress created a 

dearth of joy, purpose, and hope in life—something that can happen at any age. How, then, do 

people make sense of time, and themselves, when life alters the sense that prior time has made? 

CONCLUSION 

In collecting accounts of life taking unexpected turns, I uncovered strategies of narrative 

time work, or the various ways that people came to terms with the pacing of their lives. This time 

work was narrative in the sense that people rearranged accounts about their lives to manage their 

perceptions of time, as well as their feelings about themselves. These actions occurred within a 

culture of time, or shared understandings about the passage of time. Taken together, these two 

concepts enable us to examine the life course as a subjective experience rather than just an 

objective series of events.  
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Ultimately, people performed narrative time work to restore feelings of self-efficacy 

when lives did not go according to plan. But doing so could also exacerbate feelings of isolation 

and competition when participants embraced a culture of time that exalted constant progress. By 

interrogating dominant assumptions about time and exploring individual pursuits of progress, 

this analysis connects biography to society—one in which uncertainty is ever-present, yet control 

is still prized. The perceptions, thoughts, and feelings about the time of one’s life offers insight 

into what it means to navigate modernity, especially when few lives unfold as expected.  
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Appendix A 

SOCIAL MEDIA POST 
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Appendix B 

SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS 

Pseudonym Age Gender 
Sexual 

Identity 

Relationship 

Status 

Race / 

Ethnicity 
Education 

Annaliese 35 Woman Heterosexual Married White Graduate degree 

Ashley 26 Woman Heterosexual Married White Graduate degree 

Barb 41 Woman Gay/Lesbian No Partner White Graduate degree 

Chad 28 Man Heterosexual Engaged White 4-year degree 

Chandra 28 Woman Heterosexual Engaged South Asian 2-year degree 

Christine 31 Woman Heterosexual No Partner White Graduate degree 

Danielle 33 Woman Heterosexual Married White 4-year degree 

Emily 30 Woman Heterosexual No Partner White Graduate degree 

Jacob 48 Man Heterosexual Married White Graduate degree 

Janice 42 Woman Heterosexual Married White Graduate degree 

Jesse 32 Man Gay/Lesbian No Partner White Graduate degree 

Kamilah 39 Woman Heterosexual Married South Asian Graduate degree 

Katie 32 Woman Heterosexual Married White 4-year degree 

Kristin 29 Woman Heterosexual Partnered White Some college 

Laura 32 Woman Heterosexual No Partner White Graduate degree 

Lucy 20 Woman Gay/Lesbian No Partner White Some college 

Madison 26 Woman Heterosexual No Partner White 4-year degree 

Michelle 38 Woman Heterosexual Remarried White 
Some graduate 

coursework 

Nathaniel 40 Man Heterosexual Married White Graduate degree 

Rosanne 67 Woman Heterosexual Divorced White 4-year degree 

Samsara 38 Woman Heterosexual Widowed South Asian Graduate degree 

Taylor 27 Woman Heterosexual Married White 4-year degree 

Wendy 40 Woman Heterosexual Engaged White Graduate degree 

Zack 35 Man Heterosexual Married White Graduate degree 
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Appendix C 

SANKEY DIAGRAM OF SOCIAL MOBILITY 

Using a demographics survey (see Appendix D), I asked participants to self-identify their 

current socioeconomic status (SES) in adulthood and while growing up. About a third of 

participants identified as upwardly mobile (7 out of 24 or 29%). Another third remained in the 

same class background as when they were growing up (9 participants or 38%) while another 

third considered themselves downwardly mobile (8 participants or 33%). The Sankey diagram 

below illustrates the heterogeneity of social mobility from childhood to adulthood:  

Figure: Sankey Diagram of the Density and Direction of Participants’ Social Mobility from Childhood to Adulthood 

 

The Sankey diagram shows the variation and proportion of rise, decline, or maintenance 

of class status from childhood to adulthood. Even those who pursued higher education—which 

included all but two participants—did not necessarily achieve the American Dream.  
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Appendix D 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The following questions ask for some personal information, but your responses will remain 

confidential. Your responses will only be used for statistical purposes. 

1. What year were you born in? 

2. How do you identify in terms of your gender?  

 Man 
 Woman 
 I identify using a different term:  

 I don’t know. 
 I prefer not to answer. 

3. How do you identify yourself in terms of your sexuality? 

 Heterosexual or straight 
 Gay/Lesbian 
 Bisexual 
 I identify using a different term:  

 I don’t know. 
 I prefer not to answer. 

4. What is your marital status? 
 Never Married: no partner 
 Never Married: partnered 
 Engaged 
 Married 
 Separated/Divorced 
 Widowed 
 Remarried 
 I don’t know. 
 I prefer not to answer. 

5. What is your race/ethnicity? (Check all that apply.) 
 Black 

 What is your background? (e.g., African-American, Nigerian)  

 Asian or Pacific Islander 

 What is your Asian background? (e.g., Asian-American, Korean)  

 Hispanic or Latino 

 What is your Hispanic background? (Puerto Rican, Mexican)  

 Native American or American Indian  

 What is your tribal affiliation? (Lumbee, Cherokee)  

 White 

 What is your background? (e.g., Irish, Scottish)  

 I identify using a different term:  

 I don’t know. 
 I prefer not to answer. 
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6. Were you born in the United States? 

 Yes: American citizen 
 No: naturalized citizen / permanent resident 
 No: Non-Resident Alien / Foreign National 
 I don’t know. 
 I prefer not to answer. 

7. Were your parents born in the United States? 

 Yes: both parents were born in the U.S. 
 No: one parent was not born in the U.S. 
 No: both parents were not born in the U.S. 
 I don’t know. 
 I prefer not to answer. 

8. What is your religious preference? 

 Buddhism 
 Christianity 
 Hinduism 
 Islam 
 Judaism 
 Secular/Nonreligious/Agnostic/Atheist 
 Sikhism 
 I prefer a different religion:  

 I don’t know. 
 I prefer not to answer. 

9. Thinking for a moment about your political views, do you consider yourself to be ...  

 Very conservative 
 Somewhat conservative 
 Moderate 
 Somewhat liberal 
 Very liberal 
 Independent 
 Libertarian 
 I am not political. 
 I identify using a different term:  

 I don’t know. 
 I prefer not to answer. 

10. How would you describe your hometown? (If several apply, think of the most recent one.) 
 Rural area 
 Small town (20,000 or fewer people) 
 Moderate sized city (20,001-100,000 people) 
 Large city (over 100,000 people) 
 I don’t know. 
 I prefer not to answer. 
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11. What adults did you live with when you were growing up? (If several apply, think of who 

you spent the most time with.) [CTRL+A, F9] 

Adult1 

Adult2 

Adult3 

Adult4 

12. What is your Adult1’s highest level of education? What about your Adult2? 

 9a.) Adult1:  9b.) Adult2: 

 Less than High School  Less than High School 
 High School Graduate / GED  High School Graduate / GED 
 Some College (no degree)  Some College (no degree) 
 2-Year Associate Degree or Certificate  2-Year Associate Degree or Certificate 
 4-Year Bachelor Degree  4-Year Bachelor Degree 
 Some Professional Coursework (no 

degree)  

 Some Professional Coursework (no 

degree)  
 Professional Degree  Professional Degree 
 I don't know.  I don't know. 
 I prefer not to answer.  I prefer not to answer. 

Additional adults: 

 9c.) Adult3:  9d.) Adult4: 

 Less than High School  Less than High School 
 High School Graduate / GED  High School Graduate / GED 
 Some College (no degree)  Some College (no degree) 
 2-Year Associate Degree or Certificate  2-Year Associate Degree or Certificate 
 4-Year Bachelor Degree  4-Year Bachelor Degree 
 Some Professional Coursework (no 

degree)  

 Some Professional Coursework (no 

degree)  
 Professional Degree  Professional Degree 
 I don't know.  I don't know. 
 I prefer not to answer.  I prefer not to answer. 

13. What did your Adult1 do for a living when you were growing up?  

What about your Adult2? 

 

  

10a.) Adult1’s occupation:  

10b.) Adult2’s occupation:  

10c.) Adult3’s occupation:  

10d.)Adult4’s occupation:  
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14. How would you describe your class background when you were growing up? 

 Poor / low income 
 Working class 
 Lower middle class 
 Middle class 
 Upper middle or professional class 
 Upper class / wealthy 
 I don’t know. 

15. How would you describe your class background right now? 

 Poor / low income 
 Working class 
 Lower middle class 
 Middle class 
 Upper middle or professional class 
 Upper class / wealthy 
 I don’t know. 

16. What is the highest level of education that you have completed?  

 Less than High School 
 High School Graduate / GED 
 Some College (no degree)  
 2-Year Associate Degree or Certificate 
 4-Year Bachelor’s Degree 
 Some Graduate/Professional Coursework (no degree)  
 Master's Degree, Doctorate, or Professional Degree (e.g., Law, Medicine) 
 I don't know. 

17. What is your job title / occupation right now? 

 

18. Are there any friends, relatives, classmates, or coworkers you can think of who might 

also be interested in participating in an interview like this? 

Name Email Phone Contact date: 
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Appendix E 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Example Vignettes 

• I grew up in a high achieving cohort in two different high schools, but the messages were 

similar: 

o Administrators told us we were the “cream of the crop” and how millions of 

scholarship dollars we had earned as a class at school functions. 

o Successful students went off to college out of state. 

o At alumni events, other alum talked about how ashamed or embarrassed they felt 

because they hadn’t “made something” of themselves yet. 

 

• But the summer between graduation and my first semester of college, I got pregnant. 

o On the way home from the clinic, it felt like any other woman I saw—literally any 

stranger on the street—was better prepared for this than I was. 

o I ran into an old classmate at the grocery story, and we both pretended I was not 

visibly pregnant. 

o There was one older Asian woman I knew who kept telling me I wouldn’t finish 

college. 

 

• So I resolved to do the following: 

o If I’m going to study at the in-state university (which seemed less prestigious or 

rigorous), I’m getting a 4.0 GPA. 

o If other school parents stare at my family, it will be because they’ve heard great 

things about my daughter (even though they’re doing so because I look/am ten 

years younger than them). 

o But I often am the youngest parent in the room with the oldest kid that people 

often overlook as having something to say about parenting. 

 

• All this to say, this part of my life has been very influential in my identity and research. I 

want to collect other people’s versions of these kinds of experiences:  

o Memories of feeling off-time or out of sync with your expectations for your life  

o Stories of turning points in your life, or starting over 

o Instances of being in a different place from people your age 

o Circumstances of not yet reaching the milestones of other people your age 

o Examples of life changes you’ve gone through that most people your age don’t 

have to worry about 

o Something that you’ve had to go through that most people your age don’t worry 

about  

o A moment when you felt out of place with most people your age  
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Interview Guide 

[One Vignette] 

1. Tell me about the last time / a memorable time when something like this happened to 

you. What happened? 

o Who (influenced you), what, when, where,  

o HOW > why: What events that led up to that moment?  

What happened next?  

 

• How did you react to that?  

o What did you think about that? 

o What were you feeling when that happened?  

o Who / what has been the most helpful to you during that time? 

 

• When did you first realize…?  

o What was going on in your life then? 

o What kind of person were you like back then? 

 

• Any other events that stand out in your mind? 

 

2. Tell me about a time when you felt on-track. 

Wrap-up 

Thank you for sharing your time with me today! I just have a few more questions before we wrap 

up. I’m always open to improving my list of questions.  

3. What topics do you think I should ask others about their life goals?  

Anything we didn’t talk about that you thought we would?  

Anything else that came to mind that is important to you?  

 

4. Do you have any questions for me about my research?  

 

5. Is there anyone you can think of who might be interested in participating in this kind of 

interview? 
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Appendix F 

CONCEPT MAP 

 

 

− Not belonging 

imposter/outsider 

− Tired/no joy 

− Trapped 

− Out of my control 

Death by a thousand cuts 

• Too many changes 

• No joy 

• No direction/identity/purpose 

Tedium 

• Dead end 

• No passion 

• Routine 

• Monotony 

Too much change 

Too little change 

Reactions to Change 

• Time/space for me 

• School/business/retire 

• Town/community/people 

 Question self 

 Compartmentalize 

 Plan 

 Others’ stories 

Too much Too little Uncertainty 

• Starting over 

• Reverting  

• Moving too much 

Wholeness 

Purpose 

Community 

Income 

Stability 

Control  

Want: 

Fate 

 Transience 

 Second chance 

 Karma/Calling 

 Let it go/Wing it 

 Linked epiphanies 

 Authoritative others 

“People are moving; I am not.” 

“I’m where I need to be.” 

E
x
te

rn
al

 C
at

al
y
st

 

+ Opportunity to (re)establish 

+ Proving self 

+ Self-efficacy 

− Moving backward 

− Shame/Fear 

− Failure 


